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Abstract
In this work we study global dynamical phenomena which emerge as a result of the interplay
between network topology and single-node dynamics in systems of excitable elements.
We first focus on relatively small structured networks with comprehensible complexity
in terms of graph-symmetries. We discuss the constraints posed by the network topology
on the dynamical flow in the phase space of the system and on the admissible synchronized
states. In particular, we are interested in the stability properties of flow invariant polydi-
agonals and in the evolutions of attractors in the parameter spaces of such systems. As
a suitable theoretical framework describing excitable elements we use the Kuramoto and
Shinomoto model of sinusoidally coupled “active rotators”. We investigate plane hexagonal
lattices of different size with periodic boundary conditions. We study general conditions
posed on the adjacency matrix of the networks, enabling the Watanabe-Strogatz reduction,
and discuss different examples. Finally, we present a generic analysis of bifurcations taking
place on the submanifold associated with the Watanabe-Strogatz reduced system.
In the second part of the work we investigate a global dynamical phenomenon in neu-
ronal networks known as self-sustained activity (SSA). We consider networks of hierar-
chical and modular topology, comprising neurons of different cortical electrophysiological
cell classes. In the investigated neural networks we show that SSA states with spiking
characteristics, similar to the ones observed experimentally, can exist. By analyzing the
dynamics of single neurons, as well as the phase space of the whole system, we explain
the importance of inhibition for sustaining the global oscillatory activity of the network.
Furthermore, we show that both network architecture, in terms of modularity level, as well
as mixture of excitatory-inhibitory neurons, in terms of different cell classes, have influence
on the lifetime of SSA.
Keywords: clustering, stability, active rotators, hexagonal lattice, neuronal network mod-





Wir untersuchen globale dynamische Phänomene, die sich von dem Zusammenspiel zwi-
schen Netzwerktopologie und Dynamik der einzelnen Elementen ergeben.
Im ersten Teil untersuchen wir relativ kleine strukturierte Netzwerke mit überschau-
barer Komplexität. Als geeigneter theoretischer Rahmen für erregbare Systeme verwenden
wir das Kuramoto und Shinomoto Modell der sinusförmig-gekoppelten "aktiven Rotatoren"
und studieren das Kollektivverhalten des Systems in Bezug auf Synchronisation. Wir be-
sprechen die Einschränkungen, die durch die Netzwerktopologie auf dem Fluss im Phasen-
raum des Systems gestellt werden. Insbesondere interessieren wir uns für die Stabilitätsei-
genschaften von Fluss-invarianten Polydiagonalen und die Entwicklungen von Attraktoren
in den Parameterräume solcher Systeme. Wir untersuchen zweidimensionale hexagonale
Gitter mit periodischen Randbedingungen. Wir untersuchen allgemeine Bedingungen auf
der Adjazenzmatrix von Netzwerken, die die Watanabe-Strogatz Reduktion ermöglichen,
und diskutieren verschiedene Beispiele. Schließlich präsentieren wir eine generische Analyse
der Bifurkationen, die auf der Untermannigfaltigkeit des Watanabe-Strogatz reduzierten
Systems stattfinden.
Im zweiten Teil der Arbeit untersuchen wir das globale dynamische Phänomen selbst-
anhaltender Aktivität (self-sustained activity / SSA) in neuronalen Netzwerken. Wir be-
trachten Netzwerke mit hierarchischer und modularer Topologie , umfassend Neuronen von
verschiedenen kortikalen elektrophysiologischen Zellklassen. Wir zeigen, dass SSA Zustän-
de mit ähnlich zu den experimentell beobachteten Eigenschaften existieren. Durch Analyse
der Dynamik einzelner Neuronen sowie des Phasenraums des gesamten Systems erläutern
wir die Rolle der Inhibierung. Darüber hinaus zeigen wir, dass beide Netzwerkarchitektur,
in Bezug auf Modularität, sowie Mischung aus verschiedenen Neuronen, in Bezug auf die
unterschiedlichen Zellklassen, einen Einfluss auf die Lebensdauer der SSA haben.
Schlagwörter: Clusterbildung, Stabilität, aktive Rotatoren, hexagonale Gitter, neuronale
Netzwerkmodelle, selbstanhaltende Aktivität, kortikale Oszillationen, intrinsische neuro-
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According to Encyclopædia Britannica [83], “In the broadest sense, physics (from
the Greek physikos) is concerned with all aspects of nature on both the macroscopic
and submicroscopic levels.” Some of the greatest achievements in modern physics
are, on the one hand, the development of the Standard Model of Physics [113] de-
scribing the forces responsible for the interaction of the known subatomic particles
and, on the other hand, the General Theory of Relativity [114] describing the grav-
itational force. Although both theories have their issues and are subject to further
development [94] they are, thus far, the two best tested theoretical models describ-
ing the laws governing matter. The implementation of those theories exceeds by
far a purely theoretical understanding about the behavior of an exotic particle or a
galaxy, by finding application in various technologies; and yet, it is highly nontrivial
and usually impractical to apply the fundamental physical laws to “all aspects of
nature”. Furthermore, finding the corresponding exact solutions of the underlying
mathematical equations is in most cases impossible. In the late 19th century, in
an attempt to promote the mathematical journal Acta Mathematica, a competition
sponsored by the Swedish King Oscar II took place. One of the questions asked was
on the application of Newton’s Laws on a system of mass particles and on finding
the corresponding exact solution. The aim was to understand the planetary motions
within the solar system better and in particular– its stability; a question which has
engaged scientists like Newton, Euler, Lagrange, Poisson and many others. It was
Poincaré who won the prize. Although he did not provide exact solutions to the
problem, his manuscript created the foundation of what is now known as Dynamical
Systems or Chaos Theory [28, 34, 13]: a theory which, next to quantum mechanics
and relativity, is believed to have revolutionized not only physics but all sciences. Its
implementation in the field of “Interdisciplinary Physics” (a categorization given by
academic publishers such as Frontiers Media S.A or Elsevier B.V.) range from Nu-
clear Materials and Energy, Geography and Climatology, to Medicine and Biology,
making it applicable to “various aspects of nature”.
In the broadest sense, a dynamical system is a rule describing the time evolution
of a system. In most applications the systems of interest consist of interacting entities
and the dynamical system describes changes in the state of each entity by means of
first order coupled Ordinary Differential Equations (ODE’s) [17, 100]. Depending on
the nature of the problem, it is often the case that the involved entities have distinct
internal properties and are subject to different interactions among each other. For
example, if we consider a group of neurons in the brain coupled to each other via
dendrites and synapses, in general, there will be various types of neurons, some
of them being excitatory and others inhibitory, which will deffer not only in their
internal dynamics but also in the way they influence each other. For instance, as their
names suggest, the excitatory neurons will tend to excite (activate) the neurons they
are directly coupled to and the inhibitory neurons will tend to inhibit (suppress) the
activity of their postsynaptic neighbors. In cases when distinct entities comprise the
system, this differentiation enables the division of these entities within the system
as well as their interactions into particular groups. From this point of view it seems
quite natural to consider the dynamical system not solely as a coupled system of
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ODE’s but as complex dynamical network, where the (different types of) entities
correspond to (different types of) nodes and the (different types of) interactions to
(different types of) edges connecting the nodes. This perspective emphasizes not
only the dynamical differences between the involved entities and their interactions
but much more the underlying coupling structure which is captured by the topology
of the network. Regarding our example, it is intuitive to speak of neural networks.
Networks are prevailing in biological systems and have given rise to the branch
of “network biology”, researching the network of molecular interactions within a
cell, gene regulatory networks, metabolic networks, food webs and many others.
Complex Network Theory is as universal as Dynamical Systems or Chaos Theory
and has found various applications not only in biology but in all scientific disciplines
reaching from pure physics and mathematics to climatology and sociology [81, 18].
It is, therefore, not surprising that both theories overlap in most of the applications
and that their joint theoretical study is of increasing interest. In this work we
focus on the dynamical aspects of complex networks. We study global dynamical
phenomena which emerge as a result of the interplay between network topology and
single-node dynamics in systems of excitable elements.
In part I we consider theoretical settings of relatively small networks and inves-
tigate the effects of the network topology on the dynamical states of the system.
We focus on the collective behavior of the nodes comprising the network, which is
a global phenomena in contrast to the local coupling structure determined by the
network topology. A suitable theoretical framework, emphasizing collective behav-
ior in terms of synchronization, is a system of coupled phase oscillators. In section 1
we introduce the paradigm of phase oscillators and the concept of synchronization.
In subsection 1.2 we discuss general constraints posed by the network topology on
synchronous dynamical states and introduce the resulting flow-invariant submani-
folds. Those constraints affect the dynamics of the system and lead to non-generic
bifurcation scenarios reflecting the symmetry of the underlying graph. In particu-
lar, little is known about the evolution of attractors in the parameter spaces of such
systems. To advance in this direction, we restrict our study to identical phase oscil-
lators and focus on the repulsive coupling. The first condition ensures the emphasis
of the network symmetry in the dynamics and the second one is motivated by the
fact that the traditionally considered opposite, positive coupling, commonly favors
the onset of global synchronization [8], while repulsive coupling is known to result in
less trivial effects like clustering and hysteresis [104]. For this investigation, a conve-
nient choice for the single-node dynamics is the Kuramoto and Shinomoto model of
sinusoidally coupled “active rotators” [91]. In general, dynamical phenomena, such
as transition from globally synchronous state to chaos or cluster synchronization,
depend on the eigenvalues of the underlying adjacency matrix whose degeneracy
determine the dimension of the center manifold at the bifurcation points. Plane
hexagonal lattices with periodic boundary conditions provide a suitable theoretical
framework for such investigations since the degeneracy of the eigenvalues of the ad-
jacency matrix strongly depends on the size of the lattice while keeping the local,
hexagonal, symmetries of the system fixed. In section 2 we study the dynamics of
coupled “active rotators” on small hexagonal lattices with periodic boundary condi-
tions. Besides, we are interested in determining generic conditions on the network
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topology allowing the onset of collective dynamical phenomena. In such states, the
dimensionality of the problem can be strongly reduced, in the sense of synchronous
clustering, to the number of clusters, or even to a 3-dimensional submanifold ac-
cording to the Watanabe-Strogatz reduction [111, 112, 78]. In sections 3 and 3.3
we investigate the constraints on the adjacency matrix of the underlying graphs en-
abling such phenomena. The systems of interest range from various ring topologies
to k- partite graphs, represented in sections 4 and 5. Finally, in section 6 we present
a generic analysis of bifurcations taking place on the submanifold associated with
the reduced system.
In part II we tackle similar questions about the interplay between network topol-
ogy and single-node dynamics, in more realistic, neuronal networks. There we in-
vestigate a global dynamical phenomenon, known as self-sustained activity, charac-
terized by irregular firing of individual neurons and population oscillations with a
broad frequency range in the absence of external stimulus [54]. The architecture
of the cortical connections presents different features when viewed from different
spatial scales. At microscopic scale cortical circuitry is highly recurrent with both
excitatory and inhibitory neurons involved in many superposed positive and nega-
tive feedback loops, while at macroscopic, or systems level scale, the organization of
cortical connections seems to be hierarchical and modular, with dense excitatory and
inhibitory connectivity within modules and sparse excitatory connectivity between
modules [15, 119, 80]. A number of studies, just to mention a few [108, 74, 110], con-
sider effects of the structure of cortical connections on the existence of self-sustained
cortical activity and on variability of the single-cell and population firing rates in
that regime. Emphasizing the role of the topological structure of the cortical net-
works, most of these models do not take into account the possible joint role of the
multiple firing patterns of the different types of neurons that comprise the cortex
and do not capture the diversity of firing patterns of cortical neurons [63]. Given
the variability of cortical firing patterns, the natural questions are: (i) how does the
inclusion of neurons with varying intrinsic dynamics in a hierarchical and modular
cortical network model affect the occurrence of SSA in the network? (ii) how does
a combination of hierarchical and modular network topology with individual node
dynamics influence the properties of the SSA patterns in the network? To address
these questions, we use hierarchical and modular network model which combines
excitatory and inhibitory neurons from the five cortical cell types described by the
Izhikevich neuron models [62]. At the beginning of part II we show the connection
between the Izhikevich neuron model and the phase oscillator model discussed in
part I. In section 8 we introduce the models and methods underlying the numerical
investigation and in section 9 we present the results from the numerical simulations.
In sections 10 and 11 we analyze the system from dynamical point of view and




Phase Dynamics on Small Networks
with Nontrivial Local Topology
1 Phase Oscillators on Complex Networks
In the first part of this section we introduce briefly the paradigm of phase oscillator
and the concept of synchronization. For more details we refer to [84]. In the second
part of the section we consider synchronization on complex networks and based on
[97, 50, 51, 35] we discuss general constraints posed by the network topology on syn-
chronous dynamical states and introduce the resulting flow-invariant submanifolds.
1.1 Phase Oscillators
Repetitive phenomena are not uncommon in nature. The list of scientific articles
studying repetitive phenomena in various disciplines is countless. They are observed
in mechanical, optical and chemical systems as well as in astronomy, biology, clima-
tology, geology and even economics and sociology.
In all those cases the system returns repeatedly to an earlier state after some time
T . As dynamical systems with the appropriate state variables (say (x1, ..., xN) = x)
d
dt
x(t) = f(x(t)) (1)
such phenomena evolve through periodic trajectories in their state space: i.e. if x̄(t)
denotes the periodic trajectory then, after a period T , x̄(t) = x̄(t + T ). Choosing
an arbitrary initial point x̄0 on the periodic orbit any other point along the orbit
can be characterized by the time ϕ since the last passing through x̄0. The variable
ϕ is called the phase of the oscillation and after normalization by T or T/2π it is
bounded by 1 or 2π, respectively. The introduction of the phase variable enables the
reduction of the N -dimensional system to a 1-dimensional system along the periodic
trajectory rendering a much simpler dynamical model
d
dt
ϕ = 1 . (2)
By that, there is a one-to-one correspondence between points on the periodic orbit
x̄ and the introduced phase variable ϕ: i.e. both x̄ = x̄ (ϕ) and ϕ = ϕ(x̄) are well
defined. The intensity of oscillation is characterized by its amplitude.
Consider a small perturbation p(x) of the original system (1) representing, for
example, an interaction with the environment
d
dt
x = f(x) + εp(x) . (3)
Because of the perturbation the system will no longer evolve along the initial periodic
orbit x̄(t). Nevertheless, if the perturbation is small (ε 1) and the periodic orbit
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is stable (a limit cycle), the new trajectories of the perturbed system will remain
in the vicinity of x̄.1 In the vicinity of x̄ the amplitude of the perturbed periodic
orbit remains approximately unchanged. This suggests that the dynamics of the
perturbed system can still be described via a phase variable: all points along a
trajectory, which starts at x0, can be characterized by the time ϕ spent along that
trajectory. Consider once again the unperturbed system (1). In the vicinity of the
periodic orbit it defines a map
Φ : x(t) 7→ x(t+ T ) (4)
such that all points along the periodic orbit x̄(t) are fixed points under the action of
Φ: Φ(x̄(t)) = x̄(t+T ) = x̄(t). Since the limit cycle is attracting, under the action of
Φ, each point x̄(t0) on the limit cycle is also attracting and we can consider the set
I(x̄(t0)) of all points in the vicinity of the limit cycle that are attracted to x̄(t0). This
set forms an (N −1) dimensional hypersurface called an isochrone. Accordingly, the
family of isochrones at different points x̄ along the limit cycle can be parametrized
by the phase: I(ϕ). This allows us to define the phase not only for points along
the limit cycle (ϕ(x̄)) but also in its vicinity ϕ(x), whereby points belonging to the
same isochrone have the same phase. The changes in the amplitude caused by the
perturbation are changes along the isochrones. Observe that the isochrones are well
defined, in the vicinity of the periodic orbit, also for unstable periodic orbits. In the
case, instead of considering x̄(t0) as a sink it is considered as a source for the set
I(x̄(t0)).


































Assuming that the perturbation in (3) is small (ε  1), the deviations of the per-
turbed trajectory from the periodic orbit are also small
x = x̄+O(ε)
1In the case of unstable periodic orbits, the trajectory still remains in the vicinity of x̄ (because
of continuity) for some time. This time interval depends on the magnitude of the perturbation and
the instabilities.
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and up to the first order in ε we have
d
dt






≡ 1 + εΓ(ϕ) . (5)
The last equation represents the (perturbed) original system as a phase oscillator.
In many cases the external force acting on the phase oscillator is caused by a
mutual interaction with one or many other phase oscillators. Hence, we speak of
(weakly) coupled phase oscillators. Each one of those phase oscillators might have its
own frequency (this would be the case when the original systems (1) have different
periods) and it is therefore mandatory to write (2) as
d
dt
ϕi = ωi .
Furthermore, we can weaken the condition that the phase is a monotonically in-
creasing function along the periodic orbit and write instead
d
dt
ϕi = gi(ϕi) .




ϕi = gi(ϕi) + κ
N∑
j=1
Γij(ϕi, ϕj) . (6)
Here, κ denotes the coupling strength. It is assumed to be small (“weakly coupled”),
just as ε, in order to justify the approximations from above. Therefore, it is also
usually normalized by the total number of oscillators to avoid inconveniences in
the case N → ∞. Γij denotes the coupling function between oscillators i and j
taking into account that different oscillators might couple differently. It is a periodic
function and because of weak coupling and resonance conditions [84] it can be further
approximated to its general form Γij(ϕj − ϕi).
1.2 Synchronization and Clustering on Networks
One of the main interests when investigating systems of coupled phase oscillators is
the question of synchronization.
In a system of coupled phase oscillators (6) we say that oscillator k is synchronized
with oscillator l iff
ϕk(t) = ϕl(t) for ∀t . (7)
Equivalently, we say that oscillators k and l belong to the same cluster. From this
definition follows that a clustered (or synchronous) state should be flow-invariant:
once in this state, always in this state. This means also that oscillators belonging
to the same cluster have identical dynamical evolutions, hence, the clustered system
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Figure 1: Five coupled phase oscillators. Nodes with the same internal dynamics
are displayed by the identical shape and identical edges represent the same coupling
functions.
evolves on a lower dimensional subspace, which according to (7) geometrically cor-
responds to a polydiagonal in the phase space. Even though every clustered state
corresponds to a polydiagonal, the opposite is not necessarily true. If we choose the
initial conditions at t0 to lie, for example, on the polydiagonal ϕm(t0) = ϕn(t0) it
does not follow automatically from (6) that ϕ̇m(t0) = ϕ̇n(t0); therefore, it might well
be that ϕm(t) 6= ϕn(t) at some later time t > t0.
In a series of papers [97, 50, 51, 35] Golubitsky, Stewart and coauthors develop
a powerful mathematical formalism, based on groupoid theory, which is applicable
to generic “coupled cell systems” and enables the identification of flow-invariant
polydiagonals corresponding to clustered states. In some parts of this work we apply
the goupoid formalism directly or indirectly. In the rest of this section, without
going into mathematical details, we outline some of the concepts, in a form suitable
for networks of phase oscillators. We remark that, for the sake of simplification,
some of those concepts, as presented here, might slightly differ from their original
definitions. For detailed discussions, examples and generic proofs, see the original
works [97, 50, 51, 35].
Let C = {1, ..., N} denote the set of all N oscillators. Let I(k) be the input set
of k ∈ C: i.e. the set of all oscillators with nontrivial coupling towards k
I(k) = {m ∈ C | ∃ϕm : Γkm(ϕk, ϕm) 6= 0} .
We say that two oscillators k, l ∈ C are input equivalent k ∼I l if and only if there
exists a bijection
β : I(k) → I(l)
m 7→ β(m)
such that gk(x) = gl(x) and, Γk,m(x, y) = Γl,β(m)(x, y) and gm(x) = gβ(m)(x)
∀m ∈ I(k). I.e., two oscillators are input equivalent if they have the same in-
ternal dynamics and receive input via the same set of coupling functions from the
same type of oscillators. Figure 1 gives an example of five coupled phase oscillators
where identical nodes (displayed by the same shape) represent identical internal dy-
namics and identical edges represent identical coupling functions. Here, the input
set of oscillator 4 is I(4) = {3} and of oscillator 5 is I(5) = {2}. Because oscillators
2 and 3 have the same internal dynamics and couple, respectively, via the same
coupling coupling functions towards oscillators 5 and 4, there is a bijection β such
that 3 = β(2); therefore, oscillators 4 and 5 are input equivalent. The same is true
for oscillators 3 and 2: 2 ∼I 3.
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Let us denote the set of all input isomorphisms between oscillators k and l in C
by
B(k, l) = {(β, k, l, )|β is an input isomorphism from kto l} .
In particular B(k, l) 6= ∅ ⇔ k ∼I l. Observe that the sets B(k, l), for all k, l ∈ C
together, have a group similar structure: for example, if β : I(k) → I(l) and β ′ :
I(l)→ I(m), then β ◦ β ′ : I(k)→ I(m). However, they do not form a group acting
on C because, in general, not all elements in C are input equivalent, i.e. there would




is called the (symmetry) groupoid of the network. A groupoid is an algebraic struc-
ture similar to a group, except that the product of two groupoid elements might not
be defined [56].
If we consider k ∼I l and choose the initial conditions at t0 to lie, for example,
on the polydiagonal ϕk(t0) = ϕl(t0) and ϕm(t0) = ϕβ(n)(t0) ∀m ∈ I(k) it does follow
from (6) that ϕ̇k(t0) = ϕ̇l(t0). Nevertheless, this is still not sufficient to assure
ϕk(t) = ϕl(t), at some later time t, since the equivalence relation k ∼I l does not
guarantee that ϕ̇m(t0) = ϕ̇β(n)(t0) ∀m ∈ I(k). Therefore, we need an equivalence
relation stronger than ∼I . Let ./ be an equivalence relation on the set C and let ∆./
represent the corresponding polydiagonal
M./= {−→ϕ | k ./ l ⇒ ϕk = ϕl} . (9)
We call ./ a balanced equivalence relation if for every k, l ∈ C with k ./ l and k 6= l
k ./ l =⇒ k ∼I l ∧ ∃βkl ∈ B(k, l) : m ./ βkl(m)∀m ∈ I(k) . (10)
From the main theorem of the groupoid formalism (Theorem 7.2. [51]) follows that
a polydiagonal is flow-invariant if it corresponds to a balanced equivalent relation.
Here, we present an equivalent proof of this statement.
Theorem 1 In a system of coupled phase oscillators (6) a synchronous state ~ϕ(t0) ∈
∆./ is flow-invariant if the polydiagonal ∆./ (9) corresponds to balanced equiv-
alence relation (10).
Proof: The temporal evolution of (6), for the ith component of the vector field, is
given by the Taylor series







ϕ i(0) + ...
Let ∆./ correspond to an equivalence relation ./ (9). Consider k ./ l. The
polydiagonal ∆./ is flow-invariant if the Taylor series for ϕk(t) and ϕl(t) are
(component wise) equal for any t. The first term (O(t0)) in the Taylor series
corresponds to the initial condition ϕk(0) = ϕl(0) and is guaranteed. The
second term (O(t)) requires that ϕ̇k(0) = ϕ̇l(0) which is guaranteed for k ∼I l
andm ./ βkl(m) = n, ∀m ∈ I(k). The third term (O(t2)) requires additionally
that ϕ̇m(0) = ϕ̇n(0) is guaranteed for m ∼I n and i ./ βmn(i) ∀i ∈ I(m) a.s.o.
By induction follows that ∆./ is flow-invariant if ./ is a balanced equivalence
relation (10). 
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Figure 2: Synchrony state of the five coupled phase oscillators from figure 1.
The represented equivalence relations can be visualized by introducing a color. Let
~ϕ(t
′
) be the state of a network of coupled phase oscillators (6) at time t′ . We say,





the concept of color, the theorem states that a synchronized state is flow-invariant
if any two oscillators of the same color receive input from the same set of colors. In
figure 1 oscillators 2 and 3, as well as, 4 and 5 are input equivalent, hence, only they
can have the same color. From figure 2 we see that the polydiagonal
∆ = {ϕ1, ϕ2 = ϕ3, ϕ4 = ϕ5} .
is flow-invariant because both 2 and 3 receive the same input from a blue oscillator
and both 4 and 5 receive input from a red one. Observe also that the dimension of
the polydiagonal corresponds to the number of clusters. For further simple examples
see section 3.3.
Throughout this work we consider finite networks of identical coupled phase
oscillators (6) with identical coupling functions and nontrivial coupling topology:
ωi = ωj for ∀i, j
or in the more general case
gi(ϕ) = gj(ϕ) for ∀i, j
and
Γij(ϕj − ϕi) = CijΓ(ϕj − ϕi) .
The N ×N matrix C denotes the coupling topology and is defined as
Cij =
{
1 if j ∈ I(i)
0 otherwise
. (11)




ϕi = g(ϕi) + κ
N∑
j=1
CijΓ(ϕj − ϕi) . (12)
Observe that for a regular network C any two oscillators k, l ∈ C are input equivalent
k ∼I l and the groupoid (8) becomes a group. Note also that the adjacency matrix
C of the network is not unambiguous because of isomorphisms. We can choose any
other adjacency matrix A connected to C via a permutation P ∈ SN
A = PCP−1.
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Figure 3: Isomorphic adjacency matrices. On the left the adjacency matrix C and
on the right A = PCP−1 (see text; equation (14)).
Remark that this corresponds to a trivial transformation: a reordering of the cou-
pling matrix, or equivalently, to a renumbering of the cells. The dynamics of the
system with respect to the new, reordered, adjacency matrix is given by
d
dt
ϕ̃i = g(ϕ̃i) + κ
N∑
j=1
AijΓ(ϕ̃j − ϕ̃i) (13)
and is identical to (12), with different numeration of the cells: ~̃ϕ = P ~ϕ. Although
at this point it might be convenient to think of the permutation transformation as
a mere renumbering of the cells, it is important for later considerations to point
out that it might be considered as a map from the phase space of (12) to the phase
space of (13). In the latter case, all trajectories of (12) are trivially mapped by index
permutation to the trajectories of (13).
The permutation invariance allows us to choose any possible numeration of the
cells. Figure 3 gives an example of a 5-cell network with two isomorphic adjacency
matrices: C (on the left), A (on the right)
C =

0 0 1 1 0
1 0 0 1 0
1 1 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 1
0 1 1 0 0
 , A =

0 1 1 1 0
1 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 1
0 0 1 1 0
 (14)
and the corresponding permutation matrix P
P =

0 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
 .
Let ~ϕ∗(t) be a solution corresponding to a balanced pattern of synchrony ./
with dim∆./ = c clusters. In this state the indices of the cells can be ordered,
according to the cluster they belong to, into c equivalence classes χδ = [i] (δ =
1, ..., c) with [i] = {j ∈ C | i ./ j ⇔ ϕi(t) = ϕj(t)∀t}. Let nα = |χα| denote the
number of elements belonging to the same cluster and let the clusters be numerated
such that n1 ≤ n2 ≤ ... ≤ nc. Given a balanced pattern of synchrony, it is always
11
Figure 4: A balanced synchronous state with a corresponding adjacency matrix
identical to the one on the right in figure 3. The numeration outside of the cells
corresponds to the indexing of the cells and the numeration inside corresponds to
the indexing of the clusters.
possible, as argued above, to find a corresponding reordered adjacency matrix A
with numeration of the cells such that
χδ = {nδ−1 + 1, ..., nδ}
This means, for example, that according to this reordered adjacency matrix A cells
indexed by 1 to n1 belong to cluster 1, those indexed by n1 + 1 to n2 belong to
cluster 2, or in general, cells indexed by nδ−1 + 1 to nδ belong to cluster δ
ϕ̃i(t) = ϕ̃j(t) ⇐⇒ i ./ j (15)
⇐⇒ nδ−1 < i, j ≤ nδ
According to Theorem 1 a pattern of synchrony is balanced if each cell that
belongs to a given cluster, say cluster δ, receives the same input from any cluster ε.




σαα σαβ · · · σαc
σβα σββ · · · σβc
...
... . . .
...
σcα σcβ · · · σcc
 . (16)
Here, σδε is a nδ × nε rectangular matrix describing the incoming connections from
cluster ε towards cluster δ. From Theorem 1 it follows directly that
nε∑
j=1
(σδε)ij = ιδε ∀i ∈ [1, ..., nδ] (17)
where ιδε denotes the corresponding number of inputs.
Figure 4 gives an example of a balanced pattern of synchrony with 3 clusters on
the 5-cell network from figure 3. Here, the reordered adjacency matrix A is identical
to the one in equation (14). In the chosen cluster indexing r, b, g (for red, blue and
green respectively), the clusters comprise
χr = {1}, χb = {2, 3}, χg = {4, 5} (18)
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describes the coupling within the green cluster. Condition (17) posed on the sub-
matrices becomes also clear in the example. Considering σbg, for instance, it can be
seen that (17) is fulfilled, such that each cell from the blue cluster receives one input
from the green cluster. If one of the blue cells would receive input from two red
ones and the other, only from one (i.e. if (17) is violated), the pattern of synchrony
wouldn’t be balanced according to Theorem 1. It is important to remark that the
reordering of the adjacency matrix is only meaningful when considering a specific,
balanced, pattern of synchrony.
Another very important concept is the cluster reduction. The pattern of syn-
chrony from figure 4 can be reduced to a 3-cell system as shown in figure 5. The
number of arrows in the reduced system (on the right) indicates the number of inputs
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between cells of different clusters in the initial system (on the left): as described by
ιδε in (17). Therefore, we can write a generalized adjacency matrix for the reduced
system
R =




 0 2 11 0 1
0 1 1
 . (20)
A reduced adjacency matrix describes the coupling topology of the system on the ∆./
polydiagonal where theN -dimensional system (12) becomes dim∆./ = c-dimensional
d
dt
ϕi = g(ϕi) + κ
c∑
j=1
RijΓ(ϕj − ϕi) . (21)
For further examples see section 3.2.
In the example here, the 5-dimensional system is reduced, on the polydiagonal
corresponding to (18), to a system of three globally coupled phase oscillators. We
can easily think of another network Ã, consisting of five cells, and a pattern of
synchrony reducible to the same 3-cell system with adjacency matrix R as in (20).
An example of such a system is given on the right of figure 6. The corresponding
reordered adjacency matrix takes the form
Ã =
 σ̃rr σ̃rb σ̃rgσ̃br σ̃bb σ̃bg
σ̃gr σ̃gb σ̃gg
 .
The only difference between the adjacency matrix A in (19) of the “old” network (on







describing the coupling from the green cluster towards the blue one. It is important
to remark that A and Ã share the same submatrix structure in the sense that σ̃δε is






(σδε)ij = ιδε ∀i ∈ [1, ..., nδ] (22)
This is, in general, a necessary and sufficient condition for two patterns of syn-
chrony (subject to equations of motion as in (12)) to be reducible to the same net-
work. Therefore, on the reduced phase space, for the given patterns of synchrony,
both systems exhibit the same dynamics. As we have argued above the reordering of
the adjacency matrix via a permutation can be considered as a map from one phase
space to another. Choosing the same reordered form for the adjacency matrices A
14
Figure 6: Two non isomorphic 5-cell systems (on the right and left) reducible to the
same 3-cell system (in the middle).
and Ã of the two systems assures that the trajectories of the synchronous solution
will coincide. This can be seen directly from condition (15)
ϕA∗i (t) = ϕ
Ã∗
i (t) := ϕ
∗
i (t)
However, outside of the reduced (synchronous) phase space the trajectories of A
and Ã will in general be different. Therefore, there is no reason to expect (and
for this example, in general, it is indeed not the case) that the stability properties
of those synchrony states are identical on the two networks. Figure 7 represents
schematically this idea.
Figure 7: The figure represents two N -dimensional networks C and C̃ with identical
dynamics on the corresponding synchronous c-dimensional subspaces. The permu-
tation matrices P , and P̃ , capture the synchronous structure in the reordered A and




2 Phase Dynamics on Small Hexagonal Lattices with
Repulsive Coupling
In this section we study a system of sinusoidally coupled “active rotators” [91] on
hexagonal lattices. As we will see below, for low eigenfrequency ω < 1, each active
rotator possesses a stable and an unstable steady states. For a sufficiently large per-
turbation caused, for example, by the interaction with its neighbors the transient of
the trajectory back to the stable state is non-monotonic, imitating a spike. There-
fore, the model of “active rotators” describes an excitable system. We restrict the
investigation to relatively small lattice sizes and periodic boundary conditions. This
restriction is motivated by the fact that for a finite number of clusters on infinitely
large regular plane lattices with nearest neighbor coupling, such as the hexagonal
lattice, the patterns of synchrony are periodic in space with finitely large repetitive
motives [4]. This means that by investigating small latices with periodic boundary
conditions we also capture patterns of synchrony for larger lattices. However, as we
will see, the stability properties of the otherwise identical patterns, and therefore
their realization, strongly depend on the lattice size.
2.1 General Characteristics
Figure 8: Hexagonal lattice with periodic boundary conditions of size M ×N
The Kuramoto and Shinomoto model of sinusoidally coupled “active rotators”
[91] is described by the following dynamical system:





Aijsin(φj − φi), i = 1, ...,MN . (23)
Here, κ denotes the coupling strength normalized over 6 (the number of neighbors
for the hexagonal lattice) and Aij is the adjacency matrix describing the hexagonal
topology, with Aij = 1 if there is a link between nodes i and j, otherwise Aij = 0
and Aii = 0. The constant b 6= 0, denoting the level of excitability, can always
be chosen to be positive, by otherwise shifting the phases of all oscillators by π.
Furthermore, without loss of generality, after rescaling the time, the natural fre-
quencies and the coupling strength, b can be set to 1. The natural frequencies of
the identical oscillators are denoted by ω. At large values of |ω| > |b|+ |κ| the right
hand side of equation (23) does not change sign and the system performs monotonic
oscillations. Being interested in collective dynamical phenomena we chose |ω| < 1,
see next paragraph. Figure 8 shows schematically a hexagonal lattice with periodic
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boundary conditions of spatial periods M and N . The total number of elements is
respectively MN and the resulting phase space is the (2π)MN - torus, TMN .
We start the investigation by considering the decoupled system, i.e. κ = 0. In
this case the equations of motion (23) are reduced to
φ̇i = ω − sinφi , i = 1, ...,MN . (24)
It can be seen that for |ω| < 1 each oscillator has 2 steady states. Considering the
sign of the eigenvalue λ of the Jacobi matrix of (24), the stable steady state is at
φ(0)s = arcsinω =⇒ λ = −
√
1− ω2
and the unstable one at
φ(0)u = π − arcsinω =⇒ λ =
√
1− ω2,
whereby for |ω| > 1 no stationary states are possible. Considering the whole MN -
dimensional system this results in a total of 2MN steady states. Each steady state
corresponds to different combination where individual oscillators are either at φ(0)s or
at φ(0)u . Among these, there are only two completely synchronous, 1-cluster solutions:
a totally stable solution with φi = φ
(0)
s for ∀i and a totally unstable one with φi = φ(0)u
for ∀i. The remaining 2MN − 2 steady states are saddle points and correspond to
2-cluster solutions, comprising one stable and one unstable clusters with oscillators
locked at φ(0)s and φ(0)u respectively. For the 2-cluster solutions, a perturbation of
a single oscillator belonging to the unstable cluster will urge this oscillator towards
the stable cluster revealing a heteroclinic connection between the initial 2-cluster
state and the “new” 2-cluster state in which the perturbed oscillator belongs to
the initially stable cluster and not to the initially unstable one. The vast number of
saddle points in the phase space provides a network of heteroclinic connections. The
dynamical flow along those heteroclinics is such that stable clusters can only grow
in size and unstable clusters decrease. In contrast to the two 1-cluster solutions,
from above, which exist for all coupling strengths, albeit not with the same stability
properties as in the decoupled case, for κ 6= 0 most of the 2-cluster solutions are
disintegrated and transformed to 3- or more cluster solutions. This is because for
κ 6= 0 the nontrivial coupling topology, determined by A, restricts the invariant
subspaces as discussed in section 1.2. It is, however, important to remark that
all 2MN − 2 saddle states, being hyperbolic (none of the eigenvalues is at zero for
κ = 0), are preserved, along with their stability properties, also for sufficiently small
coupling strengths. At larger negative coupling strengths, the bifurcations along
the heteroclinics connecting those saddles ensure interesting dynamical phenomena.
A complete investigation of all those bifurcations in a system with symmetries, like
(23), requires the application of equivariant bifurcation theory [47, 48] which studies
the correlation between bifurcating branches and the underlying symmetry breaking.
However, most of the bifurcations that take place lead to unstable solutions and have
little to no effect on the observable dynamics. Therefore, we concentrate only on
those bifurcation branches directly involved in dynamical changes. At the end of
section 2.2, in appendix 2.2, we discuss in detail the connection between the flow-
invariant synchronous states and the underlying symmetry breaking for the smallest
possible hexagonal lattice 3× 3.
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Before proceeding with the investigation of the relevant bifurcation scenarios for
the coupled system, we can beforehand say what we can not expect. Equation (23)







with the corresponding potential function (or Liapunov function) given by





Aijcos(φj − φi) .
Because of the existence of a Liapunov function no Hopf bifurcations may appear in
the system [53]. This means that only periodic orbits which result from the period-
icity of the toroidal phase space can be observed: i.e. at least one of the oscillators
should perform full-scale rotations with amplitude not smaller than 2π. Given that,
in the following investigation of the coupled system the only bifurcations which
may be expected to lead to periodic orbits are local saddle-node, pitchfork and/or
transcritical bifurcations, or global homoclinic and/or heteroclinic bifurcations. In-
deed, we observe all these bifurcations in the investigated system, something quite
remarkable for a single dynamical model.
As usual, we start the bifurcation analysis by considering the Jacobi matrix for








j Akj i = k
κ
6
Aikcos(φk − φi) i 6= k
.
From above we know that the φ(0)s 1-cluster solution is the only stable state for







1− ω2 + κ)I
where I denotes the identity matrix of size MN . The corresponding eigenvalues λi













1− ω2 , (25)
where λAi denote the eigenvalues of the hexagonal adjacency matrix. From graph
theory [20] it is known that for any connected regular graph the maximal eigenvalue
of the graph equals the degree of the graph. Accordingly, for the hexagonal lattice
of any size the maximal eigenvalue of the graph is λAmax = 6. From (25) follows that
for positive coupling strength κ ≥ 0 the φ(0)s synchronous 1-cluster solution remains
stable. For negative coupling strength κ < 0 the stability properties are governed







the considered 1-cluster solution loses stability in a symmetry breaking bifurcation.
At the bifurcation point the dimension of the center manifold is given by the number
of eigenvalues crossing zero and corresponds to the multiplicity of λAmin. For the
hexagonal lattice this multiplicity depends on the lattice size and it is for this reason
that the observed dynamical phenomena for coupling strengths below κcrit depend
on the size of the hexagonal lattice. Numerical computations show the following
dependence of the multiplicity d(M,N) of λAmin on the lattice size:
d(M,N) =

9 forM = N = 4
6 forM = N 6= 4 and M 6= 3k
4 forM = kM with k > 1 and M 6= 3
2 otherwise
(27)
with k ∈ N. In the rest of this section we consider different cases for the multiplicity.
We begin, in the next subsection 2.2, with the 3×3 lattice. It is the smallest possible
hexagonal lattice and its multiplicity d = 2 can be seen as an exception since it is
the only square lattice with this property. In subsection 2.3 we consider the 4 × 3,
5×3 and 5×4 lattices as representatives of multiplicity d(M,N) = 2. There, we will
see that the observed dynamical phenomena are similar, despite the different lattice
sizes. The case of d(M,N) = 4 was also investigated within the 4× 12 lattice with
results comparable to those from the 4× 3 and partially the 4× 4 hexagonal latices.
Those results are not presented separately. The 4× 4 hexagonal lattice is a special
case both from graph theoretical and dynamical point of view and is considered in
subsection 2.4.
For the numerical studies for all lattice sizes the natural frequency was set to
ω = 0.7 and the coupling strength κ was varied towards strongly negative val-
ues starting from values slightly above κcrit (to detect possible hysteresis with the
1-cluster solution). The investigation of the attractors in the phase space was per-
formed by choosing for each coupling strength a set of not less than 2 × 104 initial
conditions from a homogeneous random distribution on the (2π)MN - torus. Below
κcrit no steady states were observed: Depending on the cluster size and especially on
the multiplicity of λAmin the dynamics was either periodic, quasiperiodic or chaotic.
As we will see in the following sections, at κcrit multiple saddle states collide
simultaneously with the fix point of the synchronous 1-cluster solution. Each of the
saddles corresponds to a clustered state. On the corresponding polydiagonal of the
(clustered) reduced system such saddle collides with the fix point of the synchronous
1-cluster solution either in a pitchfork or in a transcritical bifurcation. Taking
into account the high number of saddle states participating in the bifurcation, by
abusing the conventional terminology we say that the synchronous 1-cluster solution
loses stability at κcrit in degenerate pitchfork, respectively, degenerate transcritical
bifurcation. In section 6 we investigate in detail those pitchfork and transcritical
bifurcations.
2.2 The 3× 3 Hexagonal Lattice
The 3× 3 hexagonal lattice is the smallest possible hexagonal lattice with periodic
boundary conditions, since all smaller lattices result in globally coupled systems. In
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Figure 9: Bifurcation diagram for steady states on the 3× 3 hexagonal lattice. The
points X0 to X4 show five bifurcations taking place at different κ values. The
number of positive (+) and negative (−) eigenvalues is indicated next to the corre-
sponding branch. For the characterization of the synchronous states P..(a.., b..), see
appendix 2.2. The color-coding representing the synchrony patterns on the hexago-
nal lattices is not connected to the color-coding representing the different bifurcation
branches.
this case the number of oscillators is 9 and each unit is coupled to all but 2 of the
remaining units.
As discussed above, for κ 6= 0 most of the 2-cluster solutions, present at κ = 0,
are disintegrated and transformed to 3- or more clusters. In appendix 2.2, based
on the groupoid formalism presented in section 1.2, we investigate the balanced
polydiagonals corresponding to flow-invariant synchronous states and the underlying
symmetry breaking. An extended bifurcation analysis of all 2MN − 2 steady states
for κ ≤ 0 reveals, however, that only few synchronous states are directly involved
in bifurcations leading to stable states. All the rest remain unstable and therefore
have little to no effect on the observable dynamics.
Figure 9 shows the bifurcation diagram for synchronous steady states directly
involved in observable dynamical changes for κ < 0. The patterns of synchrony on
the right of the diagram represent the corresponding placement of the synchronous
oscillators on the lattice. Remark that the synchronous states are represented up to
symmetry-transformations: for example, because of the periodicity of the hexagonal
lattice, there are three symmetric synchronous states P0(a1, b1)– {A21, A22, A23}–
as shown in figure 10A. For κ > κcrit all investigated initial conditions end up at the
stable synchronous 1-cluster solution φ(0)s . At κcrit this solution loses stability in a
degenerate transcritical bifurcation, indicated by the pointX0 in figure 9. According
to (26) and (27) the center manifold at κcrit is 2-dimensional, corresponding to the
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A) B)
Figure 10: A) The three symmetry related cluster states A2i of the P0(a1, b1) syn-
chrony pattern. B) The P0(a1, b2) pattern of synchrony. For the characterization of
the synchronous states P..(a.., b..), see appendix 2.2.
multiplicity of λAmin. Each of the three synchronous states A2 involved in the trans-
critical bifurcation at κcrit originates, respectively, from a saddle at κ = 0 with three
positive and six negative eigenvalues. Such saddle corresponds to a 2-cluster state
with three oscillators comprising the unstable cluster and six oscillators comprising
the stable cluster. Accordingly, on the 2-dimensional polydiagonal corresponding
to the reduced system of A2, the saddle node has one stable and one unstable di-
rections. Transverse to the polydiagonal, the remaining eigenvalues indicate two
unstable and five stable direction, corresponding to perturbations, disturbing the
integrity of the clusters.
In figure 9 atX1, each of the three synchronous states A2 undergoes a degenerate
transcritical bifurcation, whereby two of the three positive eigenvalues of A2 become
negative. Those eigenvalues correspond to the two unstable directions transverse to
the polydiagonal: the smaller cluster comprising three oscillators becomes stable
w.r.t. perturbations disturbing its integrity, i.e. w.r.t perturbations orthogonal
to the synchronous polydiagonal. This can be seen from a direct computation of
the eigenvectors of the Jacobi matrix, at the point X1, but also by considering the
synchrony pattern of the involved A3 states. Observe that A3 (i.e. P0(a2, b1)) results
from a symmetry breaking of the small cluster in A2 (i.e. P0(a1, b1)). Furthermore,
for a given pattern A2 there are three (symmetric) possibilities to break the smaller
cluster into a pattern A3. Figure 9, pattern A3 (i.e. P0(a2, b1)), shows only one of
the three possibilities where the second and third oscillators of the small cluster from
pattern A2 (i.e. P0(a1, b1)) remain identical; however, it is also possible that the first
and the second or the first and the third oscillators remain identical in the symmetry
breaking. Indeed, at the bifurcation point X1 each of the three A2 synchrony states
collides, respectively, with three corresponding A3 states. Each of those A3 states
comes from a direction transverse to the 2-dimensional polydiagonal of the reduced
A2 system, resulting in a center manifold at X1 transverse to the A2 polydiagonal.
The cluster comprising the six oscillators, corresponding to the stable directions,
remains in the process unchanged, and therefore the stability change takes place
in the two initially unstable directions of A2 transverse to the polydiagonal. After
the bifurcation A2 remains, on the polydiagonal, a saddle with one stable and one
unstable directions.
In figure 9 at X0 (i.e. at κcrit), the three symmetric A2 states (shown in fig-
ure 10A) undergo simultaneously with the 1-cluster solution φ(0)s a degenerate tran-
scritical bifurcation. As in the X1 bifurcation from above, the three A2 saddles
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Figure 11: A) Segment of the two symmetric limit cycles (shown in red and blue) in
the reduced 3-dimensional system in the vicinity of the bifurcation point after the
bifurcation X0. The yellow and green planes represent the polydiagonals of A21 and
A23, respectively. B) Phase plot of the periodic solution. The colors correspond to
those of the synchrony pattern P0(a1, b2) shown in figure 10.
come to the stable node φ(0)s from different directions, along the corresponding 2-
dimensional polydiagonals. Because of the symmetry between the A2 states, we can
naturally introduce new variables along the polydiagonals
ψ1 ≡ φ1 = φ5 = φ9
ψ2 ≡ φ2 = φ6 = φ7
ψ3 ≡ φ3 = φ4 = φ8 .
(28)
Those variables correspond to the invariant subspaces of the synchrony pattern
P0(a1, b2), shown in figure 10B. On the P0(a1, b2) polydiagonal the 9-dimensional
system is reduced to a system of three globally coupled identical phase oscillators





sin(ψj − ψi) . (29)
After the bifurcation at X0 (i.e. at κcrit), for κ < κcrit the synchronous 1-cluster
solution φ(0)s , the only observed attractor in the system above κcrit, becomes unstable
and all investigated initial conditions end up on one of two symmetric limit cycles.
On the limit cycles the system is in a clustered state with a pattern of synchrony
corresponding to P0(a1, b2). Figure 11A shows the two symmetric limit cycles in the
3-dimensional phase space of the reduced system (29). Observe in figure 11B that the
phases of the oscillators are shifted by a third of the period. This is a consequence of
the symmetry group (the S3 permutation group / D3 dihedral group) of the reduced
system, an effect well understood in arrays of identical phase oscillators [10]. A
cyclic permutation of the oscillators corresponds to a spatio-temporal symmetry-
transformation along a limit cycle, while a non-cyclic permutation corresponds to
symmetry-transformation from the one limit cycle to the other [49]. In the following
lines we explain the origin of the limit cycles and their symmetries.
The degenerate transcritical bifurcation at X0 (i.e. at κcrit), in figure 9, takes
place on the three dimensional polydiagonal of the reduced system (29) and therefore
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has an S3 symmetry. This bifurcation is known as the S3 transcritical/homoclinic
bifurcation (S3-THB) [11], represented schematically in figure 12. The edges of the
triangle represent the three 2-dimensional polydiagonals A2i and the vertices rep-
resent the replicas of the 1-cluster solution φ(0)s shifted by 2π. At the bifurcation
point, along each polydiagonal A2i, the 1-cluster solution φ
(0)
s collides with a cor-
responding saddle A2i giving rise to homoclinic connections. Simultaneously there
is stability exchange between the 1-cluster solution φ(0)s and A2i saddles in direc-
tion transverse to the polydiagonals A2i. After the bifurcation the previously stable
transverse directions of the A2i saddles become unstable, and the homoclinics simul-
taneously give rise to periodic orbit, as shown in figure 12. The trajectories of the
limit cycle passes along the 2-dimensional invariant polysynchronous subspaces A2i
(according to the initial homoclinics). In the vicinity of a saddle A2i the transverse
instabilities dominate and the trajectory is forced away from the current polydiag-
onal towards another one, resulting in a subsequent visit of each of the three saddle
states A2i. This behavior can be seen in figure 11A (at κ = κcrit− 0.01) and also in
the schematic representation in figure 12. We can now understand the symmetries
of the two limit cycles, mentioned above. Each of the two limit cycles Lred/blue, from
figure 11A, can be characterized by the subsequent order of the saddles A2i along
the trajectory. The possible arrangements of the three saddles A21, A22, and A23
are given by the permutation group S3. However, because of the periodicity of the
trajectory, cyclic permutations, like (A21, A22, A23) 7→ (A23, A21, A22), would corre-
spond to transformations along the same limit cycle (i.e. spatio-temporal symmetry-
transformations); anti-cyclic permutations, like (A21, A22, A23) 7→ (A21, A23, A22),
would correspond to transformations from one limit cycle to the other (i.e. spatial
symmetry-transformations). Therefore, because of the symmetries, not one but two
limit cycles are born at the THB bifurcation.
Remarkably, the asymptotics of the period of the limit cycles follow neither the
logarithmic law, typical for a homoclinic bifurcation of hyperbolic saddle points
nor the inverse square law, typical for homoclinics to saddle-nodes [46]. Here, the





Figure 12: Schematic representation of the S3-THB bifurcation.
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Figure 13: A) Asymptotics of the period of the observed limit cycles. B) Polar
coordinates for the normal form of the S3-THB bifurcation.
We were unable to find in the literature a derivation of this kind of asymptotics. In
what follows we show that (30) is indeed the right asymptotics for the more general
case SN .
In polar coordinates (r, ϕ), as in figure 13B, the normal form of the bifurcation
can be written as
ṙ = µr − r2cos(Nϕ) (31)
ϕ̇ = rsin(Nϕ) (32)
rendering a stable (unstable) fixed point at the origin r∗ = 0 for µ < 0 (µ > 0
) and respectively N saddles on each of the invariant submanifolds ϕ∗m = mπ/N
(m = 1, .., N) at r∗ = µ. For µ > 0, the time spend along the periodic orbit, in the
vicinity of the bifurcating points, is much larger than the transient time between
their 2π- shifted replicas. Therefore, we can choose the latter to be of order 1. The
time spend near the fixed points equals the time that ϕ(t) needs to get from the
Poincare section Σ1 to Σ2; see figure 13B. We can estimate this time, if we could












Taking the time derivative of (32) and substituting back (31) and (32) renders
ϕ̈(t) = (N − 1)cos(Nϕ)
sin(Nϕ)
ϕ̇2 + µϕ̇ . (34)











The fact that by rescaling the time t 7→ µt entirely absorbs the parameter µ in both
equations of motion (31) and (32) shows that the asymptotics of the period is indeed
given by (30).
Appendix
Invariant Subspaces on the 3× 3 Hexagonal Lattice
In this section we determine the invariant subspaces, i.e. the possible clustered
states, for system (23) on the 3×3 hexagonal lattice, taking into account symmetry
breaking leading from one clustered state to another. This approach aims to combine
(in a non strictly mathematical way) aspects from equivariant bifurcation theory [47,
48] and the groupoid formalism, discussed in section 1.2. In [5] and the proceeding
[6, 7] Antoneli and Stewart discuss the connection between equivariant bifurcation
theory and groupoid formalism. There, they show that on a network with coupling
topology based on a symmetry group Γ it is possible to have balanced patterns of
synchrony (called exotic) that do not correspond to any fixed point subspace of Γ.
Therefore, it is convenient to consider not merely the fixed point subspace of Γ, as
it is usual within equivariant bifurcation theory, but rather the balanced patterns
of synchrony and the underlying symmetry breaking.
System (23) is equivariant under the symmetry group of the corresponding hexag-
onal lattice, denoted here by Γ:
F (γφ) = γF (φ) ∀φ ∈ TMN , γ ∈ Γ.
From equivariant bifurcation theory [48, 49] it is known that fixed-point spaces
Fix(Σ) = {φ ∈ TMN |σφ = φ ∀σ ∈ Σ}
with Σ ⊆ Γ, correspond to flow-invariant subspaces of the system:
F (Fix(Σ)) ⊆ Fix(Σ) .
In order to understand the bifurcation scenarios in such equivariant systems, i.e.
in order to determine bifurcation branches for a given solution, it is necessary to
investigate the isotropy lattice of the system. The isotropy group of a given solution,
say φ̄, is defined as
Σφ̄ =
{
γ ∈ Γ | φ̄ = γφ̄
}
.
The isotropy lattice is the partially ordered set of all (conjugate) isotropy subgroups:
i.e. each isotropy group is a node on the lattice and there is a (directed) link from one
isotropy group to another isotropy group if and only if the first is a subgroup of the
second. Being a subgroup of Γ each isotropy group also defines a fixed point space
Fix(Σφ̄) and under some restrictions on Σφ̄ and Fix(Σφ̄) given by the ’Equivariant
Branching Lemma’ [48, 49] it is possible to determine symmetry breaking bifurcation
branches for the solution φ̄. And vice versa, if we know the symmetry breaking
leading from one clustered state to another, we will be able to determine possible
bifurcating branches.
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In [98] Stewart proves that the invariant subspaces of any coupled cell system
form a lattice, in the sense of a partially ordered set, similar to the isotropy lattice.
In successive works different methods, both analytical [68, 67, 1] and computational
[2, 1], were developed in order to characterize and determine the lattice of invariant
subspaces for a coupled system with given topology. Though, even for the small-
est case of the 3 × 3 lattice, because of the relatively high dimensionality and the
multiplicity of the graph eigenvalues, the implementation of these methods is very
technical and computationally expensive. Moreover, these methods determine the
full lattice of invariant subspaces (i.e. all 2MN invariant states), whereas, we are
interested in the isotropy lattice of the system comprising the invariant subspaces
up to symmetry conjugation. Here, we explicitly determine the invariant subspaces
based on simple considerations. Starting from the smallest nontrivial invariant sub-
spaces (the 2-cluster states) we subsequently break the symmetry determining the
proceeding higher dimensional states.
On the 3×3 lattice every unit is coupled to almost all other units: to six out of the
eight remaining. For a 2-cluster state, say a blue and a red clusters, this means that
the smaller cluster (the red one) should comprise exactly three units. If there are
less than three red units, there will be at least one blue unit which does not receive
input from a red one, while the others do, and if there are four red units there will be
at least one blue unit which receives more red input than the rest of the blue units.
It can be easily verified that, up to symmetry-transformations, there are only three
possible 2-cluster balanced patterns of synchrony, shown in the lower part of figure
14 with the characterizations P0, Q0 and R0, respectively. In order to determine
the possible symmetry breaking, it is convenient to consider not only the whole
9-dimensional system but rather the corresponding reduced systems, shown by the
networks in the upper part of figure 14. The nodes represent the clusters, indexed
by the number of oscillators comprising the cluster and the edges correspond to the
inter (intra) cluster connections. In the case of all to all coupling between (within)
clusters, i.e. all oscillators from a cluster are coupled to all oscillators of another (the
same) cluster, the edges are continuous. Otherwise, the edges are dashed, indexed by
the number of connections each oscillator of a given cluster receives from oscillators
of a corresponding cluster. The nontrivial coupling topology in this cases depends
on the symmetry (Pi, Qj, Rk) of the synchronous pattern on the whole 3×3 lattice.
Observe, for example, the reduced system (a1, b1) of the 2-cluster state P0 shown
in the top part of the right block. The coupling within the a1 cluster is trivial
(it is absent), resulting in a symmetry within the a1 cluster corresponding to the
permutation group S3. Furthermore, because the coupling between the two clusters
a1 and b1 is all to all, a symmetry breaking within the a1 cluster will always result
in a balanced pattern of synchrony, independent on the symmetry group of the b
cluster. Contrary, the coupling within the b1 cluster is nontrivial and a symmetry
breaking of b1 is always connected to a change in the symmetry pattern on the whole
3 × 3 lattice. In the case of P3(a1, b2) symmetry, the symmetry groups of each of
the three clusters (a1, b2) is S3 and because of the all to all coupling between the
clusters, a symmetry breaking within any of those clusters will result in a balanced
pattern of synchrony, independent of the other two clusters. This is not the case
for the P1 and P2 symmetries, where the coupling between (and within) the clusters
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is nontrivial. Here, a symmetry breaking in only one of the clusters can not result
in a balanced pattern of synchrony unless the symmetry of the other clusters is
appropriately broken as well.
The other two 2-cluster statesQ0 and R0 both reduce to identical systems (c1, d1),
shown in the top part of the left block. It is interesting to observe that subsequently,
the patterns of synchrony resulting from a symmetry breaking also reduce to iden-
tical systems although the symmetry groups of Q and R are different. The same
considerations are valid here as for the P symmetry. In particular, as for P3, the
symmetry breaking within single clusters for Q2 and R2 always leads to balanced
patterns of synchrony. Therefore, if the underlying symmetry groups allows it, sym-
metry breaking between patterns from Q2, R2 and P3 might also be possible: for
example P3(a1, b2) can also break in Q2(c3, d3) or R2(c3, d3).
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Figure 14: Lattice of symmetry breaking for the balanced patterns of synchrony for
the 3×3 hexagonal lattice. The characterizations Xi(yj, zk) stand for different sym-
metries on the whole 3×3 hexagonal lattice (see text). The small networks indicate
the reduced system, whereby each node illustrates a cluster and the number inside
corresponds to the number of oscillators comprising the cluster. Continuous edges
indicate all to all coupling between (within) the clusters. Dashed edges indicate a
nontrivial coupling topology between (within) clusters and the edge index indicates
the number of connections each oscillator from the given cluster receives from os-
cillators of the corresponding cluster. In the case of dashed edges the nontrivial
coupling topology becomes clear when considering the symmetry characterization
Xi(yj, zk) on the whole 3× 3 hexagonal lattice.
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Figure 15: Bifurcation diagram for steady states on the 4 × 3 hexagonal lattice.
The number of positive (+) and negative (−) eigenvalues is indicated next to the
corresponding branch. The color-coding representing the synchrony patterns on the
hexagonal lattices is not connected to the color-coding representing the different bi-
furcation branches.
2.3 Non-Square Lattices M×N with Multiplicity d(M,N) = 2
In this subsection we consider small non-square hexagonal lattices with multiplicity
(27) of λAmin d(M,N) = 2. As representatives we have investigated lattices of sizes
4×3, 5×3 and 5×4. The obtained results have shown that the dynamical phenomena
on all those lattices are similar. Therefore, we will describe in detail only the case
of the 4× 3 lattice.
At first, it appears that for κ > κcrit the only observed attractor is the stable
synchronous 1-cluster solution φ(0)s which loses stability at κcrit. Figure 15 represents
on the left, up to symmetry-transformations, the bifurcation diagram for the steady
states involved in the bifurcation and on the left the balanced patterns of synchrony
of those states on the hexagonal lattice. The connectivity networks, corresponding
to the reduced systems of A6 and A7 are, of course, different but have the same
eigenvalues identical to the six (up to multiplicity) unique eigenvalues of the whole
hexagonal lattice. Most importantly, they share the same minimal eigenvalue as the
hexagonal lattice, enabling the bifurcation at X0. An investigation of all 2MN − 2
saddles that exist at κ = 0 has shown that depending on the initial configuration
of the “stable” (placed at φ(0)s ) and “unstable” (placed at φ(0)u ) oscillators, the initial
2-cluster states give rise to nontrivial 2-, 3- , 4- , 6- and 7-cluster states at non-zero
coupling strength. Beside A6 and A7, together with their symmetric copies, some of
the reduced systems of the remaining clustered states do share eigenvalues with the
whole hexagonal lattice and do take part in bifurcations with the 1-cluster solution
φ
(0)
s for κ < κcrit. Nevertheless, only A6 and A7 have the same eigenvalue λAmin
as the hexagonal lattice (26) and therefore they are the only ones taking part at
the bifurcation at X0. Observe also that the patterns of synchrony A6 and A7 are
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A) B) C)
Figure 16: The 6-cluster limit cycle 6LC. A) Pattern of synchrony on the 4 × 3
hexagonal lattice (top). The corresponding reduced system (bottom). B) Phase
plot of the periodic solution. C) Asymptotics of the period.
not subject to nontrivial symmetry-transformations. Therefor, each of them has 12
symmetric copies which take part in the bifurcation. From this point of view, the
bifurcation at X0 can be regarded as two degenerate pitchfork bifurcations taking
place at the same point. Contrary to the 3×3 lattice with a degenerate transcritical
bifurcation, the bifurcations here can only be pitchfork because of the high number
(2× 12) of colliding steady states [45].
At the beginning of the previous paragraph, we mentioned that the only observed
attractor for κ > κcrit appears to be the stable synchronous 1-cluster solution φ
(0)
s .
In fact, for κ values slightly above κcrit less than half a dozen of more than 2× 104
randomly chosen initial conditions did not converge to the 1-cluster solution φ(0)s .
Instead, within a very narrow κ region a hysteresis with φ(0)s and a limit cycle
comprising 12 clusters was observed. For κ below this region, still above κcrit, very
few initial conditions showed chaotic behavior and all the rest ended at the still stable
1-cluster solution φ(0)s . For different κ values below κcrit, with the 1-cluster solution
φ
(0)
s being unstable, various dynamical states were observed: limit cycles with 6,
7 and 12 clusters, quasi-periodicity and chaos. In what follows, we describe the
observed limit cycles and their transitions to quasi-periodic and chaotic dynamical
states. We also explain the hysteresis observed above κcrit.
The limit cycle with 6-clusters, which we call 6LC, is shown, up to symmetry-
transformations, in figure 16. Figure 16A represents the synchrony pattern on the
4 × 3 hexagonal lattice and the corresponding reduced system. It is interesting to
observe that the spatio-temporal symmetry of the periodic solution is the dihedral
group D6: the phases of the oscillators belonging to different clusters are shifted
by one sixth of the period (see figure 16B). This is not surprising since in the
reduced system (figure 16A, bottom) the pairs r-b, g-o, and y-m are symmetric with
a symmetry group Z2 (interchanging the oscillators within each pair does not affect
the system). Furthermore, there is a symmetry D3 corresponding to a permutation
of those pairs (observe that if the oscillators of each pair were identical, we would
have a (reduced) system of three coupled oscillators). Combining the two groups we
end up with the dihedral group D6 ' D3 ⊗ Z2. The phase shift between oscillators
belonging to the same pair is half the period, corresponding to the Z2 symmetry.
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Figure 17: A) Phase plot of the 12-cluster limit cycle born at κ6,1 from the period
doubling bifurcation of the 6-cluster limit cycle. For the sake of better visibility,
only 6 out of the 12 different phases are shown:1, 3, 2, 4, 10 and 12. B) Intersection
of φ7 with a Poincare section φ1 = π at different κ values. Insets: Segments of
2-dimensional projection of the intersection points on the Poincare section for φ4






where ψi denotes the phase in the reduced system and T the period. The phase
shift between oscillators belonging to different pairs is, respectively, a third of half








The logarithmic asymptotics exhibited by the period, shown in figure 16C, in-
dicates a heteroclinic bifurcation at κh,6 = −0.55... < κcrit from which the periodic
solutions originates. At the bifurcation point the new born periodic solutions is
strongly unstable with a pair of complex conjugated multipliers, as well as, two
real negative multipliers outside the unit circle. Decreasing κ below κh,6 gradually
retracts the multipliers towards the unit circle, down to κ6,3 = −0.61.., where one
real negative multiplier enters the unit circle in a period doubling bifurcation. At
κ6,2 = −0.62.. the pair of complex conjugated multipliers also reaches the unit circle
in a Neimark-Sacker bifurcation and finally the last real negative multiplier enters
the unit circle also in a period doubling bifurcation at κ6,1 = −0.69.. . For all κ
values lower than this, the 6-cluster limit cycle 6LC remains stable.
Seen the other way around, considering an increase in κ from strongly negative
values, a new periodic orbit, comprising 12 clusters, is born from the period doubling
bifurcation at κ6,1. Figure 17A shows a phase plot for 6 out of the 12 different phases.
Not surprisingly, the period of the new limit cycle equals twice the period of the
6LC limit cycle at the bifurcation point. However it is interesting that the spatio-
temporal symmetry of the new limit cycle corresponds to a symmetry breaking of the
spatio-temporal symmetry of the old one. Here, each of the 6 clusters from figure 16A
is split into two, which is depicted in the spatio-temporal symmetry and the period
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doubling. In figure 17A, the phase shift between oscillators, previously belonging to
the same cluster (figure 16A,B), is half the new period (or approximately the whole






where T denotes the period of the new born 12-cluster limit cycle. Furthermore,
the phase shift between oscillators previously belonging to the pairs r-b, g-o, and
y-m from the previous section is, respectively, one half of half the new period,


















Therefore, it is not surprising that the spatio-temporal symmetry of the new born
12-cluster limit cycle is the dihedral group D12 ' D3 ⊗ Z2 ⊗ Z2.
Increasing κ further, above κ6,1, gradually deforms the “doubled period” 12-
cluster limit cycle, as represented in figure 17B. At κ = −0.687.. a Neimark-Sacker
bifurcation takes place, giving birth to a stable quasiperiodic orbit on a “double”
torus (figure 17B- Inset 1). Further increase of κ forces a progressive folding of
the torus (figure 17B- Inset 2). This leads to a shift in the winding number of
the trajectory on the torus: it takes more time to complete a full cycle on the
Poincare section of the torus, as it can be seen by the finite number of intersections
in figure 17B- Inset 3. Eventually, the winding number becomes rational and stable
limit cycles with high period multiplicity are formed, marking the Arnold tongues in
parameter space. Figure 17B- Inset 4 represents a limit cycle with period multiplicity
80. This process indicates the formation of a chaotic set. However, this region of
phase space gradually loses stability with the increase of κ and before the chaotic set
becomes observable, trajectories become attracted to another 12-cluster limit cycle,
which we call 12LC(A).
The 12LC(A) limit cycle appears to be the only remaining attractor after the
chaotic set, originating from the 6LC periodic orbit, loses stability. It is also the
limit cycle which remains stable for the largest κ interval; it is the one observed in
the hysteresis with the 1-cluster solution φ(0)s above κcrit; and it gives rise to a chaotic
set on its own. From the logarithmic low of the period asymptotics, represented in
figure 18A, it becomes clear that 12LC(A) originates from a heteroclinic bifurcation
at κh,12A = −0.475.. above κcrit. At this point, it is strongly unstable with a single
positive real eigenvalue outside the unit circle. A decrease in κ, down to κ12A,3 =
−0.476.. > κcrit, leads to a subcritical pitchfork bifurcation of limit cycles and
12LC(A) becomes stable, coexisting with the still stable 1-cluster steady solution
φ
(0)
s . The fact, that at this point very few initial conditions, out of more than 2×104
randomly chosen, end up at 12LC(A) indicates a very small basin of attraction.




Figure 18: A) Period asymptotics of the 12-cluster limit cycle 12LC(A). B) Phase
plot of the 12 clusters. C) Intersection of φ3 with a Poincare section φ1 = π at
different κ values. Insets: Segments of 2-dimensional projection of the intersection
points on the Poincare section for φ4 and φ3 at different κ values.
loses stability in a Neimark-Sacker bifurcation with a pair of complex conjugated
multipliers reaching the unit circle. At this point a quasiperiodic orbit emerges on
the newborn torus. Similar to the formation of the chaotic set from the previous
paragraph, a chaotic set starts to form at decreasing κ values from the folding of the
torus. Because of the instabilities of the initial torus, the forming chaotic set remains,
at first, unstable. Further decrease of κ gradually suppresses those instabilities,
whereby transiently chaotic orbits are observed. When κ becomes smaller than κcrit,
the 1-cluster solution φ(0)s loses stability and for certain κ region [κ12A,1, κcrit] the only
attractor of the system remains the chaotic set, represented in figure 18C. At different
values of κ the chaotic set changes and various stability islands with invariant tori
and limit cycles of higher period multiplicity are formed and disintegrate, once again,
indicating the Arnold tongues in parameter space. In a decrease of κ towards κ12A,1
the chaotic set is gradually formed back to torus, originating from a Neimark-Sacker
bifurcation at κ12A,1 where the two complex conjugated eigenvalues of 12LC(A)
are pulled back within the unit circle and the 12-cluster periodic orbit regains its
stability. From this point on, it remains stable and down to κ6,1, where the 6-cluster
limit cycle 6LC from above stabilizes as well, it is the only observed attracting state
in phase space. The spatio-temporal symmetry of the 12LC(A) periodic solution
is once again the dihedral group D12 (see figure 18B). However, in this case the
symmetry does not originate from a subsequent symmetry breaking. The reason is
that, here, the 12-cluster limit cycle 12LC(A) is born directly from a heteroclinic
bifurcation, contrary to the 12-cluster limit cycle with D12 ' D3 ⊗ Z2 ⊗ Z2 born
from the period doubling bifurcation of 6LC.
The two stable limit cycles 6LC and 12LC(A) do not remain the only attractors
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Figure 19: Intersection of φ5 with a Poincare section φ1 = π at different κ values
within a chaotic attractor originating from a Neimark-Sacker bifurcation of a 7-
cluster solution 7CL. Insets: Segments of 2-dimensional projection of the intersection
points on the Poincare section for φ7 and φ3 at different κ values.
in the system for κ < κ6,1. Decreasing κ further, down to κ = −0.92.., reveals a new
chaotic set, represented in figure 19. At first, transiently chaotic trajectories, ending
on the stable 12LC(A) limit cycle, are observed and for lower κ values the chaotic
set becomes stable. As in the cases from above, various stability islands appear at
different κ values, some of them represented in the insets of the figure. From figure
19 it becomes clear that, here as well, by considering an increase of κ from below,
the chaotic set originates from the folding of a torus born from a Neimark-Sacker
bifurcation of a limit cycle at κ7,1 = −1.17..: a 7-cluster periodic orbit, which we call
7LC. Despite the similarity with the previous cases, the bifurcation curve of the 7LC
periodic solution, represented in figure 20A ,is more complicated than the one of the
6LC limit cycle. The 7LC limit cycle originates from a saddle node bifurcation of
limit cycles at κSN,7 = −0.86... The saddle node bifurcations along the bifurcation
curve, together with subsequent period doubling and pitchfork bifurcations (not
shown explicitly) attest the intricate topology in phase space. Decreasing κ from
higher values towards κ = −0.92.. forces a folding in phase space, deforming the limit
cycles in this region and gradually leading to quasiperiodic and chaotic solutions.
It is interesting to observe (see figure 20B) that in the stable region the 7-cluster
solution does not possess any spatio-temporal symmetries, which is to be expected
since the reduced system does not have any symmetries either (see figure 20C).
At each of the pitchfork bifurcations in 20A limit cycles with 12-clusters are born.
Most of those 12-cluster periodic solutions remain unstable within the investigated
κ region, exhibiting themselves Neimark-Sacker, pitchfork and period doubling bi-
furcations. Nevertheless some of those 12-cluster limit cycles become stable for
sufficiently low κ values. Similar to the 12-cluster limit cycle originating from the
period doubling bifurcation of 6LC, the spatio-temporal symmetries of the periodic
solutions originating from pitchfork bifurcations of 7LC correspond to symmetry
breaking of the 7-cluster solutions, whereby the phases of oscillators previously be-




Figure 20: A) Fragment of the bifurcation curve for the 7LC limit cycle showing the
intersection of φ8 with the Poincare section φ1 = π. Abbreviations: (NS) Neimark-
Sacker; (PD) Period Doubling; (PF) PitchFork; (SN) Saddle Node. B) Phase plot of
the 7 clusters for the 7LC limit cycle in the stable region at κ = −1.19. The colors
correspond to the pattern of synchrony in C). C) Pattern of synchrony for the 7LC
limit cycle on the 3× 4 hexagonal lattice and the corresponding reduced system.
2.4 The 4× 4 Hexagonal Lattice
The 4×4 hexagonal lattice seems to be a special case not only from graph theoretical
point of view, where it is distinguished by its own name– “The Shrikhande Graph”
[20]– but also from dynamical point of view, as we will see in this section.
The hexagonal lattice of any size with periodic boundary conditions is a reg-
ular graph, since every element has the same number of neighbors. However, the
Shrikhande graph is strongly regular, meaning that additionally, every two adjacent
elements have p common neighbors and every two nonadjacent elements have q com-
mon neighbors: here, p = q = 2. Because of this peculiarity, the multiplicity of the
graph eigenvalues (see (27)) is also exceptional: among all doubly periodic hexago-
nal lattices, only the 4×4 hexagonal lattice has a minimal eigenvalue of multiplicity
d(4, 4) = 9. As a consequence, the center manifold at the bifurcation point κcrit,
where the 1-cluster synchronous solution φ(0)s loses stability, has the unusually high
dimension 9.
Figure 21 represents the bifurcation diagram for the steady states involved in the
bifurcation at κcrit = −0.5356... (the X0 point in the diagram). Up to symmetry-
transformations, besides the 1-cluster solution φ(0)s , there are eight entangled steady
states. The remaining points, X.. in figure 21, denote bifurcations along the corre-
sponding polydiagonals which do not influence directly the X0- bifurcation; there-
fore, those bifurcations won’t be discussed in detail here. Considering the excep-
tionally high dimension of the center manifold at the bifurcation point X0, it is not
surprising that the bifurcation diagram is much more complex than in the previous
cases. Nevertheless, it shows similar features. Recall from above that on the 3 × 3
lattice there was a single degenerate transcritical bifurcation and on the 4 × 3 lat-
tice there were two degenerate pitchfork bifurcations. In figure 21 at X0, there are
two degenerate pitchfork bifurcations, along the invariant subspaces of the B3 and
A5 patterns of synchrony, and six degenerate transcritical bifurcations, respectively,
along the invariant subspaces of the remaining six patterns of synchrony. In section 6
we will investigate in greater detail the question whether the 1-cluster solution φ(0)s ,
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Figure 21: Bifurcation diagram for eight steady states taking part at the bifurcation
of the 1-cluster solution φ(0)s on the 4 × 4 hexagonal lattice. The different patterns
of synchrony on the hexagonal lattice are shown, up to symmetries, on the side and
below the bifurcation diagram, whereby the colors of the patterns do not correspond
to the colors used in the bifurcation diagram. In the bifurcation diagram, differ-
ent colors indicate the whole bifurcation scenario (including secondary bifurcation
branches as in X2, for example) for a given pattern of synchrony, indicated by the
same color of the inscriptions on the right. For each bifurcation branch the positions
of only two oscillators are shown.
in specific networks of coupled phase oscillators with sinusoidal repulsive coupling
(such as the Kuramoto and Shinomoto model (23)), bifurcates in a transcritical or
in a pitchfork bifurcation. There, we will see that the “typical” bifurcation for such
systems is the transcritical one, which explains why in figure 21 there are more trans-
critical than pitchfork bifurcations. Even without going into in-depth mathematical
calculations, this can be intuitively expected after a simple consideration. From the
center manifold theorem [53] it is known that a system can be expanded in terms of
Taylor series, in the vicinity of the bifurcation point, bringing the bifurcation to its
normal form. In its normal form the pitchfork bifurcation has a linear and a cubic
term, while the transcritical has a quadratic term as well. In general, there is no
reason to expect that the quadratic term should disappear in the expansion. And
indeed, as we will see, only in certain cases, depending among others on the number
of oscillators in the network and the connectivity matrix, this term disappears lead-
ing to pitchfork bifurcation. Besides the similarities between this and the preceding
bifurcation diagrams, there are also dynamical states on the 4× 4 lattice, which are
similar to the ones from the previous sections. In what follows, we first discuss those
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Figure 22: The 5-cluster limit cycle 5LC. A) Pattern of synchrony, up to symmetry-
transformations, on the 4 × 4 hexagonal lattice (top). The corresponding reduced
system (bottom). B) Phase plot of the weak-chimera-like periodic solution. The
colors in the phase plot correspond to the colors from the synchrony pattern.
states and concentrate afterward on an intriguing phenomena observed only on the
Shrikhande Graph.
Similar to the 4 × 3 lattice, here on the 4 × 4 lattice, at kappa values slightly
above κcrit a hysteresis with the still stable 1-cluster solution φ
(0)
s and a limit cycle
comprising 5 clusters was observed (see figure 22A). This limit cycle, which we call
5LC, is born stable in a saddle node bifurcation at κ5,1 = −0.48.. > κcrit and vanishes
at κ5,3 = −0.68.. < κcrit, again in a saddle node bifurcation. From the reduced
network in figure 22A it becomes clear that the pattern of synchrony of the 5LC limit
cycle possesses symmetries: i) the pairs of oscillators r-y and g-m are interchangeable
with a symmetry Z2; ii) the oscillators within each pair are interchangeable as
well, with an additional Z2 symmetry. Expectably, this leads to a spatio-temporal
symmetry D4 ' Z2 ⊗ Z2, as shown in figure 22B: oscillators belonging to the same
pair, r-y or g-m, are shifted by half of the period and oscillators belonging to different
pairs are shifted by a multiple of a quarter of the period. More surprising is the
fact that the large (blue) cluster, comprising eight oscillators, does not perform
full-scale rotations but only small-scale librations. In the literature [12] this effect
has been called a “weak-chimera state”: a state in a system of coupled identical
phase oscillators with weighted coupling, such that there are pairs of oscillators
with bounded phase differences over time (in our case, those are the phase differences
between the small clusters) and there are pairs with unbounded phase differences (in
our case, the phase differences between the large and the small clusters). After the
lost of stability of the 1-cluster solution at κcrit, the 5LC limit cycle seems to overtake
the whole basin of attraction of φ(0)s and remains the only observed attractor down
to κ5,1 = −0.61..; there, it loses stability in a Neimark-Sacker bifurcation. Again
similar to the previous section, this bifurcation gives rise to a quasiperiodic solution
which gradually becomes chaotic at lower kappa values and on its turn remains the
only observed attractor of the system down to approximately κ = −0.7. At around
this kappa value new attractors appear in the phase space, comprising families of 4-
cluster periodic solutions. Remarkably, this families are continua of periodic states,
something exceptional in a non-conservative system. In the remaining part of this
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section we investigate this continua and explain their origins and peculiarities.
In section 1.2 as well as in sections 2.2 and 2.3, we have seen that in a syn-
chronous clustered state the dynamics of the full system is identical to the dynamics
of the reduced system constrained on the corresponding flow-invariant polydiagonal.
Furthermore, in the previous cases, when we have spoken of clustered states– for
instance such as a limit cycles or steady states– and have represented their patterns
of synchrony on the hexagonal lattice, we have noted that the corresponding repre-
sentations are shown up to symmetry-transformations. In those cases, the reduced
system could be “lifted” (distributed) on the hexagonal lattice in different ways,
resulting in different patterns of synchrony connected via the hexagonal symmetry-
transformations on the lattice (for example, see figure 10A in section 2.2). Accord-
ingly, in the full-dimensional phase space each of those symmetric patterns defines
its own invariant polydiagonal, all of them being, on their turn, also connected via
the corresponding symmetry-transformations. The existence of such transformations
in the full-dimensional phase space ensures not only that the dynamical states on
the polydiagonals are identical, but also that their stability properties in directions
transverse to the polydiagonals (for example, the whole sets of multipliers in the case
of limit cycles) are also identical. Contrary, at the end of section 1.2, we have argued
that a reduced system being “lifted” on a larger network, to patterns of synchrony
that are not symmetry connected (or even more generally to different networks), do
not implicitly lead to dynamical states with identical stability properties in direc-
tions transverse to the otherwise dynamically identical polydiagonals. Such is the
example of the patterns Qi and Pi on the 3× 3 lattice in figure 14: two synchrony
patterns, which are not symmetry connected, leading to identical reduced systems.
Remarkably, this is also the case for the patterns of synchrony in the continua of the
4-cluster periodic solutions, which we are interested in. Figure 23 shows six exam-
ples of such patterns of synchrony on the 4× 4 hexagonal lattice, which correspond
to flow-invariant polydiagonals hosting the continua of periodic solutions. Observe
that the patterns are not connected via symmetry-transformation but nevertheless
reduce to the same system.
In what follows, we first consider only one representative of such patterns and
concentrate on the 4-dimensional reduced system. This will help us understand the
origin of the continua of limit cycles in the otherwise non-conservative system. Be-
sides, it will give us hints about the bifurcation at which the continua of periodic
solutions originate, which turns out to be at κcrit. Finally, investigating this bifur-
cation in the full 16-dimensional phase space will help us understand the similarities
and differences between the stability properties of the different 4-cluster periodic
solutions.
Consider the pattern of synchrony (P1), shown in figure 23. On the synchronous
subspace corresponding to this pattern
ψ1 ≡ φ1 = φ3 = φ9 = φ11
ψ2 ≡ φ2 = φ4 = φ10 = φ12
ψ3 ≡ φ5 = φ7 = φ13 = φ15
ψ4 ≡ φ6 = φ8 = φ14 = φ16
(37)
the equations of motions (23), governing the dynamics of the system, take the re-
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Figure 23: Examples of 4-cluster synchronous states on the 4× 4 hexagonal lattice,
which corresponds to flow-invariant polydiagonals hosting the continua of periodic
solutions.
duced form





sin(ψj − ψi) . (38)
Unexpectedly, similar to the 3 × 3 hexagonal lattice from section 2.2, we observe
a spontaneous onset of global coupling in a setup with local coupling. We will in-
vestigate this intriguing phenomena further in sections 3 to 6. Remark also that
the coupling function in (38) includes only the first Fourier harmonics. Therefore,
the celebrated result of Watanabe and Strogatz holds: a system of N globally sinu-
soidally coupled phase oscillators possesses N–3 constants of motion (WS- Integrals)
[111, 112]. In our case: N = 4, the number of the four clusters, and we have a single
constant of motion. In these early works Watanabe and Strogatz show that the
reduction of the N -dimensional system to a 3-dimensional system corresponds to a
3-dimensional foliation of the originally N -dimensional manifold of the phase space.
Accordingly, there are only three degrees of freedom and the remaining N–3 dynam-
ically invariant directions are parametrized by constants of motion: i.e. each leaf
of the foliation is characterized by N–3 WS-integrals. In a later work [78], Marvel,
Mirollo and Strogatz show that the reduction is related to the 3-dimensional Möbius
group of transformations consisting of the fractional linear transformations of the
complex unit disc onto the complex plane and vice verse. In particular, by connect-
ing the temporal evolution of the N -dimensional system to the one-parameter family
of Möbius transformations, they show that the phases of the N oscillators evolve
according to the action of the group. As a consequence, they reveal a connection
between the WS-integrals from the previous works and the cross ratios of any four
phases ψi, ψj, ψk and ψl














which are conserved quantities under Möbius transformations. Therefore, all R’s,
derived by permutation of the indices, are constants of motion. As expected, not
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A) B)
Figure 24: A) Period vs. integral value I for different fixed κ values. B) Asymptotics
of the period for the continuum of limit cycles. Main figure: A log-log plot for
different values of the integral I ∈ [1, 2]. Inset: A log-linear plot for integral value
I = 1.
all constants of motion obtained in such a way are linearly independent. Observe
that in our case, with N = 4, from all 4! permutations of the indices there are six
nontrivial (non-cyclic) ones. Those can be expressed for example as
I1 = R(i, j, k, l) I4 = R(i, k, l, j)
I2 = R(i, j, l, k) I5 = R(i, l, k, j)
I3 = R(i, k, j, l) I6 = R(i, l, j, k) .
(40)
It can be easily verified that, according to (39), I2, ..., I6 can be expressed in terms
of I1. In particular,
I1 I4 = 1/ (1− I1)
I2 = I
−1
1 I5 = I1/ (I1 − 1)
I3 = 1− I1 I6 = (I1 − 1) /I1 .
(41)
This means that each 3-dimensional leaf of the foliation is characterized by a fixed
value of I1 and each point on the corresponding leaf is determined by three phases;
for example ψi, ψj, ψk. The fourth phase, respectively ψl, is implicitly given by (39)




















This explains the observation of continua of limit cycles for fixed κ values: in the
reduced system (38) on each leaf of the foliation there is a limit cycle; each leaf–
therefore, each limit cycle– is characterized by the corresponding integral value (39)
and a continuous variation of the integral value leads to a continuum of limit cycles.
Since the limit cycles are characterized by the integral values I, it is not surpris-
ing that for fixed κ values the periods of the limit cycles also change with respect
to I. This is represented in figure 24A for five different values of κ within the inte-
gral region from −3 to 4. From equation (39) it becomes clear that I takes values
from minus to plus infinity. However, because of the invariance of the globally cou-
pled reduced system with respect to phase permutations, the whole integral range
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A) B)
Figure 25: A) The four symmetric copies of the A2 pattern of synchrony from
figure 21. B) The corresponding 4-cluster pattern of synchrony P1.
I ∈ (−∞,+∞) corresponds to symmetric copies of one of the following region:
(−∞,−1], [−1, 0], [0, 0.5], [0.5, 1], [1, 2], [2,+∞]. This follows from the integral re-
lations (41) and is confirmed in figure 24A. Therefore, when considering the reduced
4-dimensional system, it is sufficient to concentrate only on one of those integral
regions. Observe also that the value I = 1 (as well as I = 0, ±∞), where the period
gradually takes its lowest value, stands out from the rest. This is due to the fact
that those integral values are degenerate and the four phases are pairwise equal: for
example, at I1 = 1 we have ψ1 = ψ2 and ψ3 = ψ4. In this case(s) the limit cycles
are 2-clusters periodic solutions with corresponding 2-dimensional reduced systems.
The dynamical properties on the leaves characterized by those integral values also
differ from the rest. Figure 24B represents in a log-log plot the asymptotics of the
periods of limit cycles, at different integral values from the continuum. The log-
linear plot in the inset of figure 24B shows an explicit logarithmic asymptotics and
reveals that the limit cycle characterized by I = 1 is born in a heteroclinic bifur-
cation above κcrit at κ = −0.528... . Contrary, the periods of the remaining limit





In section 2.2, equation 30, we have seen that this kind of asymptotics indicates
a transcritical/homoclinic bifurcation (THB). Recall that on the 3 × 3 hexagonal
lattice from section 2.2 there were three symmetric copies of the saddle state corre-
sponding to the A2i patterns of synchrony (see figure 10A). Those saddles gave rise
to stable periodic orbits after exchanging stability with the synchronous 1-cluster
solution φ(0)s at κcrit. A schematic representation of the corresponding S3-THB bifur-
cation in the reduced 3-dimensional system was shown in figure 12. Here, in analogy
to the S3-THB, we have an S4-THB bifurcation. In section 6 we investigate these
bifurcations in more detail. To see this here, consider further a 4-cluster limit cycle
with pattern of synchrony corresponding to P1, as shown in figure 25B. The config-
uration of the four clusters in P1 corresponds to four symmetric copies of the saddle
state A2 undergoing a bifurcation at X0 in figure 21. This is represented in figure 25:
each symmetric copy A2i of the saddle A2 corresponds to a 2-cluster pattern of syn-
chrony, where three of the four phases ψi in P1 are identical. Therefore, each copy
A2i lies within the 4-dimensional polydiagonal (ψ1, ..., ψ4) from equation (37) and
the THB bifurcation takes place in the reduced 4-dimensional system from equa-
tion (38). In figure 21, we see that in the full 16-dimensional system, before the
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bifurcation at κcrit, each saddle state A2i has 4 unstable and 8 stable directions.
Accordingly, in the reduced system (38), each symmetric copy of the saddle A2i has
a 1-dimensional invariant unstable manifold and a 3-dimensional stable manifold.
Thereby, two of those three stable directions are transverse to the 2-dimensional
polydiagonal A2i and the third remaining stable direction lies within this polydiag-
onal, together with the 1-dimensional unstable manifold– the latter connecting the
saddle and the 1-cluster solution φ(0)s . Observe that this setup, on each of the 2-
dimensional polydiagonals A2i hosting a corresponding saddle A2i and the 1-cluster
solution φ(0)s , is analogous to the case from section 2.2. Here, at the bifurcation at
κcrit, the four saddles A2i collide with the 1-cluster synchronous solution φ
(0)
s and
homoclinic connections along each of the A2i polydiagonals are formed. Further-
more, at the bifurcation, there is a stability exchange between the 1-cluster solution
φ
(0)
s and the four saddles A2i: the directions of the saddles within polydiagonals
A2i become stable, while the transverse directions become unstable, simultaneously
giving rise to periodic orbits originating from the corresponding homoclinics (see
section 2.2). The only difference here is that the corresponding transverse mani-
folds are 2-dimensional, whereas in section 2.2 they were 1-dimensional. However,
this difference is suppressed by the symmetry of the globally coupled 4-dimensional
system (38). A perturbation in direction transverse to a polydiagonal A2i disturbs,
independent of the fourth oscillator, the integrity of the cluster containing the three
oscillators with identical phases. If we consider this subsystem of three (globally)
coupled oscillators with identical phases, we see that in this state there is always
an eigenvalue corresponding to perturbations respecting the integrity of the cluster
(this is the eigenvalue which lies within polydiagonal A2i) and another degenerate
eigenvalue with two symmetric eigenvectors that disturb the integrity of the cluster
(those are the eigenvalues transverse polydiagonal A2i). This symmetry is not bro-
ken by the bifurcation and accordingly at the bifurcation point not one but both
transverse direction exchange stability with the 1-cluster state φ(0)s . This explains
also that after the bifurcation, in the full 16-dimensional system, the saddles A2
have not four but eight unstable directions.
Until now we have considered only the pattern of synchrony P1 in figure 23.
We have seen that on the associated polydiagonals the saddle nodes correspond to
symmetric copies of A2 and give rise to periodic orbits after the S4-THB bifurca-
tion. The remaining patterns in figure 23 also describe 4-cluster synchrony-states
of periodic orbits born in analogous S4-THB bifurcations. From figure 23, we see
that their polydiagonals also host four saddles equivalent to copies of the saddles A2
and/or B2 from figure 21. The four-letter notations above the patterns of synchrony
in figure 23 indicate the copies of A2 and/or B2 within the pattern. For example,
pattern P3 in figure 23 is indicated by BABA and comprises two copies of the saddle
B2 (corresponding to the configuration of the red and green clusters, respectively)
and two copies of the saddle A2 (corresponding to the configuration of the blue and
yellow clusters, respectively). In fact, on the 4 × 4 hexagonal lattice, any pattern
of synchrony which is reducible to a system of four globally coupled phase oscil-
lators corresponds to a combination of four copies of the patterns A2 and/or B2.
Accordingly, on the associated polydiagonals the solutions undergo a S4-THB bifur-
cation at κcrit from which the periodic orbits originate. After the bifurcation each
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periodic orbit is characterized by the sequence of four of the saddles: the trajecto-
ries of the limit cycles pass subsequently in the vicinity of the saddles A2i and/or
B2k along 2-dimensional polydiagonals (according to the initial homoclinics). The
other way around, considering not the phase space but the patterns of synchrony A2
and/or B2 on the 4× 4 hexagonal lattice, we can find all patterns up to symmetry-
transformations. For example, let the firs cluster be red, the second blue, the third
green and the fourth yellow: (r, b, g, y). Starting from the first oscillator, we place
either pattern A2 or B2 and obtain the configuration on the 4× 4 hexagonal lattice
of the four oscillators that belong to the red cluster. Subsequently, on the next
oscillator, that does not belong to previous (red) cluster, we place A2 or B2, if pos-
sible, a.s.o. Let us consider patterns P2 and P3. In both cases, we choose to start
with a B2 configuration for the red cluster and therefore it comprises oscillators
{1, 7, 9, 15}. The next oscillator that does not belong to this group is oscillator 2,
which gives the initial position of the blue cluster. For the configuration of the blue
cluster we can choose either A2 or B2. In pattern P2 it is B2 and in pattern P3 it is
A2. In both cases, the next oscillator that does belong neither to the red nor to the
blue clusters is oscillator 3, which gives the initial position of the green cluster. In
both patterns P2 and P3, for the green cluster, it is only possible to choose the B2
configuration. The yellow cluster comprises the remaining oscillators. Considering
all possible configurations of the patterns A2 and/or B2 on the 4 × 4 hexagonal
lattice we acquire that up to symmetry-transformations there are only six possible
patterns, represented in figure 23.
In section 2.2 we have seen that the S3-THB bifurcation gives rise to two sym-
metric limit cycles. This is due to the structure of the undergone bifurcation
where each periodic orbit subsequently passes in the vicinity of the three saddles
A21, A22, A23; see figure 12. There, a non-cyclic permutation of the oscillators,
(1, 2, 3) → (1, 3, 2), corresponds to a symmetry-transformation from the one peri-
odic orbit (A21, A22, A23) to the other (A21, A23, A22), and a cyclic permutation to
a spatio-temporal symmetry-transformation along the same orbit. These (discrete)
symmetry-transformations are a direct consequence of the S3 symmetry of the re-
duced system (29) [49, 10]. In analogy, based on the S4 permutation group, we
might expect similar phenomena after the S4-THB bifurcation. However, here it is
even more interesting because of the different synchrony patterns and the additional
integral dependence within the continuum of Watanabe-Strogatz reduction. In (40),
we have seen that for all 4! permutations of the oscillators there are six non-trivial
ones leading to the six permutation-related integral values. Moreover, for each in-
tegral value Ik there are four (trivial) permutations which leave the integral value
unchanged and therefore would correspond to transformations on the same foliation
leaf. Let the set of four indices (r, b, g, y) correspond to an arbitrary permutation of
the set (1, 2, 3, 4). From equation (39) follows that
I = R(r, b, g, y) = R(g, y, r, b)
= R(b, r, y, g) = R(y, g, b, r)
(42)
Observe that on the first row in (42), respectively on the second row, the integral
relations are connected via pairwise cyclic permutations, while the first and second
rows are connected via anti-cyclic permutations.
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Figure 26: Phase plots of symmetric limit cycles connected via cyclic and anti-
cyclic permutations. The color coding in all cases is as follows: ψ1 ≡ ψr- red,
ψ2 ≡ ψb- blue, ψ3 ≡ ψg- green, ψ4 ≡ ψy- yellow. A) The two symmetric limit cycles
belonging to the same foliation leaf characterized by the integral value I = 1.01. B)
The corresponding symmetry connected limit cycles belonging to the foliation leaf
characterized by the integral value I = 101.
Each of the figures 26A and 26B represents two limit cycles, characterized by two
different integral values, respectively I = 1.01 and I = 101. At each of the two inte-
gral values, the limit cycles are obtained by permutations of the oscillators according
to (42). The four permutation-relations (42) indicate that the S4 symmetry of the
system is manifested as a Z2 spatio-temporal symmetry and a Z2 spatial symmetry
of the periodic orbits. For a fixed integral value, for example I = 1.01 in Figure 26A,
the pairwise cyclic permutations, (r, b, g, y) → (g, y, r, b), correspond to Z2 spatio-









and corresponds to the permutation-relation

















In the last equations T denotes the period of the limit cycle. From the point of
view of the phase shifts, we can pair the oscillators (r, g) and (b, y). The anti-cyclic
symmetry-transformations, for a fixed integral value, indicate a spatial Z2 symmetry,
such that on each foliation leaf there are two distinct symmetric periodic orbits. For
example, the permutation (r, b, g, y) → (b, r, y, g) correspond to an exchange of the
oscillator pairs (r, g) and (b, y), see figure 26A. The same observations are true for
figure 26B as well as for any other integral value (39) with the relations (42).
The symmetry relations resulting from permutations corresponding to different
integral values are even more interesting. Similar to cases from the previous sections
(see for example, the limit cycles in equations (35) and (36), as well as the 5LC
limit cycle in figure 22), we might have expected, from the S4 symmetry of the
4-dimensional system and the fact that D4 ' Z2 ⊗ Z2, that the spatio-temporal









Figure 27: Phase plots of limit cycles characterized by five different integral values.
The color coding in all cases is as follows: ψ1 ≡ ψr- red, ψ2 ≡ ψb- blue, ψ3 ≡ ψg-
green, ψ4 ≡ ψy- yellow.
whereby the ψr and ψg relation expresses the Z2 symmetry corresponding to ex-
change of oscillators belonging to the same pair and the ψr and ψb relation expresses
the Z2 symmetry corresponding to exchange between the pairs. However, this is
not the case: in general, arbitrary S4 permutations lead to different integral val-
ues and can not correspond to spatio-temporal symmetry-transformations along the
same limit cycle. Nevertheless, limit cycles characterized by different (permutation-
related) integral values belong to the same continuum. Therefore, we can consider
a continuous shift of the integral value from I → I ′ . From this point of view, a
(discrete) permutation, for example such as (r, b, g, y)→ (b, g, y, r), seems as a con-
tinuous transformation from one integral region in the other. Figure 27 represents
the phase plots for limit cycles characterized by five different integral values, indi-
cating five steps along a continuous integral shift 1.01 → 101. In the figure, the
integral values 1.01 ↔ 101, as well as 1.2 ↔ 6, are permutation-related. Remark
that the shift of the integral value does not influence the Z2 spatio-temporal symme-
try which was observed for a fixed integral value: the phase relations (43) between
oscillators belonging to the same pair (in the example (r, g) or (b, y)) remains half
of the period. Contrary, the phase relations between oscillators belonging to two
different pairs gradually changes with respect to the shift of the integral value. In
the given example, only at I = 2 (in general I = 2, 0.5,−1) the spatio-temporal sym-
metry becomes D4 ' Z2 ⊗ Z2 with the corresponding phase relations (44), where
the phases of the oscillators are shifted by a quarter of the period. Otherwise, for
I ∈ (1, 2) ∪ (2,∞), it gets broken to a Z2 spatio-temporal symmetry and Z2 spatial
symmetry. A comparison of the plots on the left of I = 2 with those on the right of
I = 2 shows that the Z2 spatial symmetry is not lost: it corresponds to an exchange
of the pairs (r, g) and (b, y). In figure 27 we can also see that a further shift of the
integral value, for example to the “left” I ↘ 1, would lead to a degeneracy. At I = 1
the otherwise 4-cluster limit cycle becomes a two cluster solution at which the pairs
(r, g) and (b, y) overlap:







and the symmetry of the system becomes D2 ' Z2. Recall from above that the




Region 1 Region 2
0
Region 3 Region 4
1
Region 5 Region 6
+∞
(−∞,−1] [−1, 0) (0, 0.5] [0.5, 1) (1, 2] [2,+∞)
(b, g, r, y) (g, r, y, b) (g, r, b, y) (r, b, y, g) (r, b, g, y) (b, g, y, r)
(i, l, j, k) (i, k, j, l) (i, k, l, j) (i, j, l, k) (i, j, k, l) (i, l, k, j)
r = y (r, b) (g, y) r = g (r, y) (b, g) r = b (r, g) (b, y) r = y
b = g ψr(t) = ψb(t+ T/2) b = y ψr(t) = ψy(t+ T/2) g = y ψr(t) = ψg(t+ T/2) b = g
ψg(t) = ψy(t+ T/2) ψb(t) = ψg(t+ T/2) ψb(t) = ψy(t+ T/2)
Table 1: Upper part of the table: Permutation-relations R(, , , ) between the six
integral regions. On the first row: The permutation sets of the indices indicate the
continuous transformation of a limit cycle w.r.t. a shift of the integral value. On
the second row: using the four trivial permutations that leave the integral value
unchanged, we show the corresponding reordered permutation sets, in terms of the
six integrals I1, .., I6 from equation (40). Lower part of the table: Phase relations
between the clusters in the different integral regions.
are pairwise equal, were exceptional. Because of this degeneracy, at I = 1 (as well as
I = 0, ±∞) there are not four permutation-relations (42), that leave each of those
integral values unchanged, but eight. For example, because of ψr(t) = ψb(t) and
ψg(t) = ψy(t) we would have
I = R(r, b, g, y) = R(g, y, r, b)
= R(b, r, y, g) = R(y, g, b, r)
≡
I = R(b, r, g, y) = R(g, y, b, r)
= R(r, b, y, g) = R(y, g, r, b) .
(46)
Remark that in the general case (42) (with I 6= 0, 1, ±∞) those eight permutation-
relations correspond to two pairs of two symmetric limit cycles at two distinct in-
tegral values: each of the four rows in (46) characterizes a limit cycle and the per-
mutations on each row correspond to Z2 spatio-temporal symmetry-transformations
along this limit cycle. For a shift of the integral value I = 1 ± δ, those four limit
cycles can be considered as a result of the D2 ' Z2 symmetry breaking into the
observed Z2 spatio-temporal symmetry and Z2 spatial symmetry. In the example
from above, we can see that the first two rows in (46) would correspond to the two
limit cycles from figure 26A at I = 1 + δ: there the pairs of oscillators shifted by
half of the period (43) were (r, g) and (b, y). Accordingly, the last two rows in (46)









or oscillator pairs (r, y) and (b, g). In a similar way, we can investigate all permutation-
relations in terms of smooth transitions between the six integral regions. These are
represented in table 1 for a limit cycle continuously transformed w.r.t. a shift of the
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integral value. Remark that it is more convenient instead of using the six integrals
I1, .., I6 from equation (40) to denote the six integral regions depending on the in-
tegral value: Region 1,...,Region 6 as in the table. This is because in the reduced
4-dimensional system (38) the four oscillators are indistinguishable and depending
on the initial choice of correspondence between the set (r, b, g, y) and the index set
of the oscillators (i, j, k, l), we can choose the integral value I1 to lie in any of the
regions. Nevertheless, when we speak of the permutation-relations between integral
regions, we mean the relations between fixed integral values: i.e. always referring
to a set of fixed values of the oscillator phases {ψ1, ψ2, ψ3, ψ4}. In the case of limit
cycles this set might be chosen to represent the intersection of the periodic orbit
and the Poincaré section.
Now we can address the question of stability. Due to the presence of the neu-
tral direction “along” the continuum, each periodic orbit has a Floquet multiplier
equal to 1. Below, we call an orbit stable, if all other Floquet multipliers lie within
the unit circle and unstable otherwise. According to the theory of Γ- equivariant
systems [49, 47, 48, 5], if Γ is the symmetry group associated with the coupling
topology of the network, two dynamical states, x and γx, are equivalent if they are
connected via a symmetry-transformation γ ∈ Γ. Until now we were interested in
the symmetries from the point of view of the integral value. As we have seen in the
last paragraphs, in the reduced system, each limit cycle has in total 12 symmetric
copies, two for each of the six permutation-related integral values. On the reduced
graph of four identical globally coupled phase oscillators, the interchange between
the permutation-related integral values does not play any role: the permutations
correspond to trivial symmetry-transformations on the graph and result in the same
pattern of synchrony. From this point of view the 12 limit cycles are identical and
have the same dynamical properties. Indeed, all periodic orbits from the continuum
born at the S4-THB bifurcation are stable within the corresponding 4-dimensional
polydiagonal. The only exceptions are the limit cycles with I = 0, 1,±∞, which
were born in the heteroclinic bifurcations as discussed above. However, this does
not hold in the full 16-dimensional system. There, the stability properties of a limit
cycle depend, in general, both on the permutation-related integral values and on the
corresponding patterns of synchrony on the 4× 4 hexagonal lattice. Figure 28 rep-
resents schematically the idea. It represents two different patterns of synchrony (P1
and P3) and indicates that the associated 4-dimensional polydiagonals correspond
to different subspaces in the 16-dimensional phase space. Observe that there is no
symmetry-transformation on the hexagonal lattice which can transform pattern P1
into P3. Therefore, there is no symmetry-transformation in phase space between the
polydiagonals and, in general, we can not expect that limit cycles associated with
those patterns will have the same stability properties in the 16-dimensional system,
even if the integral value is fixed. On the other hand, an exchange, for example of
the red and blue oscillators in pattern P3, which would correspond to a change in
the integral value, say Ij → Ik (just a permutation in the reduced system), leads to
a configuration of the oscillators which, on the lattice, is not symmetry connected to
the original one, although it belongs to the same polydiagonal. Therefore, if there is
no such symmetry-transformation on the lattice, we can not expect that the stability
properties of the limit cycles characterized by those two integral values (Ij and Ik)
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Figure 28: Schematic representation of two different 4-dimensional polydiagonals
corresponding to a reduced system of four globally coupled phase oscillators, to-
gether with with their defining patterns of synchrony on the 4×4 hexagonal lattice.
The curves on each of the 4-dimensional subspaces represent the continua of pe-
riodic solutions. The colors along the curves indicate different stability properties
depending on the integral value.
are the same in the 16-dimensional system. An indeed, for a fixed κ value, the limit
cycle corresponding to the pattern of synchrony P1 may be stable, while the limit
cycle corresponding to the pattern of synchrony P3 may be unstable. However, an
exchange of the blue and yellow oscillators in P3 (another change in the integral
value, say Ij → Il) leads to a configuration of the oscillators which, on the lattice,
is symmetry connected to the original one. Therefore, the limit cycles characterized
by Ij and Il are also symmetry connected and do have the same stability properties
in the 16-dimensional system. A natural question to ask is, what is the connection
between the different integral values, the different patterns from figure 23 and the
stability properties of the corresponding limit cycles.
For a fixed pattern of synchrony and different integral values the answer to this
question is a direct consequence of the theory of Γ- equivariant dynamical systems.
Let Γ denote the symmetry group of the 4× 4 hexagonal lattice. Remark that the
group Γ is a subgroup of the permutation group S16. Each pattern Pk from figure 23
is invariant under a subgroup Σk: i.e. Σk ⊂ Γ ⊂ S16. Each permutation πmn ∈ S4,
corresponding to a change in the integral value Im → In, can be naturally lifted
to a permutation Π(k)mn ∈ S16: the transformation on the 4-dimensional polydiago-
nal associated with Pk is also a transformation in the full 16-dimensional system.
Therefore, if Π(k)mn is an element of the symmetry subgroup Σk then, on the polydiag-
onal associated with Pk, the limit cycle characterized by the integral values Im and
In have identical dynamical properties. In particular they have the same stability
properties in terms of the sets of multipliers. Consider the example of pattern P3.
In figure 23 as well as in figure 28 the colors of the clusters are chosen such that the
first cluster is red, the second blue, the third green and the fourth yellow: (r, b, g, y).
Therefore, for simplicity, we can associate this ordering with the indexing used in
table 1. There, it corresponds to integral region 5, or in terms of the indexing of the
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six integrals, to (r, b, g, y) ≡ (i, j, k, l). The symmetry on the lattice w.r.t. exchange
of the blue and yellow oscillators (b↔ y), corresponds to a permutation invariance
w.r.t. exchange of index j and l (j ↔ l). Thus, according to table 1 the equivalence
between the integral regions for pattern P3 is as follows
j ↔ l Pattern P3
(i, j, k, l) ≡ (i, l, k, j) ⇔ Region 5 ≡ Region 6 s3(I)
(i, l, j, k) ≡ (i, j, l, k) ⇔ Region 1 ≡ Region 4 s3(II)
(i, k, l, j) ≡ (i, k, j, l) ⇔ Region 3 ≡ Region 2 s3(III) .
(48)
In particular, on the polydiagonal associated with P3 a limit cycle characterized
by I = R(i, j, k, l) has the same stability properties as a limit cycle characterized
by I ′ = R(i, l, k, j). This identifications show that on P3 the stability properties
of limit cycles are classified in three stability classes s3(I)...s3(III). In a similar
way, we can see that the same holds for patterns P2, ..., P6 from figure 23. For
example, in pattern P4 the exchange of the blue and green oscillators leads to a
symmetry connected configuration of the clusters. Using the same identification
(r, b, g, y) ≡ (i, j, k, l) , on the lattice, the symmetry b ↔ g of P4 corresponds to a
permutation invariance j ↔ k. From table 1 follows that the resulting equivalence
between the integral regions for pattern P4 is
j ↔ k Pattern P4
(i, j, k, l) ≡ (i, k, j, l) ⇔ Region 5 ≡ Region 2 s4(I)
(i, l, j, k) ≡ (i, l, k, j) ⇔ Region 1 ≡ Region 6 s4(II)
(i, k, l, j) ≡ (i, j, l, k) ⇔ Region 3 ≡ Region 4 s4(III) .
(49)
Here, the stability properties of limit cycles are also classified in three stability
classes s4(I)...s4(III), although, the equivalence between the integral regions is not
the same. Remark that pattern P1 is an exception since any exchange of the clusters
leads to a symmetric copy of the original pattern. Therefore, for P1, the limit cycles
from different integral regions have identical stability properties, classified in a single
stability class s1:
Pattern P1
(i, l, j, k) ≡ (i, k, j, l) ≡ (i, k, l, j) ≡ (i, j, l, k) ≡ (i, j, k, l) ≡ (i, l, k, j)
⇔
Region 1 ≡ Region 2 ≡ Region 3 ≡ Region 4 ≡ Region 5 ≡ Region 6
It is interesting to observe, from the numerical investigation of the system, that
the stability classes associated to different patterns are also related. Consider, for
example, the stability class s3(III) from equations (48). From the point of view
of the permutation group S4 (accordingly its lift to S16) the equivalence relation
within the stability class s3(III) corresponds to the permutation (i1, i2, i3, i4) 7→
(i1, i2, i4, i3), or to the S4 group element (3, 4). A comparison to the stability classes
of pattern P4 from equations (48) shows that this is the same equivalence relation
as in s4(II). And indeed, the limit cycles characterized by permutation-related
integral values from integral regions 2 and 3 on the polydiagonal P3 have the same
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Integral Region









b↔ y B C C B D D
P4 r ↔ y




g ↔ y D D B C C B
Table 2: Classification of the combinations of different patterns and integral regions
into the stability classes A, B, C, D. The symmetry-transformation resulting from
pairwise exchange of the clusters (ci ↔ cj) are shown for the different patterns.
stability properties as the limit cycles characterized by permutation-related integral
values from integral regions 1 and 6 on the polydiagonal P4. An investigation of
the symmetries of all patterns under exchange of clusters and the corresponding
permutation-relations reveals that there are, in total, four stability classes A, B, C,
D. The results are summarized in Table 2. Each of the stability classes corresponds
to equivalence relation expressed in terms of group element of S4:
A ≡ (1, 2, 3, 4)
B ≡ (1, 4)(2, 3)
C ≡ (1, 3)(2, 4)
D ≡ (1, 2)(3, 4)
Observe, once again, the manifestation of D4 and Z2⊗Z2 symmetry groups. Here, it
is a direct consequence of the lift of the network of four globally coupled oscillators
to the Shrikhande graph.
It remains to investigate how the stability of the continua changes in the full
16-dimensional phase space with respect to κ. Each limit cycle from a continuum,
independent on the integral value characterizing it or the pattern of synchrony it
belongs to, is born at κcrit. However, depending on the integral value and the pattern
of synchrony (i.e. the corresponding stability class), each limit cycle becomes stable
at different κ below κcrit. When we speak of the stability of the continuum, we mean
an integral region within the continuum comprising stable, respectively, unstable
limit cycles. From table 2 we can see that it is sufficient to consider the stability
of each class only in a single integral region since the remaining integral values
can be obtained by the integral relations (41). Figure 29 represents, for integral
region 3 (I ∈ [0, 0.5]), the stability changes of the four stability classes with respect
to the coupling parameter κ. The figures represent a κ range from κ = −0.65
down to κ = −1. The red color indicates unstable regions and the blue color,
respectively, stable regions. At the boundary between stable and unstable regions,
green color indicates a transitions of a single multiplier in/out the unit circle and
light blue (cyan) indicates a transition of a pair of complex conjugate multipliers
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Figure 29: Dependence of the four stability classes from table 2 on the integral value
and on κ. The red color indicates unstable regions and the blue color, respectively,
stable regions. At the boundary between stable and unstable regions, green color
indicates a transitions of a single multiplier in/out the unit circle and light blue
(cyan) indicates a transition of a pair of complex conjugate multipliers in/out the
unit circle.
in/out the unit circle. For κ values above the upper boundary shown in the figure,
κ = −0.65, up to κcrit the corresponding stability classes are unstable for the whole
integral range. From the figure we can see that the four stability classes “stabilize”
at different κ values. For example, in stability class A the first stable limit cycle
appears at κ = −0.676... and integral value I = 0.5, while in stability class B the first
stable limit cycle appears at κ = −0.747... and integral value I ≈ 0.146.... Further
decrease of κ extends the stability region and gradually shifts the boundary of the
stable region towards I = 0. The integral values I = 0, 1, ±∞, as we have seen,
are exceptional. From equation (45) and the corresponding discussion we know that
at those integral values the degeneracy of the system is higher than at any other
value: the 4-dimensional system becomes 2-dimensional. Asymptotically, for κ →
−∞, all stability classes become stable within the whole integral region, however,
the corresponding 2-dimensional limit cycles at I = 0, 1, ±∞ remain unstable for
κ κcrit.
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Phase Dynamics on Small Hexagonal Lattices with
Repulsive Coupling: Conclusions
In this part of the work we have investigated the phase dynamics of coupled “ac-
tive rotators” on small hexagonal lattices with repulsive coupling. We have seen
that the symmetries of the underlying graph are emphasized in the symmetries of
the dynamical states and play a crucial role in synchronization, by determining the
flow-invariant polydiagonals and therefore, admissible clustered states. As a result,
a network with local symmetries, describing a non-globally coupled system, may
exhibit stable dynamical states with reduced symmetries, or even reduce to a glob-
ally coupled system. In such cases the dynamics takes place on the corresponding
polydiagonal and the dimensionality of the initial system is strongly reduced. The
variety of dynamical states may range from synchronized steady states and periodic
solutions, quasi-periodicity and chaos, to weak-chimera states. It is remarkable that
in the single model of a doubly periodic hexagonal lattice we could observe so many
different dynamical states, accompanied by a various bifurcation scenarios: period
doubling bifurcations, Neimark-Sacker bifurcation, saddle-node bifurcations, pitch-
fork bifurcations, transcritical bifurcations, homoclinic bifurcations and also the not
so common transcritical/homoclinic (THB) bifurcations.
In particular, we have seen that spatio-temporal symmetries of synchronous
states are directly connected to symmetries, not of the full, but of the correspond-
ing reduced networks. Nevertheless, we have observed that bifurcation scenarios, in
terms of symmetry breaking, do not depend solely on the local symmetries of the
network or corresponding reduced system, but also on global characteristics of the
full network, such as the network size, for instance. The reason is that a symmetry
breaking of a synchronous state, in general, leads to a different synchronous state;
and the existence of the latter state is restrained by the network topology of the full
system.
Furthermore, if the synchronous state corresponds to a globally coupled system
and the coupling function belongs to the class of “sinusoidally coupled” systems,
compatible with the Watanabe-Strogatz reduction [111, 112, 78], the dimensionality
is reduced further to three dimensions with a corresponding set of constants of
motion (integral values). In the investigated system, this reduction takes place in
the case of the 4 × 4 hexagonal lattice leading to the emergence of continua of
limit cycles. There, we observed connections between the discrete symmetries of the
network topology and continuous shifts in the integral value, both influencing the
spatio-temporal symmetries of synchronous states.
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3 Watanabe-Strogatz Reduction and Cluster Re-
duction
In this section we investigate general necessary conditions allowing the Watanabe-
Strogatz (WS) reduction in networks with local non-trivial coupling topology. In the
subsection 3.1 we indicate a general structure of the equations of motion compatible
with the WS reduction [111, 112, 78]. In subsection 3.2 we recall some notions and
conditions about cluster reduction [97, 50] which were introduced in section 1.2 and
combine them in section 3.3 with the conditions derived in subsection 3.1 to obtain
a class of network topologies compatible with the WS reduction. In sections 4 and 5
we give examples of networks with such topologies and discuss their dynamical
properties. In section 6 we present a generic analysis of bifurcations taking place on
the WS submanifold, explaining the observations from previous sections.
3.1 Watanabe-Strogatz Reduction
In [111] Watanabe and Strogatz show that a dynamical system of N phase oscillators
with global cosine coupling is integrable and possesses N–3 integrals of motion. In
a subsequent publication [112], investigating the dynamical properties of Josephson
junction arrays, the authors show that the results hold for a general class of ODE’s.
Any system of N “sinusoidally coupled” phase oscillators, i.e.
ϕ̇j = g + fe
iϕj + f̄ e−iϕj j = 1, ..., N , (50)
can be reduced to 3-dimensional system with N − 3 constants of motion. Here, f is
a smooth complex valued 2π-periodic function of the phases ϕ1, ..., ϕN , and g is a
real valued function. The important condition for the reduction is that the functions
f and g are the same for all oscillators and thus do not depend on the index j. In
a latter work [78], Marvel, Mirollo and Strogatz prove the connection of the WS
reduction to the 3-dimensional Möbius group of transformations. In this subsection,
without going into details about the reduction itself, we emphasize the form of the
coupling topology compatible with the WS reduction.
Let us consider a general class of equations of motion describing a system of
diffusively coupled phase oscillators with interactions depending not on the values
of the instantaneous phases but on their differences






































Here, ωj, which can be time dependent, denotes the eigenfrequency of oscillator j;
the Fourier coefficients pj,l (and their complex conjugate) determine the form of the
function that describes the internal dynamics of oscillator j; Djk denotes the adja-
cency matrix coefficients that determines the coupling strength between oscillators j
and k; and the Fourier coefficients qjk,l determine the form of the coupling function
between those oscillators.
In order to mach the normal form in (50), only coupling functions including the
first harmonic l = 1 are allowed. Furthermore, all oscillators should have the same
eigenfrequency ωj = ω ∀j, and the same dynamics in the decoupled case pj = p ∀j.
The coefficients qjk,l=1 do not depend on l any more and can be absorbed in the
matrix C by rewriting it as Cjk = Djkqjk. Finally, the matrix C should not depend
on j which leads to the most general form:









The coupling matrix C determines, for each oscillator k, coupling strength and
coupling function which can be a sine, a cosine or a combination of those. This
means that for a given oscillator k all other oscillators should be coupled to it with
same coupling function and the same coupling strength. This renders the general
form of the coupling matrix C
C =

c̃1 c2 ... ... cN
c1 c̃2 ... ... cN
...
... . . .
...
...
... . . .
...
c1 c2 ... ... c̃N
 (53)








where αk ∈ R determines the coupling strength w.r.t. to the sine part and βk ∈ R
w.r.t. the cosine part of the coupling function. The c̃k’s in (53) describe the self








Remark that we distinguish between internal dynamics of the oscillators, described
by the coefficients p (and p̄); and self coupling, described by the c̃k’s. At this
point, this might seem superficial and the self coupling function might seem trivial.
However, in section 3.3, when we consider the reduced system, corresponding to
synchronous state on a flow-invariant polydiagonal, the equivalent to the coefficients
c̃k will describe the coupling within the same cluster, differentiating it from the
internal dynamics of the single oscillators. Observe also that the coupling strength
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α̃k ∈ R, w.r.t. the sine part of the self coupling function, can in general differ from
the remaining αk in the k-th column. This is because in (52) it will result in
α̃ksin(ϕk − ϕk) = 0 .
The coupling strength β̃k ∈ R w.r.t. the cosine part of the self coupling renders a
constant
β̃kcos(ϕk − ϕk) = β̃k ,
which can be seen as a shift in the eigenfrequency of oscillator k. Though, all
oscillators should have the same eigenfrequency, and therefore β̃k = ω̄ ∀k.
It is important to observe that if any of the ck entries is zero, because of cjk =
ck ∀j, the given oscillator will be decoupled from the system. Thus, the WS reduction
is compatible only with system of identical oscillators with (not necessarily uniform)
global coupling. Nevertheless, as we have seen in section 2.4, the WS reduction is
also manifested on submanifolds in systems with non-global topologies, i.e. with Cjk
depending both on j and k. In those systems the reduction is physically relevant if
there exist clustered solutions whose associated polydiagonal is transversely stable
and the corresponding reduced system has the from (52).
3.2 Cluster Reduction
In this subsection we shortly recall the notion of cluster reduction [97, 50] and give
examples additional to those already introduced in section 1.2.
Two oscillators j and k belong to the same cluster if and only if ϕj(t) = ϕk(t) ∀t.
Considering a given dynamical system, and analyzing an emerging clustered state,
we can introduce an equivalence relation ∼Cl on the index set C of oscillators such
that two oscillators j and k belong to the same ∼Cl- equivalence class (i.e. j ∼Cl k) if
and only if j and k belong to the same cluster. Accordingly, the equivalence relation
∼Cl defines a “polysynchronous” subspace in the phase space P of the system
∆∼Cl = {~ϕ ∈ P | j ∼Cl k ⇐⇒ ϕj(t) = ϕk(t) ∀t}.
It is important to remark that the polysynchronous subspace, determined in such a
way, is flow-invariant per definition: i.e. we observe a clustered state and identify
with it a subspace, or in particular, an equivalence relation. Yet, this is not the
case for an arbitrary subspace. Following the notation in [97, 50] we introduce an
equivalence relation ./ on the index set C which defines a generic polysynchronous
subspace (or polydiagonal)
∆./ = {~ϕ ∈ P | j ./ k =⇒ ϕj = ϕk}.
Generally, this polysynchronous subspace is not flow-invariant and a trajectory
which lies on ∆./ at a given time t′ will not remain on ∆./. In section 1.2 we
have shown in Theorem 1, in analogy to [97, 50], that a polysynchronous subspace
defined by an equivalence relation ∼ on the index set C is flow-invariant if and only
if all oscillators that belong to the same equivalence class have the same internal
dynamics and receive the same external input: i.e. if the equivalence relation is bal-
anced. Furthermore, on the flow-invariant polysynchronous subspaces the dynamics
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Figure 30: Two systems of four coupled phase oscillators
of the original N -dimensional system can be reduced to a P -dimensional dynamics,
with P denoting the number of clusters (i.e. the dimension of the polysynchronous
subspace). This cluster reduction takes place because all oscillators that belong
to the same cluster have identical dynamics and, since the clustered state is flow-
invariant, a single representative of each of the clusters is sufficient to describe the
behavior of all other elements of the same cluster.
We consider two simple examples of systems comprising four coupled phase os-
cillators (figures 30A and 30B).
Example 1: Consider first the system in figure 30A. Its most general form is given
by:
ϕ̇1 = Ω +G(ϕ1) + αH(ϕ2 − ϕ1) + βK(ϕ3 − ϕ1)
ϕ̇2 = Ω +G(ϕ2) + γL(ϕ1 − ϕ2) + γL(ϕ4 − ϕ2)
ϕ̇3 = ω + g(ϕ3) + γL(ϕ1 − ϕ3) + γL(ϕ4 − ϕ3)
ϕ̇4 = Ω +G(ϕ4) + αH(ϕ2 − ϕ4) + βK(ϕ3 − ϕ4)
where ω, Ω denote the eigenfrequency, and the 2π-periodic functions g(x), G(x),
respectively H(x), K(x), L(x), describe the internal dynamics, respectively the cou-
pling between the oscillators. Observe that only oscillators 1 and 4 are identically
coupled to the network. In any other case the involved oscillators would have either
different internal dynamics (for example oscillators 2 and 3) and/or different exter-
nal input (for example oscillators 2 and 4). Therefore, in the only possible clustered
state of this system, oscillators 1 and 4 belong to the same cluster and the dynamics
can be restricted to the polydiagonal
∆ = {~ϕ ∈ P | 1 ∼ 4 =⇒ ϕ1 = ϕ4}.
It can be easily seen, after substitution, that the polydiagonal P is flow-invariant
and the system can be reduced to a 3-dimensional system: choosing oscillator 1 as a
representative for the cluster {1, 4} and rescaling the coupling constant γ 7→ γ′ = 2γ
ϕ̇1 = Ω +G(ϕ1) + αH(ϕ2 − ϕ1) + βK(ϕ3 − ϕ1)
ϕ̇2 = Ω +G(ϕ2) + γ
′
L(ϕ1 − ϕ2)




Example 2: In figure 30B oscillators 2 and 3 have identical internal dynamics and
the system is described by
ϕ̇1 = Ω +G(ϕ1) + αH(ϕ2 − ϕ1) + βK(ϕ3 − ϕ1)
ϕ̇2 = ω + g(ϕ2) + γL(ϕ1 − ϕ2) + γL(ϕ4 − ϕ2)
ϕ̇3 = ω + g(ϕ3) + γL(ϕ1 − ϕ3) + γL(ϕ4 − ϕ3)
ϕ̇4 = Ω +G(ϕ4) + αH(ϕ2 − ϕ4) + βK(ϕ3 − ϕ4)
This system allows 3- cluster states which lie on the corresponding flow-invariant
polydiagonals:
∆14 = {~ϕ ∈ P | 1 ∼ 4 =⇒ ϕ1 = ϕ4}
∆23 = {~ϕ ∈ P | 2 ∼ 3 =⇒ ϕ1 = ϕ4}
∆14,23 = ∆14 ∩∆23.
In the last case, for example, the reduced system is 2-dimensional and the dynamics
is given by
ϕ̇1 = Ω +G(ϕ1) + αH(ϕ2 − ϕ1) + βK(ϕ2 − ϕ1)
ϕ̇2 = ω + g(ϕ2) + 2γL(ϕ1 − ϕ2).
It is interesting to remark that the reduction on the ∆14,23 polydiagonal would also
be possible in the case of different coupling strengths γ:
ϕ̇2 = ω + g(ϕ2) + γ21L(ϕ1 − ϕ2) + γ24L(ϕ4 − ϕ2)
ϕ̇3 = ω + g(ϕ3) + γ31L(ϕ1 − ϕ3) + γ34L(ϕ4 − ϕ3)
provided that γ21 + γ24 = γ31 + γ34. But on the other hand, this difference would
spoil the flow invariance of ∆23. This last observation shows that it is possible to
“switch on and off” certain clustered states by varying the corresponding coupling
strengths. Moreover, this shows that the coupling strength controls the stability
properties along the synchronous subspaces.
Here, we are interested in N -dimensional systems that do not obey equation
(52) but, nevertheless, allow the WS reduction in synchronous states such that their
dynamics on the corresponding P -dimensional polysynchronous subspaces becomes
3-dimensional with P − 3 constants of motion.
3.3 Requirements on the System of Coupled Phase Oscilla-
tors
In this section, we investigate how the requirement– that a system should obey equa-
tion (52), not in general, but only on a flow-invariant polydiagonal– constrains the
dynamical properties of a generic system (51). The cluster reduction from the to-
tal phase space to the polydiagonal only rescales the coupling strengths, according
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to the size of the corresponding clusters, and leaves the involved coupling func-
tions unchanged. Therefore, the functions governing the dynamics of the whole
N -dimensional system should have the same form as those in equation (52); i.e. we
have to consider phase oscillators with identical internal dynamics and sinusoidal
coupling:








iϕk}e−iϕj with j = 1, .., N . (56)












B with A and
B real valued matrices. Moreover, recall from section 1.2 that the coupling matrix
is invariant w.r.t. renumbering of the oscillators. Accordingly, here, the oscillators
belonging to the same cluster are chosen have subsequent indices, see equation (15)
from section 1.2.
From above we know that oscillators belonging to the same cluster should have
identical internal dynamics and receive the same external input. The first of these
conditions is already fulfilled in equation (56). The second condition is a restriction
on the coupling matrix, which on the polydiagonal should coincide with the form of
equation (53). In equation (52) each variable ϕj stands for a single oscillator but on
the polydiagonal it would stand for a whole cluster. This means that instead of the





[Ã11] [A12] · · · [A1P ]
[A21] [Ã22] · · · [A2P ]
...
... . . .
...
[AP1] [AP2] · · · [ÃPP ]
+ 12

[B̃11] [B12] · · · [B1P ]
[B21] [B̃22] · · · [B2P ]
...
... . . .
...
[B22] [BP2] · · · [B̃PP ]
 (57)
On the diagonals, [Ãkk] and [B̃kk] are block matrices and have dimension Sk cor-
responding to the size of the k-th cluster. Those matrices describe the coupling
topology between the oscillators within the same cluster. The off diagonal matrices
[Ajk] and [Bjk] are Sk × Sj rectangular matrices and have dimension corresponding
to the sizes Sj and Sk of the j-th and k-th cluster respectively. They describe the
coupling topology between the elements of clusters j and k. From (54) we know that
for a given oscillator k all other oscillators should be coupled to it with the same
coupling function and the same coupling strength. On the polydiagonal this means
that for a given cluster k all other oscillators belonging to a different cluster j should
receive the same input from cluster k. Combining this with the observation in exam-
ple 2 from the previous section, that a polydiagonal can be left flow-invariant also
for different coupling strengths, provided that their sums are identical, we deduce
the following condition for the coefficients describing the inter cluster coupling:∑Sk
n=1(ajk)mn = αk ∀j, j 6= k; ∀m = 1, .., Sj∑Sk
n=1(bjk)mn = βk ∀j, j 6= k; ∀m = 1, .., Sj
(58)
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where (ajk)mn and (bjk)mn denote the entries of the matrices [Ajk] and [Bjk] respec-
tively. The constants αk and βk describe the coupling strengths between the clusters
of the reduced system (see equation (22) from section 1.2), and are in one to one
correspondence to those in equation (54).
Consider now the coupling within the clusters given by [Ãkk] and [B̃kk]. From
(55) we know that the odd (sine) part of the coupling function between elements
of the same cluster does not affect the dynamics and therefore does not impose
any condition on the [Ãkk] matrices. The even (cosine) part [B̃kk] of the coupling
strengths can be seen as a shift in the eigenfrequencies, which should be identical
for all oscillators and therefore leads to∑
n
(̃bkk)mn = ω̄ ∀k; ∀m.
In the following sections we first give examples of systems with non-global cou-
pling topology where the WS reduction is, initially, not expected but, nevertheless,
takes place on submanifolds corresponding to reduced systems compatible with con-
dition (58). We will see that in some cases those manifolds become transversely
stable and the reduction is directly observable. In section 4 we consider coupled
phase oscillators with different ring topologies. In section 5 we investigate a class
of semi-globally coupled systems with a topology naturally compatible with the WS
reduction. Finally, in section 6 we present a generic analysis of bifurcations taking
place on the WS submanifold, explaining the observations from previous sections.
General Form of the Investigated Systems
In analogy to section 2, we choose, for the dynamics of the phase oscillators, a system
of excitable sinusoidally coupled “active rotators” [91]:





Aijsin(φj − φi), i = 1, ..., N . (59)
where Aij describes the corresponding topology and κ the coupling strength. In the
examples, where A is a regular graph, the normalization factor N equals the degree
of the graph N = D =
∑
j Akj, otherwise, it equals the total number of oscillators








j Akj i = k
κ
NAikcos(φk − φi) i 6= k
Recall from section 2, that in the attractive regime (i.e. κ > 0), the synchronous
1-cluster solution given by φi = arcsinω = φ
(0)
s is stable. This solution remains










where E is the identity matrix and D is the degree matrix of the graph; i.e. D is
a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements
∑
j Akj = dk and zeros otherwise. It is
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convenient to use the Laplace matrix of the graph, given by
L(A) = (D−A) ,






1− ω2 . (61)
The critical value of κ, where the 1-cluster synchronous solution loses stability, is







Remark that 0 = Λ0 ≤ Λ1 ≤ ... ≤ ΛN−1 = Λmax [23]. At κcrit the synchronous
1-cluster solution with φi = φ(s) = arcsinω ∀i becomes unstable but remains a fixed
point for the system at any κ value. At each subsequent smaller eigenvalue Λi a cor-




Figure 31: Examples for ring topologies. A) Unidirectional ring R(4, 10). B) Bidi-
rectional ring R(4, 15). C) Bidirectional ring R(6, 12).
4 Ring Topologies and the Watanabe-Strogatz Re-
duction
In this section we investigate systems of sinusoidally coupled phase oscillators with
different ring topologies. Figure 31 illustrates different examples of such ring topolo-
gies. From a graph theoretical point of view, what we call here a regular ring
R(D,N), corresponds a special case of a circulant graph [115]. It is a graph con-
structed as equally-spaced vertices on a circle, where each vertex vk is coupled to
the preceding m vertices vk−m, ..., vk−1 and the subsequent n vertices vk+1, ..., vk+n.
Such a ring has degree D = m+n and is denoted by R(D,N), where N corresponds
to the number of nodes. Here we consider unidirectional rings with m = 0 (see
figure 31A) and bidirectional rings with m = n (see figures 31B and 31B). We show
that on a regular ring R(D,N), depending on the degree D of the nodes, for a given
number of oscillators N , it is possible to build P clusters of size m such that the
dynamics of the reduced P - cluster system becomes, according to the SW reduction,
3-dimensional with P −3 constants of motion. As we have seen in section 3.3, a nec-
essary condition for the WS reduction is that in the cluster reduced state the system
becomes globally coupled: i.e. each element of a given cluster should be coupled to
at least one element of a different cluster and arbitrary many elements of its own
cluster. From the examples of figure 31, it is easy to see that on the ring this require-
ment is fulfilled if the elements belonging to different cluster alternate, whereby all
possible permutations are allowed (for the R(4, 15) example, see figure 32). Hence,
each cluster should have the same number of elements and therefore the number of
internal/external connections between/within clusters should be, respectively, the
same.
This leads to the following algebraic dependence
mP = N (63)
E(P − 1) + I = D (64)
whit the additional conditions
• for bidirectional ring:
D = 2d, I = 2i, I ≤ E ≤ I + 2
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Bidirectional coupling D = 8
I P = D−IE + 1 Condition for E E P
0 P = 8E + 1 E ∈ {1, 2} 1 9
2 5
2 P = 6E + 1 E ∈ {2, 3, 4} 2 4
3 3
4 P = 4E + 1 E ∈ {4, 5, 6} 4 2
Unidirectional coupling D = 4
I P = D−IE + 1 Condition for E E P
0 P = 4E + 1 E ∈ {1} < 2 1 5
1 P = 3E + 1 E ∈ {1, 2} 1 4
2 P = 2E + 1 E ∈ {2, 3} 2 2
Table 3: Cluster states for regular ring of degree 8 for bidirectional coupling and
degree 4 for unidirectional.
• for unidirectional ring: (global coupling condition)
P ≤ D + 1; I = i, I ≤ E ≤ I + 1 .
Here, D denotes the degree of each node, P is the number of clusters, m is the size
of the clusters, E is the number of external connections between an element of a
given cluster towards every other cluster, and I is the number of internal connections
within the same cluster; all of them being positive integers. Remark, once again,
that those requirements describe only clustered states leading to globally coupled
reduced systems, compatible with the WS reduction. On a given ring R(D,N) there
are, in general, other balanced polydiagonals corresponding to non-globally coupled
clustered states. In the examples below, we will see that such non-globally coupled
clustered states might appear as stable states in the system, however, we will mainly
concentrate on those states leading to the WS reduction.
Table 3 gives examples for the possible cluster states compatible with the WS
reduction requirements for two regular rings : one of degree 8 with bidirectional
coupling and the other of degree 4 with unidirectional coupling. From (64) follows
that without specification of the total number N of oscillators, for a given D, we can
vary the number of internal connections I, which confines the number of possible
external connections E, the latter additionally restricted by the fact that D−I
E
should
always be an integer.
From the examples in table 3, we see that for given ring topology R(D,N) there
might be several possible clustered states compatible with the WS reduction. As
we will see below, in the reduced P -dimensional system, for a given number of clus-
ters P , the total number N , of oscillators on the ring, plays a secondary role: a
change in the size m of the clusters does not influence the dynamical properties
on the reduced phase space. However, in the full N -dimensional phase space this
change will, in general, influence the stability properties transverse to the corre-
sponding P -dimensional polydiagonal and affect whether or not the system reaches
the state compatible with the WS reduction. The questions we are interested in
are, on the one side, how the ring size affects the stability properties of the different
admissible P -dimensional polydiagonals, and on the other side, for a fixed ring size
allowing the existence of more than one P -dimensional polydiagonal, which of these
polydiagonals, if any, are manifested as stable states.
Here, we concentrate on bidirectional rings with dynamics governed by equation
(59) with N = D. In the clustered state with P clusters the equations of motion
(59) are reduced to a globally coupled system of P oscillators with identical coupling
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and take the form






sin(ψj − ψi), i = 1, ..., P . (65)
The synchronous 1-cluster solution ψi = arcsinω ∀i remains a fixed point also for the
reduced system. However, on the corresponding polydiagonal, it changes stability






1− ω2 + E κ
D
(P − 1))E . (66)
Here E is the P -dimensional identity matrix. The P × P matrix I is defined as
(I)ij =
{
0 i = j
1 i 6= j
and has P − 1 degenerate eigenvalues λIl = −1 l = 1, .., P − 1 and one eigenvalue




(P − 1− λIi)−
√








Remark that the eigenvalues of the reduced system are also eigenvalues of the full
N -dimensional system.
In the following subsections we investigate bidirectional rings of degree D = 4
and D = 6, whereby different ring sizes are chosen allowing for clustered states
compatible with the WS reduction. In each of the considered cases, numerical
investigations were performed at different values of κ below κcrit; however, κ values
slightly above κcrit were also investigated, in order to search for possible hysteresis
with the still stable synchronous 1-cluster state. For each of the κ values more
than 2×103 initial conditions were chosen from a homogeneous random distribution
on the corresponding (2π)N torus. Additionally, in all cases, we have investigated
the stability properties of the dynamical states on the P -dimensional polydiagonals
where the WS takes place for P > 2. There, the reduced P -dimensional globally
coupled system (see equation (65)) undergoes a transcritical/homoclinic bifurcation,
at the corresponding κdiagcrit , giving birth to periodic orbits. For P > 3 each of these
orbits belongs to a continuum and is characterized by P −3 constants of motion. As
described in section 2.4, each constant of motion can take values within (−∞,+∞),
whereby the whole interval can be divided into six integral regions (see section 2.4,
equations (39) to (41)). In section 2.4 figure 29, we have seen how the stability
properties of the continuum change with respect to κ: once a stable region within
the continuum of limit cycles appears, a shift of κ leads to a shift of the borders of the
stable region. Expecting a similar behavior here, in order to investigate the stability
properties of the continua of limit cycles, we have taken for each integral region
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Bidirectional ring of degree D = 4
I P = D−IE + 1 Condition for E E P
0 P = 4E + 1 E ∈ {1, 2} 1 5
2 3
2 P = 2E + 1 E ∈ {2} 2 2
Table 4: Cluster states for a bidirectional regular ring of degree 4.
five fixed values (in total 30 values per constant of motion): within the integral
region (0, 0.5] the values were chosen to be [0 + ε, 0.125, 0.25, 0.375, 0.5 − ε]; the
values within the remaining five regions were derived via the integral relations from
section 2.4, equation (41). At different κ values below the corresponding κdiagcrit , we
have considered all possible combinations of the P − 3 constants of motion at those
values and investigated the stability properties of the corresponding limit cycles.
4.1 Rings of degree D = 4
Regarding the WS reduction requirement, a bidirectional ring of degreeD = 4 allows
cluster states with 2, 3 and 5 clusters, see table 4. Here, we concentrate on the only
case where the dimension of the reduced phase space in the clustered state is greater
than 3, i.e. P = 5. Restricting the investigation on small ring sizes, with N = mP ,
we consider the three rings with N =10, 15 and 25 oscillators, allowing the existence
of five clusters comprising, respectively, m =2, 3 and 5 elements. Observe that in
the case m = 3 (on R(4, 15)), besides P = 5, a reduced globally coupled clustered
state P = 3 is also possible (see figure 32); for m = 2 (on R(4, 10)) and for m = 5
(on R(4, 25)) the only globally coupled clustered state, compatible with the WS
reduction, is P = 5.
As discussed above, the WS reduction becomes apparent if and only if the cor-
responding polydiagonal of the reduced P -dimensional system is transversely stable
for some κ < κcrit, which in general depends on the ring size. In contrast, from
equation (65), we see that the dynamics of the reduced system, on the polydiago-
nal, is independent of the ring size. A calculation of the critical coupling strength
from (62) and (67) shows that on all three investigated rings κdiag (P=3,5)crit < κcrit:
i.e. the synchronous 1-cluster state loses stability in the full N -dimensional sys-
tem at κcrit but remains stable on the corresponding reduced polydiagonals. For
the investigated κ values above κcrit, in none of the three cases, a hysteresis with
the still stable 1-cluster solution was observed. Similar to the examples from sec-
tion 2, immediately after the loss of stability of the synchronous 1-cluster state,
at κcrit, chaotic dynamics takes place. Decreasing the coupling strength further
reveals, in all three cases, desynchronized stable limit cycles corresponding to rotat-
ing waves with spatio-temporal symmetry, respectively, the dihedral group DN : for
N = 10, the symmetry group of the solution is D10 = D5 ⊗ D2, whereby φi(t) =
φ
(i+N/2)modN(t+T/2); for N = 15, D15 = D5⊗D3, φi(t) = φ(i+N/3)modN(t+T/3);
and surprisingly, for N = 25, D25 6= D5 ⊗ D5, the phase shift in this case is given
by φi(t) = φ(i+N/5)modN(t + 3T/5) = φ(i+2N/5)modN(t + T/5). Similar to the cases
of desynchronized periodic states from section 2, these non-trivial spatio-temporal
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A) B)
Figure 32: Patterns of synchrony on the R(4, 15) ring. A) 3-cluster pattern of
synchrony. B) 5-cluster pattern of synchrony.
symmetries suggest that, here, the limit cycles are born from bifurcations leading
to symmetry breaking of preceding limit cycles comprising smaller clusters.
In the cases, where P > 2 is allowed by the ring size, an SP - THB bifurcation
takes place: respectively, at κdiag (P=3,5)crit . As a result, in analogy to the examples
from sections 2.2 and 2.4, periodic orbits are born (together with their symmetry
related copies). For P > 3 the periodic orbits build a continuum and for P = 3 there
is a single periodic orbit. Figure 32 gives an example of the resulting 3- and 5-cluster
patterns of synchrony on the R(4, 15) ring. At the bifurcation, P symmetric copies
of saddles collide with the fixed point of the synchronous 1-cluster state. Those
saddles originate from 2- cluster states at κ = 0, whereby oscillators belonging
to P − 1 of the clusters are at φ(s) and the oscillators comprising the remaining
cluster are at φ(u). However, unlike the examples from sections 2.2 and 2.4 where
κdiagcrit was equal to κcrit, here, the fixed point of the synchronous 1-cluster state is
already unstable. Hence, the periodic orbits resulting from the SP - THB bifurcation,
which are born stable in the reduced P -dimensional system, are inevitably unstable
with respect to perturbations in the full N -dimensional phase space. For example,
for N = 15, the limit cycle comprising three clusters, that is born at the S3- THB
bifurcation at κdiag (P=3)crit = −0.4761, becomes stable in a Neimark-Sacker bifurcation
at κ = −0.825 < κdiag (P=3)crit . In contrast, recall from section 2.2 that there the
corresponding limit cycle was immediately born stable in the full 9-dimensional
space of the 3 × 3 hexagonal lattice. As we will see in sections 5 and 6, the 3 × 3
hexagonal lattice is a special case of a complete k- partite graph (with k=3) and for
a given class of those graphs the limit cycles are always born stable at the THB
bifurcation.
On the three rings R(4, 10), R(4, 15) and R(4, 25), the numerical investigations,
based on the randomly distributed initial conditions in the full N -dimensional phase
space, reveal that for certain κ < κdiag (P=5)crit only few, if any, of the initial conditions
converged towards the corresponding continuum of limit cycles on the 5 -dimensional
polydiagonal. In all three cases, the additional investigation of the stability proper-
ties of the continua of limit cycles, based on the combinations of different values of
the P − 3 = 2 constants of motion, show that for some of the investigated κ values
below κdiag (P=5)crit there are integral pairs belonging to stable parts of the continuum.
However, unlike the examples from section 2.4 where a shift of κ towards −∞ grad-
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Figure 33: Change of the stability regions of the continua of limit cycles for the
investigated pairs of integral vales at different κ vales in the case of N = 10, P = 5.
The color corresponds to the absolute value of the largest multiplier.
ually enlarged the stability region (see figure 29), here, the stability regions appear
in some κ ranges and then disappear again for lower κ values. The analysis of the
multipliers of limit cycles shows that at the stability change, depending on the cor-
responding integral values, either pairs of complex conjugated multipliers cross the
unit circle or single multipliers become greater than one. In the cases of N = 15, and
N = 25 those stability regions appeared in very narrow intervals of the investigated
κ values. For N = 10, the κ intervals are broader. Figure 33 represents the change
of the stability region for the investigated pairs of integral vales at six subsequent
κ values in the case of N = 10. The color in the figure corresponds to the absolute
value of the largest multiplier, whereby the multipliers corresponding to the invari-
ant directions of the continuum of limit cycles are not considered. Observe also that
the integral regions are rescaled to the same size. This reveals a symmetry along
the diagonal I1 = I2 which is due to permutation of the indices within the integral
relations. We do not investigate these symmetries in more details here.
4.2 Rings of degree D = 6
For bidirectional rings of degree D = 6 there are four possible clustered states
(P = 2, 3, 4, 7) which lead to globally coupled reduced systems, see table 5. For
P = 4 and P = 7 the dimension of the corresponding reduced systems is greater
than 3 and a WS reduction takes place. For each of those two cases we choose
m = 2, 3. In total we investigate four rings R(6, 8), R(6, 12), R(6, 14) and R(6, 21).
For N = 8, 12, the P = 4- cluster state is possible, and for N = 14, 21, the P = 7.
Remark that here, once again, for m = 3, i.e. on R(6, 12) and R(6, 21), a P = 3
state of a reduced globally coupled system is also possible. Using equations (62) and
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Bidirectional ring of degree D = 6
I P = D−IE + 1 Condition for E E P
0 P = 4E + 1 E ∈ {1, 2} 1 7
2 4
2 P = 2E + 1 E ∈ {2} 2 3
4 2
Table 5: Cluster states for a bidirectional regular ring of degree 6.
(67) we can see that for P = 4 κdiag (P=4)crit = κcrit, while for P = 7 κ
diag (P=7)
crit < κcrit
and for P = 3 κdiag (P=3)crit < κcrit.
The observed dynamical phenomena on the rings R(6, 14) and R(6, 21) are, in
general, similar to the those described in the previous section. For the investigated
κ values above κcrit no hysteresis was found with the still stable 1-cluster solution.
In both cases, immediately after the loss of stability of the synchronous 1-cluster
solution at κcirt the only observed dynamical states are chaotic. Further decrease
of κ reveals desynchronized stable limit cycles corresponding to rotating waves with
spatio-temporal symmetry, respectively, the dihedral group DN . In the case of
N = 14 the symmetry group is D14 = D7 ⊗ D2 with a phase shift between the
oscillators given by φi(t) = φ(i+N/2)modN(t+ T/2) and for N = 21, D15 = D7 ⊗D3
with φi(t) = φ(i+N/3)modN(t + T/3). At the corresponding κ
diag
crit THB bifurcations
take place giving birth to periodic solutions. However, unlike the examples from the
previous section, here, the numerical investigation at κ values below κdiag (P=7)crit did
not reveal any stable integral regions of the continuum of limit cycles. Furthermore,
in the case N = 21, the 3-cluster limit cycle born at κdiag (P=3)crit in a THB bifurcation
also remains unstable.
The two investigated rings R(6, 8) and R(6, 12), allowing the existence of P = 4-
clustered states, also show dynamical phenomena similar to those observed in the
previous sections, albeit with some peculiarities. The case of N = 8 is very much
alike, up to the dimensionality, to the 3×3 hexagonal lattice from section 2.2. Here,
for negative coupling strengths above κcrit the only stable state is the 1-cluster
synchronous solution. At κdiag (P=4)crit = κcrit a THB bifurcation takes place giving
birth to a continuum of limit cycles. The similarity to the 3-dimensional case from
section 2.2 is that, here, the whole continuum of limit cycles is immediately stable
after the bifurcation. In fact, the R(6, 8) ring is also a special case of a complete
k- partite graph (with k=4) and belongs to a class of such graphs, where the limit
cycles born at the corresponding THB bifurcation are always stable; see sections 5
and 6.
The R(6, 12) ring exhibits very rich dynamics with dynamical states similar to
those observed on the 4 × 4 hexagonal lattice in section 2.4. From all investigated
rings this is the only one where the numerical investigation reveals a hysteresis for
coupling strengths slightly above κcrit: a stable 3-cluster limit cycle coexists with the
still stable 1-cluster state. Figure 34 represents the corresponding 3-cluster pattern
of synchrony and a phase plot of the periodic solution. Similarly to the hysteresis
observed on the 4× 4 hexagonal lattice, the limit cycle, here, is also a weak-chimera
state [12]: the large (red) cluster comprising eight elements performs only small-
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Figure 34: A) 3-cluster pattern of synchrony on R(6, 12) and the corresponding
reduced system. B) Phase plot of the weak-chimera-like periodic solution.
scale librations, while the two small remaining clusters perform full-scale rotations
with a phase shift corresponding to half of the period. Furthermore, here as well, the
weak-chimera limit cycle is born stable in a saddle node bifurcation above κcrit. It
also remains stable in a certain κ range below κcrit, where it coexists with a chaotic
attractor in the system, until it loses stability in the Neimark-Sacker bifurcation and
the system enters a purely chaotic state. Decreasing κ further reveals stable periodic
solutions with different patterns of synchrony: 12 clusters (i.e. desynchronized state)
which we call 12LC; 6 clusters which we call 6LC; as well as, the stable region of the
continuum of 4-cluster limit cycles on the P = 4 polydiagonal. The spatio-temporal
symmetry group of the desynchronized periodic solution 12LC is Z2 with phase dy-
namics indicating that the limit cycle originates from the symmetry breaking of the
6-cluster state represented in figure 35A. The phase shift between the oscillators is
such that oscillators previously belonging to the same cluster are now shifted by half
of the period: for example φ1(t) = φ8(t+T/2). Figure 35B represents the pattern of
synchrony for the observed 6-cluster solution 6LC. Remark that its reduced system
is globally coupled, however, it is not subject to the WS reduction since the reduced
matrix does not have the form required from equation (53): the requirement that a
given oscillator from the reduced system coupes to all other oscillators with the same
coupling strength is not fulfilled. Its spatio-temporal symmetry is D6 = D3 ⊗ D2,
whereby the clusters that are coupled by the doubled coupling strength in the re-
duced system have phases shifted by half of the period: those are the pairs (r,m),
(b, g), (k, y) and, for example, φb(t) = φg(t+T/2). Observe that if we would identify
further the oscillators belonging to those pairs (i.e. φb(t) = φg(t) a.s.o ) we would
end up with a reduced globally coupled system of three oscillators which would live
on the P = 3 polydiagonal (see figure 35C). Because of those symmetry properties
if might be expected that the 6-cluster periodic solution is somehow connected to
the 3-cluster limit cycle born from the THB bifurcation at κdiag (P=3)crit = −0.7141 .
However, the 6-cluster periodic solution is born unstable within the chaotic set for
κ above κdiag (P=3)crit and becomes stable at κ = −0.847 > κ
diag (P=3)
crit after a series of
period doubling and Neimark-Sacker bifurcations. The 3-cluster limit cycle born at
κ
diag (P=3)
crit from the THB bifurcation remains unstable for all investigated κ values.
Here, on the ringR(6, 12), the continuum of periodic solutions, born at κdiag (P=4)crit =
κcrit, is initially unstable with respect to perturbations in the full 12-dimensional
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Figure 35: Different 6-cluster patterns of synchrony on the R(6, 12) ring and their
reduced systems.
Figure 36: Change of stability regions for the continuum of limit cycles on the P = 4
polydiagonal on the R(6, 12) ring. The color corresponds to the absolute value of
the largest multiplier.
phase space. Similar to the continuum on the 4 × 4 hexagonal lattice discussed in
section 2.4, at κ < κdiag (P=4)crit parts of the continuum become stable, whereby de-
creasing the κ value results in a shift of the stability region and when κ is further
decreased towards −∞ the whole continuum gradually becomes stable. Figure 36
represents the stability change of the continuum with respect to κ. The color in
the figure corresponds to the absolute value of the largest multiplier, whereby the
multipliers corresponding to the invariant directions of the continuum of limit cycles
are not considered and the six integral regions are rescaled to the same size.
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5 Semi-Globally Coupled Systems: Complete k- Par-
tite Graphs
In this section we investigate systems with underlying graphs representing a natural
choice for a coupling topology compatible with the WS reduction, as required in
equation (57). In the case of “active rotators”, where the coupling function has only
a sine (odd) part, the coupling matrix from equation (57) becomes
A =

[Ã11] [A12] · · · [A1P ]
[A21] [Ã22] · · · [A2P ]
...
... . . .
...
[AP1] [AP2] · · · [ÃPP ]

where [Ãjj] are block matrices of dimension Sj and the off diagonal matrices [Aij]
are Sj×Si rectangular matrices. It seems natural to choose the off diagonal matrices
[Ajk] with j 6= k to have entries (ajk)mn = 1 ∀m,n and all on diagonal matrices






1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1





0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1






1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

with the corresponding reduced matrix, according to equation (58), given by
AR =
 0 4 53 0 5
3 4 0
 .
From graph theoretical point of view, such graphs corresponds to a complete k-
partite graphs [37]. Per definition, the vertices in such graphs can be partitioned
into k disjoint sets, such that there are no adjacent vertices within the same set
and every pair of vertices belonging to different sets are adjacent. Figure 37 gives
two examples of such graphs: a 3- partite graph K(3, 5, 4) and a 4- partite graph
K(2, 3, 3, 3) . Here, we use the notation K(S1, S2, S3, ...), where Sj denotes the size
of the j-th disjoint set.
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Figure 37: Examples for k- partite graphs. A) 3-partite graph K(3, 5, 4). B) 4-
partite graph K(2, 3, 3, 3).
In the full N -dimensional system, the critical value of κ for the synchronous
1- cluster solution φi = arcsinω ∀i can be determined by (62) with N = N . The
Laplace matrix of the N -dimensional semi-globally coupled system is given by
L =

 N − S1 0 00 . . . 0
0 0 N − S1
 · · · [−1]
... . . .
...
[−1] · · ·
 N − SP 0 00 . . . 0
0 0 N − SP


and has the following degenerate eigenvalues
Λ0 = 0 with multiplicity 1
Λi = N − Si, i = 1, ..., P with multiplicity Si − 1
Λmax = N with multiplicity P − 1
Substituting Λmax in (62) gives the critical coupling strength of the system:
κcrit = −
√
1− ω2 . (68)
Naturally, such systems exhibit, besides the synchronous one cluster state, also
balanced clustered states where oscillators that are not coupled belong to the same
cluster. The size of the corresponding clusters is therefore given by the size of the
diagonal block matrices: cluster k has size Sk, with k = 1, ..., P . For those clustered
states each oscillator of a given cluster couples to Sk oscillators of a different cluster
k. Therefore, in the reduced system, the equations of motion (59) take the form






Sjsin(φj − φi), i = 1, ..., P (69)
with a coupling matrix given by
AR =

0 S2 ... SP
S1 0 ...... SP
...
... . . .
...
S1 S2 ...... 0
 . (70)
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j Sj − S1 −S2 ... −SP
−S1
∑
j Sj − S2 ...... −SP
...










S1 S2 ... SP
S1 S2 ...... SP
...
... . . .
...
S1 S2 ...... SP

The synchronous 1- cluster solution φi = arcsinω ∀i remains a fixed point on the
P -dimensional polydiagonal, where its stability is determined by the eigenvalues of









1− ω2 −N)E .
The matrix ÃR has P − 1 eigenvalues λÃRmin = 0 and one eigenvalue λÃRmax = N .
Accordingly, the Laplace matrix (71) of the reduced system has P − 1 eigenvalues
λSmax = N and one eigenvalue λSmin = 0.
Now we can calculate the critical value κdiagcrit of the coupling strength for the
reduced system (i.e. on the diagonal subspace defined by the clusters). Unlike some
of the examples from section 4, where the 1- cluster solution might lose stability on
the reduced diagonal subspace at a value κdiagcrit different from κcrit, here, the critical










Remarkably, for all semi-globally coupled systems the critical value of the coupling
strength (68) depends neither on the size of the different clusters nor on the number
of clusters. This is due to the fact that in (59) the coupling strength is normalized
over the total number of oscillators N and we sum over the adjacency matrix. In
fact, this is the same critical coupling strength as for a globally coupled system.
Nevertheless, there is a remarkable difference between the globally coupled and
the semi-globally coupled systems. In the former case the Laplace matrix has one
eigenvalue Λmin = 0 and N − 1 eigenvalues Λmax = N ; this means that the center
manifold at the bifurcation point κcrit is (N−1)-dimensional making the one cluster
solution unstable with respect to all possible perturbations. In the case of semi-
globally coupled systems the center manifold is (P − 1)-dimensional. Furthermore,
here, at the bifurcation point the center manifold lies within the diagonal subspace
defined by the reduced system (69). This means that after the bifurcation the
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synchronous 1-cluster solution remains stable in all directions which are transverse
to the diagonal subspace.
For κ < κcrit, the observed dynamical states in semi-globally coupled systems
with complete P - partite graph topologies depend on the respective size of the P
clusters and can be, accordingly, divided in three classes. Let K(S1, S2, ..., SP )
denote the complete P - partite graph and let the sizes of the clusters be such that













Si < SP .
In the following, based on corresponding examples, we describe the dynamical prop-
erties of each of these classes. As representatives for Class I we consider K(2, 3, 4, 5)
and K(2, 3, 4, 7); for Class II we consider K(2, 3, 4, 9); and for Class III we consider
K(2, 3, 4, 11) and K(2, 3, 4, 13). On each of those 4-partite graphs, there are bal-
anced 4-cluster states with clusters, respectively, comprising the oscillators that are
not coupled. In the following, we denote by Ψk the reduced variable corresponding
to the cluster of size k.
Figure 38 represents bifurcation diagrams for each of the considered graphs. In
all diagrams, the bifurcation branches correspond to 2-cluster fix points, whereby
three of the four clusters are identical. As we know from previous sections, at κ = 0,
those fixed points correspond to saddle states, where the oscillators belonging to
the one (“stable”) cluster have phases equal arcsinω and those belonging to the
second (“unstable”) cluster have phases equal π− arcsinω. The bifurcation branches
are continuations of those saddle states and different colors in the figures indicate
different configurations of the 2-cluster states. For example, in figure 38A1, the fix
point of the 2-cluster state (Ψ5) and (Ψ2 = Ψ3 = Ψ4) is represented in red. The
dots along the branches indicate bifurcation points which we discuss in more detail
in the next paragraphs. Remark that in the considered cases the sizes of the first
three clusters are always S1 = 2, S2 = 3 and S3 = 4, while the size of the fourth
cluster changes, from case to case, in order to match the three different classes
from (73). Here, we consider equation (69) as the result of a cluster reduction
and, accordingly, the entries Sk of the reduced coupling matrix (70) are natural
numbers. In general, we can think of (69) as an independent system of P - globally
coupled phase oscillators with weighted coupling, in which case, the weights Sk can
be arbitrary real numbers. As we will see in section 6, in both cases, the bifurcation
scenarios at κcrit are generic and correspond to the three classes from (73). From
the bifurcation diagrams 38A1 and 38A2, for class I graphs, we can see that an
increase of S4, here the size of the largest cluster, leads to a shift of the bifurcation
branches. At first, this shift does not lead to any remarkable structural changes and
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all branches undergo a transcritical bifurcation at κcrit, where the corresponding
saddles collide with the fix point of the 1-cluster synchronous solution. In the case,
when S4 =
∑3
i=1 Si, class II ,represented in figure 38B, the bifurcation branches are
shifted further; the red branch bifurcates at κcrit in a pitchfork, while the remaining
branches undergo transcritical bifurcations. For S4 >
∑3
i=1 Si, class III, represented
in 38C1 and 38C2, the bifurcation branches are shifted further and the red branch
as well as the remaining ones undergo, again, a transcritical bifurcation. As we will
see in the next section, it is the number of positive and negative eigenvalues of the
fix point as well as the weights Sk from the reduced system, that determines whether
or not a given branch undergoes a transcritical or a pitchfork bifurcation at κcrit.
Table 6 represents all stability changes along the branches for the graphsK(2, 3, 4, 5),
K(2, 3, 4, 9) and K(2, 3, 4, 13) shown, respectively, in figure 38A1, 38B and 38C2.
The stability changes for the remaining two graphs K(2, 3, 4, 7) and K(2, 3, 4, 11)
are comparable. In the table, the bifurcation at κcrit with the synchronous 1-cluster
solution is underlined with a “wavy underbar”. Observe that the branches bifur-
cating at κcrit with the 1-cluster fix point correspond initially (at κ = 0) to the
saddle states where the 2-cluster configuration is least unstable. Furthermore, in all
cases, a branch undergoing a transcritical bifurcation at κcrit ends in a saddle node
bifurcation at κ < κcrit, colliding with its “counterpart”; the latter originating at
κ = 0 from the saddle corresponding to the most unstable 2-cluster configuration.
For example, for the graph K(2, 3, 4, 5) belonging to class I, the red branch is the
saddle at κ = 0, where the sheer cluster Ψ5 is “unstable” and the second compound
cluster (Ψ2 = Ψ3 = Ψ4) is “stable”; respectively, having 5 positive and 9 negative
eigenvalues (see Table 6, column (Ψ5) (Ψ2 = Ψ3 = Ψ4), row BP1). The last bifur-
cation of this branch (see Table 6, column (Ψ5) (Ψ2 = Ψ3 = Ψ4), row BP6) is a
saddle node bifurcation: the branch collides with its “counterpart”– the saddle state
where the sheer cluster Ψ5 is “stable” and the compound cluster (Ψ2 = Ψ3 = Ψ4)
is “unstable”– respectively, having 5 negative and 9 positive eigenvalues. In the
case of the (Ψ9) (Ψ2 = Ψ3 = Ψ4) branch, in the graph K(2, 3, 4, 9) from class II,
both the initial saddle and its “counterpart” saddle have the same number of pos-
itive and negative eigenvalues. On the corresponding 2-dimensional polydiagonal
(Ψ9) (Ψ2 = Ψ3 = Ψ4) those two saddles are symmetric and collide simultaneously
at κcrit with the 1-cluster fix point in a pitchfork bifurcation. Observe that, in the
graph K(2, 3, 4, 13) from class III, at the initial saddle state corresponding to the
red branch (Ψ13) (Ψ2 = Ψ3 = Ψ4) it is the compound cluster (Ψ2 = Ψ3 = Ψ4) that
is initially “unstable” while the sheer cluster Ψ13 is “stable”; this is contrary to the
graph K(2, 3, 4, 5) from class I (see Table 6, column (Ψ13) (Ψ2 = Ψ3 = Ψ4), row
BP1). This switch between the initial stability of the sheer and the compound clus-
ters, when going from class I to class III graphs, can also be seen in the bifurcation
diagrams from figure 38 as the shift of the red branch caused by the increase of
S4. Remarkably, the transcritical bifurcation of this branch leads to a stable fix
point which dominates the dynamics until the succeeding saddle node bifurcation
(see Table 6, column (Ψ13) (Ψ2 = Ψ3 = Ψ4), rows BP4 and BP5).
A closer look at the stability changes along the different branches from table 6
reveals that it is not so much the whole graph that belongs to a given class (73)





Figure 38: Bifurcation diagrams representing 2-dimensional branches of fixed points
for different complete 4- partite graphs. In all diagrams Ψk indicates the reduced
variable of the cluster of size k. The dots along each of the branches indicate
bifurcations (for the cases from plots A1, B and C2, see table 6).
A) Class I: 1) K(2, 3, 4, 5), 2) K(2, 3, 4, 7).
B) Class II: K(2, 3, 4, 9) .
C) Class III: 1) K(2, 3, 4, 11), 2) K(2, 3, 4, 13).
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K(2,3,4,5)
(Ψ2) (Ψ3 = Ψ4 = Ψ5) (Ψ3) (Ψ2 = Ψ4 = Ψ5) (Ψ4) (Ψ2 = Ψ3 = Ψ5) (Ψ5) (Ψ2 = Ψ3 = Ψ4)

















BP3 (+)2(−)12 7→ (+)4(−)10 BP3 (+)2(−)12 7→ (+)3(−)11 BP3 (+)2(−)12 7→ (+)3(−)11 BP3 (+)2(−)12 7→ (+)3(−)11
BP4 (+)4(−)10 7→ (+)7(−)7 BP4 (+)3(−)11 7→ (+)6(−)8 BP4 (+)3(−)11 7→ (+)5(−)9 BP4 (+)3(−)11 7→ (+)5(−)9
BP5 (+)7(−)7 7→ (+)11(−)3 BP5 (+)6(−)8 7→ (+)10(−)4 BP5 (+)5(−)9 7→ (+)9(−)5 BP5 (+)5(−)9 7→ (+)8(−)6
BP6 (+)11(−)3 7→ (+)12(−)2 BP6 (+)10(−)4 7→ (+)11(−)3 BP6 (+)9(−)5 7→ (+)10(−)4 BP6 (+)8(−)6 7→ (+)9(−)5
K(2,3,4,9)
(Ψ2) (Ψ3 = Ψ4 = Ψ9) (Ψ3) (Ψ2 = Ψ4 = Ψ9) (Ψ4) (Ψ2 = Ψ3 = Ψ9) (Ψ9) (Ψ2 = Ψ3 = Ψ4)

















BP3 (+)2(−)16 7→ (+)4(−)14 BP3 (+)2(−)16 7→ (+)3(−)15 BP3 (+)2(−)16 7→ (+)3(−)15
BP4 (+)4(−)14 7→ (+)7(−)11 BP4 (+)3(−)15 7→ (+)6(−)12 BP4 (+)3(−)15 7→ (+)5(−)13
BP5 (+)7(−)11 7→ (+)15(−)3 BP5 (+)6(−)12 7→ (+)14(−)4 BP5 (+)5(−)13 7→ (+)13(−)5
BP6 (+)15(−)3 7→ (+)16(−)2 BP6 (+)14(−)4 7→ (+)15(−)3 BP6 (+)13(−)5 7→ (+)14(−)4
K(2,3,4,13)
(Ψ2) (Ψ3 = Ψ4 = Ψ13) (Ψ3) (Ψ2 = Ψ4 = Ψ13) (Ψ4) (Ψ2 = Ψ3 = Ψ13) (Ψ13) (Ψ2 = Ψ3 = Ψ4)












(+)1(−)21 7→ (+)2(−)20 BP2 (+)6(−)16 7→ (+)4(−)18
BP3 (+)2(−)20 7→ (+)4(−)18 BP3 (+)2(−)20 7→ (+)3(−)19 BP3 (+)2(−)20 7→ (+)3(−)19 BP3 (+)4(−)18 7→ (+)3(−)19





BP5 (+)7(−)15 7→ (+)19(−)3 BP5 (+)6(−)16 7→ (+)18(−)4 BP5 (+)5(−)17 7→ (+)17(−)5 BP5 (+)0(−)22 7→ (+)13(−)9
BP6 (+)19(−)3 7→ (+)20(−)2 BP6 (+)18(−)4 7→ (+)19(−)3 BP6 (+)17(−)5 7→ (+)18(−)4
Table 6: Stability changes at the bifurcation points along the branches
for K(2, 3, 4, 5), K(2, 3, 4, 9) and K(2, 3, 4, 13) represented in fig-
ure 38A1, 38B and 38C2, respectively. In each case, the bifurcation at κcrit
with the synchronous 1-cluster solution is underlined with a “wavy underbar”.
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implicit notion of the ”sheer “ and ”compound “ clusters. Strictly speaking, this
notation makes sense only in the reduced P -dimensional phase space; in the full
N -dimensional phase space the sheer cluster itself comprises a subcluster of Sk os-
cillators, and the compound cluster comprises P − 1 subclusters of totally N − Sk
oscillators. Depending on whether Sk of the sheer cluster is smaller, equal, or greater
than the sum of the Sk’s of the compound cluster, we can say that a branch belongs
to class I, II or III, respectively. From table 6 we can see that branches belonging to
class I, for instance, undergo basically identical transcritical bifurcations at κcrit. We
rigorously prove in section 6 that the this is indeed the case. Moreover, the stability
changes at the remaining bifurcation points, for all branches, also share a common
feature: all those bifurcations do not take place in the reduced P -dimensional sys-
tem. In the reduced P -dimensional system, the only bifurcations that take place are
those at κcrit and the final saddle node bifurcations. All other bifurcations affect
the internal stability of the subclusters and take place on manifolds transverse to
the P -dimensional polydiagonal of the reduced system. For a subcluster compris-
ing Sk oscillators there are Sk directions determining its internal stability. One of
those directions corresponds to a perturbation where the integrity of the subcluster
is not disturbed (this direction is along the polydiagonal of the reduced system),
and the remaining (Sk−1) directions (transverse to the polydiagonal of the reduced
system) disturb the integrity of the subcluster. Observe that at all stability changes
(except the bifurcations at κcrit and the final saddle node bifurcations) the number
of positive/negative eigenvalues changes by the number (Sk − 1). Consider, for ex-
ample, the (Ψ4) (Ψ2 = Ψ3 = Ψ13) branch in the graph K(2, 3, 4, 13). Initially, the
sheer cluster Ψ4 is completely “unstable” and at the BP1 bifurcation three of the
four unstable directions are stabilized. After the bifurcation the Ψ4 cluster becomes
stable with respect to perturbations transverse to the polydiagonal of the reduced 4-
dimensional {Ψ2,Ψ3,Ψ4,Ψ13} system. The following bifurcation BP2, at κcrit, takes
place in the reduced 4-dimensional system: the single positive eigenvalue becomes
negative and simultaneously 2 of the 17 initially negative eigenvalues become posi-
tive. Those two eigenvalues correspond to perturbations disturbing the integrity of
the compound cluster (Ψ2 = Ψ3 = Ψ13), but not the integrity of the single subclus-
ters {Ψ2,Ψ3,Ψ13}. Therefore, after the bifurcation at κcrit the polydiagonal of the
reduced 4-dimensional system {Ψ2,Ψ3,Ψ4,Ψ13} remains locally transversely stable.
This is true for all branches; and indeed, in all cases, the observed dynamics imme-
diately after the bifurcation at κcrit takes place on the 4-dimensional polydiagonal
of the reduced system. Furthermore, from the table we can see that for branches
of class I the subsequent bifurcations follow the same pattern: the integrity of the
single subclusters is subsequently disturbed, starting from the smallest towards the
largest. For branch (Ψ13) (Ψ2 = Ψ3 = Ψ4) of class III it is the opposite: in the bifur-
cations before κcrit the single subcluster are subsequently stabilized, starting from
the largest towards the smallest. Here, the three positive eigenvalues before the BP4
bifurcation at κcrit (see Table 6, column (Ψ13) (Ψ2 = Ψ3 = Ψ4), row BP4) correspond
to perturbations of the compound cluster within the 4-dimensional polydiagonal.
As mentioned above and as expected by the different scenarios in the bifurcation
diagrams, the dynamics of the systems, for κ values below κcrit, depend on the








Figure 39: Asymptotics of the period of limit cycles observed on the different com-
plete 4- partite graphs: A) K(2, 3, 4, 5) (log-log plot). B) K(2, 3, 4, 9) (log-linear
plot). C) K(2, 3, 4, 13) (log-log plot).
For graphs of class I, at κcrit a THB bifurcation takes place resulting in periodic
solutions. For P > 3 those solutions form a continuum, whereby each periodic or-
bit is characterized by P − 3 constants of motion. For example, in the case of the
K(2, 3, 4, 5) graph from above, there are four clusters and each periodic solution is
characterized by one constant of motion. Figure 39A represents the asymptotics for
the periodic solution with integral value I = 0.7: it is the typical asymptotics for
a THB bifurcation (see section 2.2; [11]). Remarkably, for all graphs of class I, the
periodic solutions are born stable at the THB bifurcation with respect to pertur-
bations in the full N -dimensional space. Although the stability of a periodic orbit
is a global phenomenon, according to the observations from the previous paragraph
and the fact that at the bifurcation point the center manifold lies within the diag-
onal subspace defined by the reduced system (69), the P -dimensional polydiagonal
remains locally transversely stable. This transverse stability has an effect on the
stability of the newly formed periodic orbits.
Let us consider the symmetries of the periodic orbits. Recall the examples from
sections 2.2 and 4.2. There the 3×3 hexagonal lattice was a complete 3- partite graph
K(3, 3, 3), respectively, the R(6, 8) ring was a complete 4- partite graph K(2, 2, 2, 2)
and in those cases the THB bifurcations were symmetric: the S3-THB, respectively,
the S4-THB. Furthermore, in the example discussed in section 2.4– on the 4 × 4
hexagonal lattice– the THB bifurcation was also symmetric. There, we have seen
that the S4 permutation symmetries of the four oscillators in the reduced system
were connected to spatial and spatio-temporal symmetries of the periodic solutions,
and also to changes in the integrals of motion characterizing the leafs of the WS
foliation. For a generic complete P - partite graph (with clusters of different sizes)
the coupling topology (70) of the reduced P -dimensional system (69) does not imply
any symmetries between the saddles. An interesting question is whether the periodic
orbits born at non-symmetric THB bifurcations in P - partite graphs are symmetry
related or not. Immediately after the bifurcation, the trajectory of a newly born
periodic orbit passes cyclically in the vicinity of each of the saddles involved in the
THB bifurcation. Hence, a periodic orbit is characterized by the order of the differ-
ent saddles along the trajectory. For a P - partite graph there are P saddles and we
can identify each saddle with the single subcluster forming the sheer cluster. For
example, on the K(2, 3, 4, 5) graph, we might denote a periodic orbit by L(5, 4, 3, 2)
which subsequently passes in the vicinity of the saddle (Ψ5)(Ψ2 = Ψ3 = Ψ4) followed
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by the saddle (Ψ4)(Ψ2 = Ψ3 = Ψ5), followed by (Ψ3)(Ψ2 = Ψ4 = Ψ5), followed by
(Ψ2)(Ψ3 = Ψ4 = Ψ5), and again by (Ψ5)(Ψ2 = Ψ3 = Ψ4) a.s.o. There are P ! possible
ways to order the saddles, suggesting that P ! distinct periodic orbits are born at the
bifurcation. However, only (P − 1)! of all permutations are non-cyclic: for exam-
ple, on the K(2, 3, 4, 5) graph those might be denoted by L(2, 3, 4, 5), L(2, 3, 5, 4),
L(2, 4, 3, 5), L(2, 4, 5, 3), L(2, 5, 3, 4), L(2, 5, 4, 3) . Since a periodic trajectory visits
all saddles in a cyclic way, we might rather expect that there (P − 1)! different peri-
odic orbits, whereas, for example, L(5, 4, 3, 2) would describe the same limit cycle as
L(2, 5, 4, 3). Because of the WS-integrals this is not the case! Recall from section 2.4
that in the reduced system generic cyclic permutations of the oscillator-indices lead
to different integral values. The only permutations that do leave the integral value
I unchanged are given by
I = R(i, j, k, l) = R(k, l, i, j)
= R(j, i, l, k) = R(l, k, j, i)
(74)
with R(i, j, k, l) defined as














In equation (74) on the first row, respectively on the second row, the integral rela-
tions are connected via pairwise cyclic permutations, while the first and second rows
are connected via anti-cyclic permutations. In section 2.4 we have seen that– for
fixed value of κ and fixed integral value– on the corresponding sheet of foliation there
were two distinct periodic orbits. In the reduced 4-dimensional system of identical
oscillators those two periodic orbits were symmetry connected: the pairwise cyclic
permutations within the first (second) row in (74) corresponded to spatio-temporal
symmetries and permutations between the first and second rows corresponded to
spacial symmetries of the system. For a generic P - partite graph, in the reduced P -
dimensional phase space, the oscillators are coupled with different coupling strengths
and are therefore not interchangeable. Nevertheless, on each foliation leaf (i.e. for a
given fixed integral value) there are two limit cycles. Here, the pairwise cyclic per-
mutations within the first (second) row in (74) also correspond to spatio-temporal
symmetries, but the spacial symmetries, due to permutations between the first and
second rows, do not exist since the reduced system is in general not symmetric. Re-
mark that the spacial-temporal symmetries result from the peculiarities of the THB
bifurcation and not from symmetries due to the topology of the reduced network.
It is interesting to remark that it is also possible to determine the basin of
attraction for each of each limit cycle. It is defined by order of the oscillators within
the interval [0, 2π]. This order is always preserved (modulo 2π). The WS reduction is
connected to the 3-dimensional Möbius group, such that the phases of the oscillators
evolve according to the action of the group [78], i.e. the temporal evolution of the
system corresponds to a Möbius transformations. The Möbius transformations have
the property to preserve the initial order of the oscillators and since each limit cycle
is characterized by this order, this allows us to define its basin of attraction. For
example, the basin of attraction B(2, 4, 3, 5) of the L(2, 4, 3, 5) limit cycle is given
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by
B(2, 4, 3, 5) =
{
(Ψ2,Ψ3,Ψ4,Ψ5) ∈ T 2 ⊗ T 3 ⊗ T 4 ⊗ T 5 |Ψ2 < Ψ3 < Ψ4 < Ψ5
}
.
For complete P - partite graphs of class III, there is always a single bifurcation
branch of class III where the corresponding saddle undergoes a transcritical bifurca-
tion at κcrit resulting in a stable fix point. After the bifurcation the 1-cluster solution
becomes unstable and within a certain κ range the new stable fix point remains the
only (global) attractor of the system. Decreasing κ further leads to a saddle node
bifurcation (see the discussion above; Table 6, column (Ψ13) (Ψ2 = Ψ3 = Ψ4), rows
BP4 and BP5). At the saddle node bifurcation a stable 2-cluster limit cycle is born,
not surprisingly, with the same cluster configuration as the colliding branches: a
sheer cluster comprising the largest subcluster and a compound cluster comprising
the remaining P − 1 subclusters. In the case of the K(2, 3, 4, 13) graph, the saddle
node bifurcation takes place at κ̄ = −0.7801... < κcrit and the asymptotics of the
2-cluster limit cycle is represented in figure 39C. It has the inverse square root law
typical for limit cycles born at saddle node bifurcation [46]. Recall from above that
all branches of class I and III, end in saddle node bifurcation. It is interesting to
remark that in all those cases corresponding 2-cluster limit cycles are born, although
most of them remain unstable.
For complete P - partite graphs of class II, there is always a single bifurcation
branch of class II undergoing a pitchfork bifurcation at κcrit with the 1-cluster so-
lution. The observed dynamics, immediately after the bifurcation, corresponds to
two symmetric 2-cluster periodic solutions with the same cluster configuration as
the branch of class II: : a sheer cluster comprising the largest subcluster and a
compound cluster comprising the remaining P − 1 subclusters. Unlike the previous
case, here, the limit cycles are born in a heteroclinic bifurcation at κ̄ above κcrit.
In the case of the K(2, 3, 4, 9) graph, the branch of class II corresponds to the 2-
cluster state (Ψ9) (Ψ2 = Ψ3 = Ψ4), and the heteroclinic bifurcation takes place at
κ̄ = −0.7050... > κcrit. The period asymptotics of the resulting limit cycles, rep-
resented in figure 39B, follows the logarithmic law typical for limit cycles born at
heteroclinic bifurcation [46]. The first row in figure 40 represents, at different κ
values above κ̄, the changes of the flow leading to the heteroclinic bifurcation on the
reduced 2-dimensional polydiagonal (Ψ9) (Ψ2 = Ψ3 = Ψ4) in the K(2, 3, 4, 9) graph.
The second row in the figure shows the newly born limit cycles at two different κ
values with κcrit < κ . κ̄. The four quadrants on each plot represent the toroidal
phase space shifted by 2π, respectively.
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Figure 40: Flow on the reduced 2-dimensional polydiagonal (Ψ9) (Ψ2 = Ψ3 = Ψ4)
in the K(2, 3, 4, 9) graph at different κ values above κcrit. The four quadrants on
each plot represent the toroidal phase space shifted by 2π, respectively. The two
symmetric copies of the limit cycles born from the heteroclinic bifurcation at κ̄ =
−0.7050... are shown in the plots on the second row.
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6 From Local to Global Coupling: Transition to
Watanabe-Strogatz dynamics and Conditions for
Transcritical Bifurcations Leading to Limit Cy-
cles
In the previous sections we have given examples of dynamical systems of coupled
phase oscillators which, in general, are not compatible with the WS requirements
represented in section 3 but, nevertheless, allow P - cluster states such that the
dynamics on the corresponding reduced P -dimensional polydiagonal becomes, ac-
cording to the WS reduction, 3-dimensional with P − 3 constants of motion. As
we have seen, it depends on the coupling topology of the total N - dimensional sys-
tem, whether or not this P - dimensional (WS-) polydiagonal becomes transversely
stable for some coupling strengths κ, manifesting the WS dynamics as observable
(stbale) dynamical states. In this section we neglect those transverse directions and
concentrate on the P -dimensional (WS-) polydiagonal itself. We prove some general
facts about the bifurcations at κdiagcrit which govern the dynamical state of the system
after the lost of stability of the synchronous 1-cluster solution on the P -dimensional
(WS-) polydiagonal.
Consider a P -dimensional reduced system (56), whose reduced dynamics on a
flow-invariant P -dimensional polydiagonal is given by

















where the overbar, respectively “c.c.”, denotes complex conjugate. Remark that
p, γk ∈ C. The coefficients γk of the reduced coupling matrix are explicitly given by














is such that the parameter determining the excitability of the system w.r.t. the sine
part of the internal dynamics is s and with respect to the cosine part c.
Let ~ϕ∗ = {ϕ∗, ..., ϕ∗} be the synchronous stable 1-cluster steady state solution.
An investigation of the stability properties of this solution requires an expansion of


























k + . . . (76)
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with coefficients, respectively,














k = i γ̄k + c.c.
s
(2)
k = γ̄k + c.c. .
In order to simplify the expressions, as well as for latter convenience, we introduce
the following notations:
P+(~ϕ





∗) = i(p eiϕ

















































The expressions for ε and b are therefore given by
ε = P− + A (77)
b = P+ +B . (78)
Substituting in (76) and discarding the higher order terms renders
dxi
dt



































P− + A− αi for i = j
−αj otherwise
and has an eigenvalue λ1 = ε = P− + A, with multiplicity N − 1, and a simple
eigenvalue λ2 = P−. We are interested in the stable 1-cluster steady state solution
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~ϕ∗ and the events which accompany its destabilization. Observe that for negative
A, the largest eigenvalue is λ2 and the remaining eigenvalues become zero in a
parameter region where the symmetric solution ~ϕ∗ is already unstable. Therefore,
before the bifurcation we are interested in the case with P−(~ϕ∗) < 0 and a positive
A = −
∑
k αk, which corresponds to a “prevailing repulsive” coupling strength αk
w.r.t. the sine part.
Now we can consider the steady state solutions of (79). At the steady state each










2 − b(2SA1 + SB2 )
b
. (80)
Let σi = ±1 denote the sign before the square root. The steady solution of the sys-









Because of the form of (80) it is convenient also to introduce
E = ε+ SB1






2 − b(2SA1 + SB2 ) . (81)
After substituting into S...1/2 we can rewrite the following expressions
b(2SA1 + S
B
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Combining (82) with (84) and substituting in (81) allows us to derive a self consistent
equation for ∆(
B2 − b2 −Q2B
)
∆2 − 2b (QA(b−B) + AQB) ∆ + b2ε(ε− 2A) = 0 .





(QA(b−B) + AQB)2 − ε(ε− 2A) (B2 − b2 −Q2B)
1
b
(B2 − b2 −Q2B)
We are interested in the bifurcation of the symmetric equilibrium ~ϕ∗ at ε = 0.
Therefore, we consider only the solution ∆ which vanishes at ε = 0 and is compatible










ε+O(ε2) for σi = +1
QA+A
QA(b−B)+AQB
ε+O(ε2) for σi = −1 .
(86)
Remark that, per definition (81), ∆ ≥ 0. Additionally, as discussed above, we
require P− < 0 and A > 0 in order for the synchronous 1-cluster solution to be
stable before the bifurcation. Observe also that at ~ϕ∗, equation (75) is identical to
zero and
b = P+ +B
= −ω < 0
Therefore, from (85) follows that before the bifurcation (i.e. ε < 0)
AQB ≤ QA(ω +B) . (87)
Pitchfork bifurcations are possible only in the non-generic situation of AQB =
QA(ω + B); for positive A such pitchforks are subcritical, and their branches lie
in the region of ε < 0. Otherwise, all branches are transcritical: when approach-
ing ε = 0, every coordinate of every steady state decreases asymptotically linearly,
and changes sign after passing through the bifurcation value of the parameter. Ac-
cordingly, along each branch of solutions the absolute values of QA and QB remain
constant, but each changes sign forε > 0 and ε < 0.
Let us investigate the stability of the 2-cluster steady states. The synchronous
1-cluster solution ~ϕ∗ is stable for ε < 0, and becomes unstable with an (P − 1)-
dimensional unstable manifold for ε > 0. The spectrum of the 2- cluster steady
solution of the system, characterized by the set {σ1, ..., σP}, is also highly degenerate.
Let us denote by m+ the number of positive σi’s and by m− the number of negative
σi’s. There are (m+−1) eigenvalues equal to −∆ and (m−−1) eigenvalues equal to
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+∆. From equation (85) we can see that at the bifurcation point all those eigenvalues
change sign. The remaining two eigenvalues can be calculated in the 2-dimensional





















































δ(σ > 0) =
{
1 for σ > 0
0 otherwise
and
δ(σ < 0) =
{
1 for σ < 0
0 otherwise
.
Observe that at ε = 0, i.e. ∆ = 0, the eigenvalue λ− does not change sign. The
eigenvalue λ+, however, might or might not change sign, depending on the coeffi-
cients αk and βk as well as on the cluster configuration. This is the eigenvalue that
distinguishes the class I from the class III branches.
Now we can understand the observations from the previous sections for systems
of “active rotators”, with solely sinusoidal coupling function. In those cases B =
QB = Q
(±)





ε+O(ε2) for σi = +1
−QA+A
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with the condition for a pitchfork bifurcation given by
QA = 0 . (91)
In section 5, figure 38 we have pointed out the shift of the branches undergoing
transcritical bifurcations with respect to changes of the size of the largest cluster, or
equivalently changes in the coupling constants of the reduced system. This shift can
comprehended from equation (89) where xi determines the position of the cluster
in the vicinity of the bifurcation point. Remark also that the definition of the
class II branches from equation (73) corresponds to the same condition given by
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equation (91). Finally, for ε in the vicinity of the bifurcation point, i.e. ε ≈ 0,






















reflecting the definition of the class I
and the class III branches, whereby for the class III branches the saddle undergoing
the transcritical bifurcation becomes a stable fix point. From the examples above,
we have seen that for class I systems (i.e. systems where only class I branches exist)
the transcritical bifurcation leads to the THB bifurcation resulting in limit cycles.
From Local to Global Coupling: Conclusions
In this part of the work we have investigated general conditions, posed on the net-
work topology and dynamics, enabling the existence of flow invariant polydiagonal
subspaces compatible with the Watanabe-Strogatz reduction. Besides the sinusoidal
coupling function, a necessary condition for the WS reduction is that in the cluster
reduced state, on the polydiagonal, the system becomes globally coupled: i.e. each
element of a given cluster should be coupled to at least one element of a differ-
ent cluster and arbitrary many elements of its own cluster. From the investigated
examples we have seen that the existence of such polydiagonals does not ensure
their dynamical relevance, since those polydiagonals may remain unstable. Simi-
lar to the observations from section 2, here, we have seen that the stability of the
reduced system depends not only on the local symmetries of the network but also
on global characteristics such as the network size. We have investigated the bi-
furcations associated with the lost of stability of the 1- cluster state for repulsing
coupling. Depending on the reduced network, pitchfork or transcritical bifurcations
take place and the resulting desynchronization of the 1- cluster state leads to new
clustered states which might be stationary or time-dependent. In particular, if the
coupling strengths in the reduced system are of class I (i.e. the largest coupling
strength is smaller than the sum of the remaining coupling strengths) a THB bifur-
cation always takes place. Remarkably, even if the coupling topology of the reduced
WS system does not imply any particular symmetries, the periodic orbits born at
the THB bifurcation possess a spatio-temporal symmetry due to the peculiarities of
bifurcation itself. If the reduced system does have additional symmetries due to its




Sustained oscillations, irregular firing
and chaotic dynamics in hierarchical
modular networks with mixtures of
electrophysiological cell types
In part I of the work we studied dynamical phenomena which emerge as a result
of the interplay between network topology and single-node dynamics by focusing
on complex network of largely theoretical interest. The network topologies corre-
sponded to regular or structured graphs with comprehensible complexity in terms
of symmetries; the single-node dynamics and interaction functions were modeled
by coupled phase oscillators enabling the study of collective behavior in terms of
synchronization. In part II we investigate similar questions about the interplay be-
tween network topology and single-node dynamics, however, concentrating on more
realistic dynamical systems describing neuronal cortical-like networks. In line with
expectations, both architecture of a neuronal network and dynamics of single neurons
is far more complex than the systems presented in part I. The most famous detailed
mathematical model of single neuron dynamics is the Hodgkin–Huxley model [58],
which takes into account the biophysical characteristics of the cell membrane and
describes how action potentials are initiated and propagated. Each neuron is de-
scribed by a set of several coupled ordinary differential equations and although the
Hodgkin–Huxley model is a detailed and accurate mathematical model of a single
neuron, it is not always the best choice when considering large neural networks be-
cause of the computational expense and analytical complexity. Nevertheless, phase
oscillator models similar to those investigated in part I can be derived as phenomeno-
logical approximations of the Hodgkin–Huxley model and can be used to describe
strongly simplified dynamics of single neurons [26, 64]. This is not surprising since
a neuron stimulated with a constant external input current can perform periodic os-
cillations in the phase space which can be approximated via phase oscillator models
(see section 1.1). The Ermentrout-Kopell canonical model [40, 41], also called theta




= (1− cosθ) + (1 + cosθ) I(t) . (92)
Here I(t) is the input to the model and θ is a phase variable with a range [0, 2π] such
that when θ equals π the neuron spikes. For more details we refer to [40, 41, 64].
Similar to the Kuramoto and Shinomoto model of “active rotators” [91], the theta
neuron model describes an excitable system. Recall from section 2, equation (23)
that for ω ∈ (0, 1) and b = 1 the Kuramoto and Shinomoto model of “active rotators”
had one stable and one unstable fixed points for κ = 0, because of the sine function.
Depending on the values of ω, b and the term proportional to κ those fixed points are
shifted along the unit circle and eventually disappear in the saddle node bifurcation.
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Because of the cosine function, the theta neuron model (92) has two fixed points
for I < 0 which disappear in a saddle node bifurcation at I = 0 and the neuron
performs periodic oscillations for I > 0. Although a network of theta neurons
might be analytically comprehensible, similar to those investigated in part I, it
describes neurons with identical or similar internal dynamics and does not capture
the diversity of firing patterns of cortical neurons [63, 116]. A suitable theoretical
model, based on extension of the theta neuron model, which reproduces the behavior
of neurons belonging to different electrophysiological classes is the Izhikevich neuron
model [62]. In this model a second slow time-scale variable u is introduced describing
the recovery process of the membrane potential after a neuron performs a spike [61]:
dθ
dt




= δ(θ − π)− ηu
Here, η  1 enables the time scale separation and δ denotes the Dirac delta function
such that the variable u is increased at each spike (θ = π) and then slowly relaxes
to zero. The sign of s in the first equation determines whether the next firing is
advanced or delayed, which results, respectively, in spike facilitation or adaptation.
Remark that introducing a variable v = tan(θ/2) allows us to rewrite the system (93)
in the normal quadratic form of the Izhikevich neuron model [62] (see equation (94)
below). Since the new variable v is not periodic it is also necessary to introduce
artificially a spike threshold and reset value for v. In section 10 we discuss shortly
the dynamical properties in the phase space of the Izhikevich neuron model. For
more details we refer to [61, 62, 64].
In the remaining part of this work we use the Izhikevich model as a paradigm for
the neuron dynamics and study a global dynamical phenomenon in neural networks,
known as self-sustained activity. In particular, we investigate the effect of network
architecture and single neuron dynamics on the self-sustained activity of the network.
Sections 7–9 as well as parts of section 12 were published in this form in [103].
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7 Self-Sustained Activity in Neuronal Networks
The resting state of the brain, i.e. its state in the absence of sensory stimuli or be-
havioral tasks, shows sustained ongoing activity characterized by irregular neuronal
firing and macroscopic ensemble oscillations covering a broad frequency range, from
less than 1 Hz up to more than 100 Hz [9, 19, 105, 22, 42, 87, 92, 54]. Experimental
and theoretical work suggests that this ongoing resting state activity may have an
important role to endow the brain with flexibility in dealing with diverse cognitive
and behavioral situations [72, 52, 73, 76, 88, 33, 96].
Since the cortex during a resting state is essentially disconnected from external
stimuli, it is in a dynamic regime in which neural activity is self-sustained [99]. It
is important to understand the mechanisms responsible for self-sustained activity
(SSA) in the cortical network: the roles of the structural organization of cortical
connections as well as of the intrinsic characteristics of neurons that constitute the
network.
The architecture of the cortical connections presents different features when
viewed from different spatial scales. At a microscopic scale cortical circuitry is
highly recurrent with both excitatory and inhibitory neurons involved in many su-
perposed positive and negative feedback loops [38, 16, 15]. At a macroscopic or
systems level scale the organization of cortical connections seems to be hierarchical
and modular, with dense excitatory and inhibitory connectivity within modules and
sparse excitatory connectivity between modules [57, 119, 80, 89].
A number of studies considered effects of the structure of cortical connections on
the existence of sustained cortical activity and on variability of the single-cell and
population firing rates in that regime. Studies with random networks of sparsely
connected excitatory and inhibitory neurons have shown that sustained irregular net-
work activity can be produced when the recurrent inhibitory synapses are relatively
stronger than the excitatory synapses [106, 107, 21, 108, 69]. Recently, the random
network assumption has been relaxed and it has been shown that networks with
clustered [74], layered [32, 85], hierarchical and modular [66, 110, 44] connectivity
patterns as well as with local and long-range connections plus excitatory synaptic
dynamics [99] can generate cortical-like irregular activity patterns. Other works
have focused on the role of signal transmission delays and noise in the generation of
such states [30, 31].
Emphasizing the role of the topological structure of the cortical networks, most
of these models do not take into account the possible joint role of the multiple firing
patterns of the different types of neurons that comprise the cortex. For example,
descriptions in terms of the popular leaky integrate-and-fire model (see e.g. [108,
110, 74, 85]), do not capture the diversity of firing patterns of cortical neurons
[63, 116]. The exception is the model of [32], where complex intrinsic properties of
the employed neurons correspond to electrophysiological measurements.
Intrinsic properties of cortical neurons like types of ion channels, and distribu-
tions of ionic conductance densities stand behind a variety of firing patterns. Based
on their responses to intracellular current pulses, neurons with different patterns can
be grouped into five main electrophysiological classes: regular spiking (RS), intrinsi-
cally bursting (IB), chattering (CH, also called fast repetitive bursting), fast spiking
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(FS) and neurons that produce low threshold spikes (LTS) [24, 79, 82, 25]. Exci-
tatory cells of the RS, IB and CH classes are mostly pyramidal and glutamatergic,
and comprise ∼80% of cortical cells; their majority is of the RS type. On the other
hand, inhibitory cells from the FS and LTS classes are of non-pyramidal shapes and
GABAergic.
Given the variability of cortical firing patterns, the natural questions are: (i)
how does the inclusion of neurons with varying intrinsic dynamics in a hierarchical
and modular cortical network model affect the occurrence of SSA in the network?
(ii) how does a combination of hierarchical and modular network topology with in-
dividual node dynamics influence the properties of the SSA patterns in the network?
To address these questions, we use a hierarchical and modular network model
which combines excitatory and inhibitory neurons from the five cortical cell types.
Higher complexity in comparison to previous models, in particular mixtures of differ-
ent neuronal classes in non-random networks, hampers analytical studies. However,
it is important to push modeling to these higher complexity situations that are closer
to biological reality. Numerical simulations may give us insights on how to construct
deeper analytical frameworks and shed light on the mechanisms underlying ongoing
cortical activity at rest.
Our simulations show that SSA states with spiking characteristics similar to
the ones observed experimentally can exist for regions of the parameter space of
excitatory-inhibitory synaptic strengths in which the inhibitory strength exceeds
the excitatory one. This is in agreement with the simulations of random networks
made of leaky integrate-and-fire neurons mentioned above. However, our simulations
disclose additional mechanisms that enhance SSA. The SSA lifetime increases with
the number of modules, and when the network is made of LTS inhibitory neurons
and a mixture of RS and CH excitatory neurons. These new mechanisms point to
a synergy between network topology and neuronal composition in terms of neurons
with specific intrinsic properties on the generation of SSA cortical states.
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8 Methods and Models
All functions, simulations, and protocols were implemented in C++. Ordinary dif-
ferential equations were integrated by the fourth order Runge-Kutta method with
step size of 0.01ms. Processing of the results was performed in Matlab.
8.1 Neuron models
Neurons in our networks were described by the piecewise-continuous Izhikevich




i + 5vi + 140− ui + Ii(t) (94)
u̇i = a (b vi − ui),
with a firing condition: whenever the variable v(t) reaches from below the threshold
value vcrit=30mV, the state is instantaneously reset, v(t) 7→ c, u(t) 7→ u(t) + d. The
variable v represents the membrane potential of the neuron and u is the membrane
recovery variable. Each resetting is interpreted as firing a single spike.
Appropriate combinations of the four parameters (a, b, c, d) generate the fir-
ing patterns of the five main electrophysiological cortical cell classes listed in the
Introduction. We use the following sets of values [62]:
• RS neurons: a = 0.02, b = 0.2, c = −65, d = 8 (Figure 41a);
• IB neurons: a = 0.02, b = 0.2, c = −55, d = 4 (Figure 41b);
• CH neurons: a = 0.02, b = 0.2, c = −50, d = 2 (Figure 41c);
• FS neurons: a = 0.1, b = 0.2, c = −65, d = 2 (Figure 41d);
• LTS neurons: a = 0.02, b = 0.25, c = −65, d = 2 (Figure 41e).
The term Ii(t) in equation 94 denotes the input received by neuron i
Ii(t) = Istim,i + Isyn,i
where Istim,i stands for the external input, which is independent from the network
activity, and Isyn,i denotes the synaptic input from other neurons in the network.











where the sum extends over all neurons, presynaptic to neuron i, and Gex/inij is the
conductance of the synapse from neuron j to neuron i, which can be either excitatory
or inhibitory. The reversal potentials of the excitatory and inhibitory synapses are
Eex = 0mV and Ein = −80mV, respectively. We assume that the synaptic dynamics
is event-driven without delays: when a presynaptic neuron fires, the corresponding
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Figure 41: Electrophysiological cell classes as modeled by equation (94). Parameter
values are given in the text. (a) Regular spiking (RS) neuron. (b) Intrinsically
bursting (IB) neuron. (c) Chattering (CH) neuron. (d) Fast spiking (FS) neuron.
(e) Low threshold spiking (LTS) neuron.
synaptic conductanceGex/inij is instantaneously increased by a constant amount gex/in.











with synaptic time constants τex=5 ms and τin=6 ms [29, 65]. The parameters gex/in
characterize the synaptic strength and are varied throughout the simulations.
8.2 Network models
The hierarchical and modular architecture of our networks was constructed by a
top-down method [110]. In this approach, we started with a random network of
N neurons connected with probability p and rewired it to obtain hierarchical and
modular networks. Here we used two combinations of N and p: N=512 with p=0.02,
and N=1024 with p=0.01. In both cases the ratio of excitatory to inhibitory neurons
was 4:1. Excitatory neurons were purely of the RS type or a mixture of two types:
RS (always present) with either CH or IB cells. Inhibitory cells were all of either
FS or LTS type. A random network as the one described above constitutes one
module and will be called here a network of hierarchical level H=0. A network of
hierarchical level H has 2H modules [110], hence a network of hierarchical level H=1
has 2 modules, a network with H=2 has 4 modules, and so on.
Networks with H > 0 were generated by the following algorithm:
1. Randomly divide each module of the network into two modules of same size;
2. With rebating probability Rex/in, delete each intermodular connection (i→ j)
and create a new connection between i and k where k is a randomly chosen
neuron from the same module as i;
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Figure 42: Examples of connection matrices for hierarchical and modular networks
at H = 0, . . . , 3 constructed with rebating probabilities given in text. Each dot
represents a connection from a presynaptic neuron to a postsynaptic one.
3. Recursively apply steps 1 and 2 to build networks of higher hierarchical levels.
The rebating probabilities had values Rex=0.9 and Rin= 1, rendering the intermod-
ular couplings exclusively excitatory. Figure 42 shows examples of hierarchical and
modular networks constructed with the above rebating probabilities.
8.3 Network spiking characteristics
Here, we define the quantities and measures that characterize the spiking properties
of single neurons and of the entire network.




δ(t− t fi ), (97)
where {t fi } is the set of times at which a neuron i fires. The firing rate of neuron i
over a time interval T is the number ni of spikes which it fires during the interval,











Accordingly, the mean firing rate of N neurons in the network, over a time interval
















The time-dependent activity of the network A(t; ∆t) was defined as the total



















Equation (100) provides the variation of the number of active neurons in the network
within the interval ∆t while equation (101) gives the variation of the proportion
of active neurons within ∆t. Since ∆t in both expressions will be fixed at 1 ms
throughout this study, below we denote the time-dependent activity and firing rate
of the network simply by A(t) and f(t).
Irregularity of network firing was characterized by two distributions: the distri-
bution of interspike intervals (ISI) of all neurons in the network, and the distribution
of the coefficients of variation (CV) of the ISIs of each neuron. The ISI distribution
was formed by the set {ISIi}, i=1,. . . , N for all neurons. To obtain the distribution
of the CVs, we calculated for every neuron i the standard deviation σISIi of its ISIi





and took the set of CVi for all network neurons.
Basing on the values of these activity measures extracted from the raster plots
of the simulations, we delineated the regions where SSA was observed on the plane
of excitatory and inhibitory conductances (gex, gin) .
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9 Results
9.1 Parameter dependence of SSA
Below, “architecture of the network” denotes the topology of the network, i.e. hierar-
chical level H, plus its composition, i.e. the types and proportions of participating
neurons. A given network realization is then a network with fixed architecture,
produced randomly by the algorithm from the preceding section.
In the simulations, the network was activated by injecting external current of
amplitude Istim into a proportion Pstim of the neurons for the time interval Tstim.
After stimulus termination, the network was left to evolve freely (Istim(t > Tstim) =
0) until the end of simulation time Tsim. While this activation may look adequate
enough from a physiological point of view, in the dynamical sense it plays only the
role of setting initial conditions. In the course of stimulation, the system is driven
to some position in the phase space, from where it is left to evolve on its own. The
effect, of course, would be the same if the same starting state for free evolution was
explicitly imposed from the beginning. However, external stimulation ensures that
initial conditions are not just randomly chosen somewhere in the high-dimensional
phase space, but lie close to typical pathways in its “physiologically reasonable” part.
In the case of multistability (i.e. quiescent state and one or several kinds of SSA),
variation of initial conditions can place the starting points in the attraction domains
of different coexisting attractors.
Parameter search.
To gain insight into properties of the system, such as duration of SSA and firing
rates, at different synaptic strengths, we conducted a preliminary study with small
networks of 512 neurons and short simulation times Tsim=350 ms. These investi-
gations were performed in the parameter region of synaptic strengths gex ∈ [0, 1],
gin ∈ [0, 5], discretizing it with ∆gex=0.1 and ∆gin=0.5. For each network realiza-
tion and each parameter pair (gex, gin) in this range, we took eight initial conditions
in different regions of phase space. This was achieved by changing the proportion
of stimulated neurons (either half of the neurons or all of them: Pstim=1/2, 1), the
amplitude of external current (Istim=20, 30) and the stimulation interval (Tstim=80
ms, 120 ms).
Figure 43 represents a corresponding typical example: in this case, a network of
two modules (hierarchical level H=1) where 20% of the excitatory neurons were of
the CH class, all inhibitory neurons were of the LTS class, and the activation pa-
rameters were Pstim=1, Istim=20 and Tstim=80 ms. Figure 43A shows the resulting
duration and type of network activity for different synaptic strengths. The blue re-
gion corresponds to fast decay of activity after termination of the external input with
network activity lasting not longer than 50 ms. We call this type of behavior rapid
decay. The yellow region indicates large-scale network activity oscillations, when,
for a certain time after activation, different groups of neurons fire synchronously,
and decay afterward. We call this behavior temporary oscillatory activity. The red
region corresponds to the same type of network behavior as in the yellow one, but
lasting until the end of the simulation, and we call it persistent oscillatory SSA.
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Figure 43: Types of activity for a network of 512 neurons in 2 modules. Neu-
ronal types: 64% RS, 16% CH, 20% LTS. Activation parameters: Pstim=1, Istim=20,
Tstim=80 ms.
A) Duration of network activity. Green: constant SSA; Red: persistent oscillatory
SSA; Yellow: temporary oscillatory SSA, Blue: rapid decay. (see also figure 44)
B) Mean firing rate of the network during the active period. Firing rate ranges in
Hz: see colorbox on the right.
The green region indicates SSA with strongly irregular individual neuronal firing
and more or less constant overall network activity; this behavior is referred to as
constant SSA. Examples of these four behavioral patterns are visualized in figure 44.
Figure 43B represents the mean firing rate 〈f〉 of the neurons in the active period.
The latter was defined as the time interval between the end of external stimulation
and the time of the last spike in the network. If by the end of simulation neurons
were still spiking, the whole duration of the free evolution was taken as the length
of the active period. The regions corresponding to SSA yield somewhat unrealistic
mean firing rates above 70 Hz in comparison with lower values found in cortex
[95, 108, 59, 32, 77, 55]. These high mean frequencies owe to CH and LTS neurons,
which, in the green region of the diagram, can display firing rates as high as 600 Hz.
In these regions, even individual RS neurons can possess very high firing rates, in
some cases as high as 200 Hz.
Regardless of those high firing rates, we studied the effects of changes in the
network architecture, its realizations and initial conditions on the SSA. As a rough
measure of the latter, we regarded the area occupied by the SSA regions on the
parameter plane of (gex, gin). For this small networks, we summarize our observations
as follows:
• Increase of the hierarchical levelH (i.e. the number of network modules) under
fixed other conditions led to growth of the SSA area;
• If the second excitatory neuron type (besides the RS neurons) was CH, increase
of its proportion led to growth of the SSA area;
• If the second excitatory neuron type was IB, variation of its proportion dis-
played no clear influence on the SSA area;
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Figure 44: Four types of network activity patterns. Each panel shows the raster plot
of the spiking activity for a sample of 100 network neurons (top), and the firing rate
f(t) of all neurons (bottom). Constant SSA: point A in figure 43 (gex=0.6, gin=1).
Persistent oscillatory SSA: point B in figure 45 (gex=0.12, gin=0.6). Temporary
oscillations: point C in figure 45 (gex=0.09, gin=0.5). Decay: point D in figure 45
(gex = 0.06, gin = 0.2).
• Under fixed other characteristics, replacement of FS inhibitory neurons by LTS
inhibitory neurons increased the SSA area.
We did not observe noticeable changes in the SSA area for different network real-
izations and/or activation parameters. The few observed changes were mostly seen
as small displacements along the border between the red and yellow regions in the
top diagram of figure43 (data not shown). These changes became significant in the
lower left part of the diagram (data also not shown), where the mean firing rates
were closer to biological values. Therefore, below we concentrate on this parameter
region, which we call the region of low synaptic strengths.
9.2 SSA for low synaptic strengths
From now on we consider a larger network consisting of 1024 neurons within the
parameter range of weaker synaptic strengths: gex ∈ [0.05, 0.15], gin ∈ [0, 1].
Figure 45 gives an example of the (gex, gin) diagram for low synaptic strengths
(discretized on a 50×50 grid with ∆gex=0.002 and ∆gin=0.02). It corresponds to
a network with hierarchical level H=1, 20% of its excitatory neurons of the CH
type, inhibitory neurons of the LTS type, and the following activation parameters:
Pstim=1/2, 10≤ Istim <20 and Tstim=100 ms. The simulation was prolonged up
to 1000 ms. The lifetime of activity strongly depends on the initial conditions:
for a given network realization, some initial conditions would result in SSA while
others would not. Therefore, only a statistical characterization of activity makes
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Figure 45: Network activity on the parameter plane of low synaptic strengths: a
typical distribution of network activity patterns for 210 neurons. Network parameters
and coloring scheme as in figure 43A.
sense. In each point of the parameter grid we chose 10 different initial conditions,
followed the evolution and plotted the maximal lifetime. The resulting diagram
captures the generic properties of all studied network architectures in the region
of low synaptic strengths: in all cases no constant SSA was detected, and self-
sustained activity, if present, was oscillatory. The striking feature is the highly
fragmented shape of the SSA region which is located in the upper right corner of
the diagram. Changing the activation protocol, under the fixed network architecture,
we observed similar fragmented structures with slightly different configurations (not
shown). For neighboring initial conditions, prepared by varying the stimulation time
within several integration steps, the lifetime of network activity varied over the range
from few milliseconds up to 104 ms. Notably, even at low values gex (the bottom
part of the diagram) there is some probability to observe SSA with three or four
subsequent epochs of high synchronous activity.
High sensitivity with respect to initial conditions is a hallmark of dynamical
chaos. On the other hand, at least within the range of low synaptic strengths, the
chaotic regime is hardly an attractor, since activity typically dies out after a long or
short transient: trajectories end up at the trivial stable state where all neurons are
at their resting potential. Systems which, for typical initial conditions, exhibit chaos
up to a certain time and then, often abruptly, switch to non-chaotic dynamics, are
known as transiently chaotic [71]. In section 11.2 we discuss in more details features
of this transient dynamics.
Based on our observations, we may say with a high certainty that the SSA states
in the domain of low synaptic strengths are due to transient chaos and therefore
have finite lifetimes. Increasing the synaptic strengths to higher parameter values,
e.g. (gex ∼1, gin &2) may lead to a situation where the transient chaotic set turns
into an attractor and the SSA becomes incessant. However, as remarked above, this
would result in very high firing frequencies and, hence, would hardly correspond to
biologically realistic cases.
The fact that we are dealing with transient SSA makes the analysis somewhat
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ambiguous: there seems to be no definite way to draw a sharp boundary in the
parameter space, between the domains with SSA and those without it. However,
under each fixed set of parameters, we can evaluate the probability of having SSA
with a given duration. This, of course, requires statistics for a sufficient number of
initial conditions.
First, we partitioned the (gex, gin) diagram of low synaptic strengths into sixteen
distinct domains, corresponding to sixteen fixed (gex, gin) pairs. For all network
architectures and each of the domains we tested 120 different initial conditions,
prepared by external stimulation: we varied the proportion of stimulated neurons
Pstim=1, 1/2, 1/8, 1/16, the input current Istim=10, 20 and the stimulation time
Tstim=50, 52,. . .,78 ms. In this way we intended to lead the system to distinct regions
of the phase space (presumably governed by the number of stimulated neurons), and
then, by varying Tstim, to gather statistics within these regions. Each run ended when
the activity died out completely, or else at 104 ms.
We observed that regardless of the network architecture in the absence of inhibi-
tion (gin=0) or at very low excitatory synaptic strength (gex=0.05) no cases of SSA
occurred and the system relaxed towards the fixed point in a non-chaotic way for
all 120 tested initial conditions. Figure 6 displays extended statistics for a network
with four modules (H=2) where 20% of the excitatory neurons are CH, and the
inhibitory neurons are LTS. For each of the sixteen (gex, gin) pairs, over a thousand
different initial conditions were used. Figure 6A shows the corresponding lifetime
distributions. At sufficiently high inhibition and excitation, for most of the network
architectures these distributions display exponential decay. This observation is con-
firmed in figure 6B which shows the distributions for the nine cases in the upper
right corner of figure 6A, replotted on the logarithmic scale of the ordinate. The
probability of finding a chaotic transient SSA with lifetime τ decays exponentially
in τ , at a rate which depends on the network parameters. Such exponential distri-
butions of the lifetime of chaotic transients are typical and characteristic for systems
with transient chaotic behavior [71].
Concentrating on the four pairs (gex, gin) from the far upper right corner in
figure 46 (gex=0.12, 0.15 and gin=0.7,1) which showed most cases of transient SSA,
we performed additional simulations for all architectures, creating in each case a few
thousands initial conditions by varying the stimulation time in the range of 50ms
to 175ms and/or the amplitude of the stimulus in the range of 10 to 30 and/or the
proportion of stimulated neurons Pstim=1, 1/2, 1/8, 1/16.
In the next subsection we present the obtained results and demonstrate that
dependence of SSA on the values of gex and gin varies strongly in response to changes
in the network architecture.
9.3 Changes with respect to network architecture
Here, we describe the changes in the SSA states caused by variation of the network
architecture in the region of low synaptic strengths. Below, we basically refer to
the four investigated pairs (gex, gin) (gex=0.12, 0.15 and gin=0.7, 1) corresponding to
the most active domain of the parameter plane, since there the changes are better




Figure 46: Lifetime distributions for a network of 210 neurons with four modules
(H=2); 20% of the excitatory neurons are CH; the inhibitory neurons are LTS.
A) Histograms of lifetimes, with medians and variances, for 104 different initial
conditions at sixteen pairs (gex, gin). B) Ordinate values on the logarithmic scale
for 9 upper right (“black”) histograms from the top panel. Straight lines: fitted
exponential dependencies.
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thousands initial conditions for each of the parameter pairs and each of the network
architectures. Results based on the statistics gathered for the 120 initial conditions
for the neighboring regions display similar tendencies but are less distinct.
The findings are summarized in Table 7. There, we used as observable the value of
the median for the distribution of the lifetimes of SSA. Being interested only in SSA
cases, we excluded all trials which resulted in rapid decay or very short oscillatory
activity: only the datasets for which, after the end of the stimulation, the lifetime
exceeded 300 ms, were processed. From a dynamical point of view this corresponded
to a choice of trajectories that for a certain time lived on the chaotic set. Remarkably,
this cut off of the short-lived trajectories led to a drastic reduction of the number
of trials in the analyzed distributions. Especially in the case of architectures and
synaptic parameters under which the probability of long-lived SSA was low, this
increased the influence of statistical outliers on the calculated values. Therefore,
in the following we can only speak about tendencies. A systematic quantitative
research would require a huge amount of trials, beyond our current computational
capabilities. We point out that altogether over 106 initial conditions where simulated
and analyzed.
We start the analysis with networks where all excitatory neurons are RS, whereas
inhibitory neurons are either LTS or FS (see rows in Table 1 corresponding to RS
neurons). In this range of synaptic strengths and for hierarchical level H=0 the
combination RS-FS could hardly lead to SSA: the activity was seldom longer than
100 ms, and was followed by direct decay to the stable state. In contrast, the RS-
LTS combination delivered cases of SSA. Albeit relatively rare (recall the exponential
distribution in figure 46), for the RS-LTS networks some SSA states could display
lifetimes longer than 1000 ms. Changing the number of modules had little effect on
SSA duration for RS-FS networks due to low probability of finding SSA in this case
(see above). Nevertheless, in the network with four modules (H=2) we observed
many cases of SSA with lifetimes longer than 500ms, while none was observed for
a random network with H=0. For RS-LTS networks the effect of increase in the
number of modules was more articulate: The longest lifetimes of the SSA grew from
a few hundred ms for random networks (H=0) to a few thousand ms for modular
networks (H=1,2).
Introduction of CH neurons as a second type of excitatory neurons led to a
noticeable increase in the lifetime expectancy of SSA for the H=0 case, both for LTS
and FS inhibitory neurons. In the former case, the increase was more pronounced.
For the case of LTS inhibitory neurons, the presence of just 20% of CH neurons in the
excitatory population slightly expanded the SSA domain of synaptic conductances
towards lower values of the (gex, gin) diagram (not shown). Besides this, in the upper
right part of the diagram (see rows in Table 1 corresponding to LTS cases with H=0
and 20%CH or 40%CH) the probability to get a durable (over 1000 ms) SSA became
higher. Increase of the percentage of CH neurons to 40% confirmed the tendency
of growing SSA lifetime expectancy in the middle part of the (gex, gin) diagram (not
shown). Remarkably, in the upper right region of the diagram the distribution was
no longer exponential, at least not in the examined range of lifetimes. The median of
the lifetime distribution became significantly higher (above 2000 ms at gex=0.15, and


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(which means over 100 subsequent epochs of collective activity) than not to observe
SSA at all. In the case of networks with FS inhibitory neurons, the presence of CH
neurons as the second type of excitatory neuron had a similar effect of increasing
the SSA lifetime expectancy, but by far not so strong. In fact, for the middle part
of the diagram the effect was barely noticeable, even when the proportion of CH
neurons was 40% (not shown), and it hardly makes sense to speak of SSA in this
case. In the upper right corner of the diagram (see rows in Table 1 corresponding
to FS cases with H=0 and 20%CH or 40%CH), cases of SSA were detected but
the respective lifetime medians indicate that lifetimes longer than a few hundred
milliseconds are seldom. At higher modularity levels the effect of CH neurons as a
second type of excitatory neurons became more visible. In the configuration with RS
and CH excitatory neurons and LTS inhibitory neurons, hierarchical levels H=1,2
allowed the SSA lifetime to reach values ∼ 104ms in the upper right corner of the
diagram (see rows in Table 1 corresponding to LTS cases with H=1,2 and 20%CH or
40%CH) and a few thousand ms in the middle part of the diagram (not shown). The
same tendency, but with a weaker effect, was observed when the inhibitory neurons
belonged to the FS class (see Table 1 rows corresponding to FS cases with H=1,2
and 20%CH or 40%CH): here at H=2 and with 40% of CH neurons the distributions
of activity lifetimes had medians that exceeded 1000ms and some initial conditions
resulted in SSA states with lifetimes ∼ 104 ms.
AtH=0, the effect of IB neurons as a second type of excitatory neuron, compared
to purely RS excitatory neurons, was relatively weak, especially when the inhibitory
neurons were of the FS class since in that case SSA was almost absent (see Table
1 rows corresponding to FS cases with H=0 and 20%IB or 40%IB). This is not
surprising, since the difference between RS and IB neurons is not so strong as the
difference between RS and CH neurons, especially in presence of irregularity of
synaptic currents in the network. The effect was modest for LTS inhibitory neurons
as well. However, noticeably and, somewhat surprisingly, this case displayed a clear
negative tendency on the SSA lifetime (see Table 1 rows corresponding to LTS cases
with H=0 and 20%IB or 40%IB). In all configurations with IB neurons, growth of
the number of modules resulted in the increase of the SSA lifetime (see rows in Table
1 corresponding to H=1,2 and 20%IB or 40%IB).
Our calculations unambiguously confirmed that modularity of the network fa-
vored SSA and extended its average lifetime (compare in Table 1 rows for H=0 with
rows for H=1,2). This effect is well seen e.g. at gex=0.12, gin=0.7 in an exemplary
network of 1024 neurons in which the inhibitory neurons are of the LTS type, and
the CH neurons make 20% of the excitatory ones. At these parameter values (see
figure 46B) the probability to find an SSA with duration τ decays as exp(−ατ).
For H=0,1,2 the fitted values of α were, respectively, 7.47×10−3, 3.74×10−3 and
1.74×10−3ms−1: each modularity level approximately doubles the expectancy of
SSA duration.
9.4 Quantitative characteristics
Below we present characteristics of spiking dynamics in the studied networks: activ-
ities, frequency spectra, firing rates, interspike intervals and coefficients of variation
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(see Sec. 8.3), both globally and for different subpopulations of neurons.
We start with computation of these measures for several initial conditions in a
network with fixed architecture and values of (gex, gin) which ensure sufficiently long
SSA.
Figure 47 presents characteristics for an example network of four modules (H=2),
with RS excitatory neurons and LTS inhibitory neurons at gex=0.15, gin=0.7, com-
puted between the end of the external input and the last network spike. For all
runs the duration of SSA exceeded 500 ms. Each column of the figure stands for a
different set of initial conditions, whose SSA lifetime is shown in the activity plots
on the first row. In all cases the type of activity pattern is oscillatory SSA (the
only observed SSA type at low synaptic strengths). Further rows in the figure show
the global frequency distribution of the network activity calculated via the Fourier
transform, distributions of the neuronal firing rates fi, of the interspike intervals
(ISI) with their coefficients of variation (CV) and, in the last row, of the CVs for
the ISIs of individual neurons.
The measures presented in figure 47 disclose little reaction to variation of ini-
tial conditions; in general, this observation holds for networks with other kinds of
architecture as well. In several examples, especially for higher hierarchical levels,
variability was more pronounced; this referred to amplitudes of the leading frequen-
cies in the spectra (whereby the frequencies themselves stayed nearly constant), and
can be attributed to non-coincidence of durations of oscillatory epochs in different
modules. Notably, in all studied network architectures at all combinations of synap-
tic strengths we found no indicator that would signalize the approaching abrupt
cessation of the SSA: from the point of view of average characteristics of activity,
there is no visible difference between the short and the durable SSA.
Weak sensitivity of the SSA characteristics with respect to initial conditions
supports our assumption that the state of SSA corresponds to wandering of all
trajectories in the phase space over the same chaotic set which possesses well defined
statistical characteristics but is (at least, in the domain of weak synaptic strengths)
not an ultimate attractor of the system. Within the high-dimensional phase space of
the network, this set appears to lie in a kind of relatively low-dimensional “channel”;
nearby trajectories are quickly attracted by this channel, move along it for a certain
time, and finally escape to the equilibrium.
Regarding the type of spiking behavior, the measures shown in Figure 47 reveal
an irregular network activity. The distribution of the neuronal firing rates, clearly
non-Gaussian, is asymmetric and long-tailed. The ISI distribution, non-Gaussian
as well, is close to exponential, as can be expected for nearly Poissonian behavior.
The distribution of the CVs of the ISIs is broad and asymmetric with average value
& 1. We recovered these features in all encountered SSA states in the region of low
synaptic strengths.
Given this point, we proceed to the description of how different network compo-
sitions affect the activity characteristics. The general results on the effect of network
architecture are summarized in Table 8 for excitatory neurons and Table 9 for in-
hibitory neurons. In these tables, each of the activity characteristics is calculated
from the average over 10 different initial conditions resulting in SSA with lifetimes
above 700ms.
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Figure 47: Example of dependence of the spiking properties on the initial con-
ditions. The figure shows the network measures for a fixed network architecture:
H=2, RS excitatory neurons, LTS inhibitory neurons, gex=0.15, gin=0.7, and five
different initial conditions, one for each column. The first row: network activity
A(t) over the active period, from the end of the external stimulation (time 0 in the
horizontal axis) until last spike of a network (indicated by the number under the
right end of the time axis, in ms). The second row: global frequency spectrum of
the activity (horizontal axis: frequency in Hz, vertical axis: amplitude). The third
row: distribution of the firing rates over the ensemble of neurons in the active pe-
riod (the mean of each distribution is shown inside the corresponding plot and the
maximal rate is shown at the extreme right of the horizontal axis). The fourth row:
distribution of the ISIs (in ms) over the ensemble of neurons for the active period
(with CV and the peak value of the distribution indicated inside each plot). The
fifth row: distribution of the CVs of the ISIs of the network neurons; the peak of
each distribution is shown inside the plot.
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For networks with excitatory neurons of RS type only, comparisons between the
cases with LTS and FS inhibitory neurons for fixed synaptic strengths and various
initial conditions showed no significant difference in the mean firing rates of the
excitatory neurons (see in Table 8 rows for RS cases). Introduction of CH neurons
as the second type of excitatory neuron led to a significant increase in the firing
rate of excitatory RS neurons (see Table 8 rows for 20%CH or 40%CH). In networks
with LTS inhibitory neurons, when the CH neurons comprised 20% of all excitatory
neurons the median firing rate of RS neurons doubled and when the proportion of
CH reached 40% the median firing rate of RS neurons tripled. In networks with FS
inhibitory neurons these increments in RS neurons firing rate were less pronounced,
the growth factors being approximately 1.7 (20%CH) and 2.3 (40%CH). On the other
hand, the efect of IB neurons was much weaker and (based on the few relevant data
for FS inhibitory neurons) independent of the type of inhibitory neuron (see Table 8
rows corresponding to 20%IB or 40%IB). Remarkably, the effect of modularity on
the firing rate of excitatory neurons was not very pronounced (see Table 8), and
median firing rates for H > 0 levels remained in the same range as in the case of a
random network topology (H=0).
In the preceding subsection we noted that presence or absence of particular
types of neurons strongly influences the probability of SSA. Intuitively, this could
be expected, due to the different amounts of excitation and inhibition they provide
to the network, an effect also known for leaky integrate-and-fire neurons ([21, 69]).
However, if this were the only reason, the lifetime distributions for networks with
LTS inhibitory neurons should be similar to those for FS neurons at lower inhibitory
synaptic strength, which was not confirmed by numerics (see 7).
Effect of the type of inhibitory neuron on the amounts of excitation and inhibition
produced by the network is shown in Table 9. The first two columns of Table 9
(for LTS and FS neurons respectively) represent the total excitation and the total
inhibition produced by the network, measured respectively as the total number of
spikes produced by excitatory and inhibitory neurons normalized over the activity
period. The other columns represent the activity measures for networks with LTS or
FS neurons as introduced above. Remarkably, the exchange of LTS and FS neurons
at fixed modularity level and percentage of the second type of excitatory neurons
did not have a significant effect on the total excitation produced by the network.
This can be seen in a comparison of the first column in Table 9 for LTS or FS
neurons respectively. However, the maximal firing rates (and hence, quite often, the
corresponding mean values) of the FS neurons were consistently higher than for the
LTS neurons (see columns for maximum and mean firing rates in Table 9). At the
same time many FS neurons displayed very low firing rates, which resulted in lower
medians of the distributions for FS neurons than for LTS neurons (see columns for
median firing rates in Table 9). This tendency was preserved not only when all
excitatory neurons were RS but also in the cases with a second type of excitatory
neurons and also for different modularity levels (see Table 9).
These characteristics suggest that the firing rate distribution of LTS neurons is
more uniform, both in space and time, than the firing rate distribution of FS neu-
rons. This is not indeed surprising: As the name suggests, a LTS neuron needs less
excitatory input in order to reach a spiking threshold (∼2.8 mV) in comparison to
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a FS neuron (∼3.4 mV). On the other hand, once the threshold is reached, a FS
neuron spikes much more often (at a frequency ∼140 Hz for an input of I=10) com-
pared to the LTS neuron (∼80 Hz for the same input). Therefore, when embedded
in a network, the LTS neurons require less correlated excitatory input in order to
spike, which makes them more sensitive. The FS neurons, in contrast, respond only
to relatively high correlated excitation, hence their population includes many non-
active neurons along with few ones with very high spiking rates. As a consequence,
while the total inhibition produced by the network is comparable for both types of
inhibitory neurons (see the second column in Table 9 for LTS or FS neurons re-
spectively), the inhibitory spreading in the case of networks with FS neurons is less
efficient than in networks with LTS neurons, being concentrated on the few relevant
postsynaptic neurons. The end result is that networks built of LTS cells possess
more inhibitory neurons with moderate spiking frequencies than networks built of
FS cells.
Presence (both of 20% or 40%) of CH neurons in the network did not affect
the tendency described above in different behavior of the two types of inhibitory
neurons: the mean firing rate and the corresponding maximal firing rate of the FS
neurons was higher than for the LTS neurons; however, the median of the firing rate
distribution was still lower for FS neurons than for LTS neurons (see Table 9). This
again meant presence of a few very active FS inhibitory neurons on one side of the
distribution and of many weakly active FS neurons on its other side. In comparison,
most of the LTS neurons were active with moderate firing rates.
Further, we considered the firing rates of the different populations of neurons,
measured not only over the duration of SSA as a whole but also over each of the active
epochs of the oscillatory activity. This allowed us to extract the global silent epochs
from the statistics, making the comparison between different cases more accurate.
In fact, measurements of individual frequencies of the neurons confirmed that the
active individual neurons shared the leading frequency with the whole module they
belonged to, and only the weakly active neurons (with a firing rate of a few Hz)
fired independently (not shown).
Similarly to the firing rate of excitatory RS neurons, when 20% of all excitatory
neurons were of the CH type the firing rate of the inhibitory neurons (both of the
LTS or FS types) doubled, and when the proportion of CH neurons reached 40% the
firing rate of these inhibitory neurons tripled. This can be seen directly from the
columns in Table 9 representing the corresponding firing rates. The presence (both
of 20% or 40%) of CH neurons in the network did not alter the tendency described
above of greater uniformity in the distribution of firing rates of the two types of
inhibitory neurons: the mean firing rate and the corresponding maximal firing rate
of the FS neurons was higher than for the LTS neurons; however, the median of
the firing rate distribution was still lower for FS neurons than for LTS neurons (see
Table 9). This again meant presence of a few very active FS inhibitory neurons on
one side of the distribution and of many weakly active FS neurons on its other side.
In comparison, most of the LTS neurons were active with moderate firing rates.
The effect of introducing excitatory neurons of the IB type in the network was
not as impactant on the firing rates of inhibitory neurons (both of LTS or FS types)
as the effect of CH excitatory neurons but nevertheless networks with IB excitatory
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CHARACTERISTIC MEASURES FOR EXCITATORY NEURONS
LTS Inhibitory neurons FS Inhibitory neurons
H
Firing Rate ISI Firing Rate ISI
Excitatory Median CV Median CV
Neurons RS CH / IB RS CH / IB RS CH / IB RS CH / IB
RS
0 15 — 1.2 — xxx — xxx —
1 14 — 1.2 — 15 — 1.2 —
2 13 — 1.4 — 13 — 1.5 —
20%CH
0 31 79 1.9 3.2 29 63 2.0 3.2
1 30 79 1.8 3.0 26 64 2.0 3.1
2 26 69 1.9 3.0 22 56 2.0 3.2
40%CH
0 48 124 2.2 3.3 40 94 2.5 4.0
1 46 122 2.2 3.3 34 82 2.4 3.7
2 43 114 2.1 3.3 31 84 2.6 4.1
20%IB
0 22 35 1.7 2.3 xxx xxx xxx xxx
1 19 28 1.5 2.0 xxx xxx xxx xxx
2 16 28 1.7 2.2 16 27 1.7 2.2
40%IB
0 26 41 2.1 2.7 xxx xxx xxx xxx
1 24 38 1.9 2.5 xxx xxx xxx xxx
2 21 36 2.0 2.5 19 33 2.0 2.5
Table 8: Effect of the network architecture on characteristic measures of the exci-
tatory neurons at synaptic strengths gex=0.15, gin=1. Measures are computed from
average over 10 different trials with lifetimes of the SSA over 700ms. ’xxx’ denotes
networks in which such lifetimes were observed in less than 10 trials.
neurons displayed small increments in the firing rates of their inhibitory neurons,
which were stronger for 40% than for 20% of IB neurons. The same ocurred with
the total excitation and inhibition produced by the network, as can be seen from
Table 9.
Finally, and also akin to the firing rate of RS excitatory neurons, the effect of
modularity on the activity measures shown in Table 9 was not so strong. For non-
zero hierarchical levels, the total inhibition and excitation produced by a network
and the firing rate of its inhibitory neurons with otherwise fixed neuron types re-
mained in the same range as for a network with H=0. The same was accordingly
true for the distributions of the firing rates of the different types of inhibitory neu-
rons (not shown). Difference in total excitation and inhibition was also not strongly
influenced by merely exchanging the type of inhibitory neurons and keeping all other
network parameters fixed (see Table 9).
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CHARACTERISTIC MEASURES FOR INHIBITORY NEURONS
Inhibitory neurons: LTS
Excitatory H Total Firing Rate ISI CV
neurons Excitation Inhibition Mean Median Max Peak CV Peak
RS
0 0.015 0.037 38 32 121 1.7 1.7 1.2
1 0.015 0.039 39 32 129 1.9 1.6 1.2
2 0.016 0.040 40 33 119 1.7 1.7 1.1
20%CH
0 0.046 0.076 76 59 268 1.2 2.4 1.5
1 0.044 0.077 77 61 264 1.2 2.4 1.6
2 0.044 0.077 77 66 246 1.3 2.3 1.7
40%CH
0 0.093 0.123 123 98 367 1.2 2.7 1.8
1 0.087 0.123 123 104 384 1.2 2.7 2.0
2 0.085 0.118 118 99 346 1.2 2.7 2.0
20%IB
0 0.025 0.050 50 37 179 1.1 2.2 1.3
1 0.023 0.049 49 38 170 1.2 2.1 1.3
2 0.025 0.051 51 40 171 1.2 2.1 1.1
40%IB
0 0.036 0.061 61 43 208 1.0 2.6 1.7
1 0.033 0.060 60 44 216 1.0 2.5 1.6
2 0.035 0.064 64 50 212 1.1 2.3 1.5
Inhibitory neurons: FS
Excitatory H Total Firing Rate ISI CV
neurons Excitation Inhibition Mean Median Max Peak CV Peak
RS
0 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
1 0.017 0.043 43 30 181 1.4 1.9 1.4
2 0.018 0.042 42 30 150 1.2 2.2 1.0
20%CH
0 0.047 0.085 85 51 368 1.1 2.9 2.2
1 0.043 0.083 83 49 350 1.1 2.9 1.7
2 0.041 0.080 80 53 315 1.0 3.1 1.5
40%CH
0 0.079 0.127 127 79 491 0.9 3.9 1.8
1 0.074 0.128 128 66 493 1.0 3.8 2.2
2 0.072 0.125 125 75 471 0.8 4.4 1.9
20%IB
0 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
1 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
2 0.026 0.054 54 35 227 1.0 2.6 1.2
40%IB
0 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
1 xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
2 0.035 0.068 68 43 279 0.9 2.9 1.3
Table 9: Effect of the network architecture on characteristic measures of the in-
hibitory neurons at synaptic strengths gex=0.15, gin=1. Measures are computed
from average over 10 different trials with lifetimes of the SSA over 700ms. ’xxx’
denotes networks in which such lifetimes were observed in less than 10 trials.
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10 Phase Space Analysis of the Single Neuron
In this section we consider the dynamical properties of the Izhikevich neurons rep-
resented in equation (94) and discuss their connection to the observations from the
previous sections.
Recall that the internal properties of a single neuron are described by two coupled
differential equations,
v̇ = 0.04v2 + 5v + 140︸ ︷︷ ︸−u+ I(t)
= f(v) − u+ I(t) (103)
u̇ = a (b v − u),
together with the reset condition at a threshold at vcrit = 30mV
v(t) 7→ c if v(t) = 30mV
u(t) 7→ u(t) + d if v(t) = 30mV (104)
The four parameters (a, b, c, d) generate the firing patterns of the five cell classes
used in the simulations, as represented in section 8.1 (see table 10).
Let us first consider the case of a constant input current I = const. The dynamics
of the 2-dimensional system (103) is determined by the position of the two nullclines
v̇ = 0 ⇐⇒ ū = f(v) + I (105)
u̇ = 0 ⇐⇒ u∗ = bv . (106)
The nullcline of the first equation, which we denote by ū, describes a quadratic
parabola separating the phase space region with v̇ < 0 (above the parabola) from
the region with v̇ > 0 (below the parabola). The nullcline of the second equation,
denoted by u∗, is a straight line.
Figure 48 gives example of the phase portraits of RS and CH neurons. Observe
that the first nullcline, ū in (105), does not depend on any of the four parameters
(a, b, c, d) but only on the input current I which controls the shift of the quadratic
parabola. For zero or sufficiently small input I the nullclines intersect indicating
the positions of one stable and one unstable fixed points. Figure 48A represents the
case for I = 0 where the stable fixed point is indicated by the blue dot. The second
nullcline, u∗ in (106), depends on the parameter b which controls the gradient of
the straight line and therefore determines, at I = 0, the resting state of the neuron.
a b c d
RS 0.02 0.2 -65 8
CH 0.02 0.2 -50 2
IB 0.02 0.2 -55 4
FS 0.1 0.2 -65 2
LTS 0.02 0.25 -65 2
Table 10: Parameters (a, b, c, d) characterizing the five electrophysiological cell
classes used in the simulations.
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Figure 48: Phase portraits of RS and CH neurons with corresponding nullclines in
green. A) I = 0. The two intersection points of the nullclines indicate the positions
of the fixed points. The stable fixed point is marked by a blue dot. B) Phase
portraits of a RS neuron with I = 10. C) Phase portraits of a CH neuron with
I = 10. In B) and C) the two vertical red lines indicating the reset value vreset = c
and the spike threshold vspike = 30mV, respectively. The trajectories are in blue.
From the parameters (a, b, c, d) given in table 10 we can see that the RS and CH
neurons have the same b value which makes also the phase portraits for I = 0
identical. For higher (constant) I the two fixed points disappear in a saddle node
bifurcation and the neuron spikes. Figures 48B and 48C represent, respectively, the
phase portraits for the RS and CH neurons for I = 10. The difference between
the two neuron types is given on the one hand by the increment of the u variable
(controlled by the parameter d) after each spike which is considerably higher for
the RS neuron and on the other hand by the reset value c. The effect of this can
be clearly seen in the plots: while the RS neuron is instantaneously reset above
the parabola, the CH neuron has to perform several spikes until its u value is large
enough and lies above the ū nullcline.
The time scale separation between the v and u variables, caused by the small
parameter a in (103), is clearly visible by the arrows indicating the phase space flow:
while the v variable is rapidly changing during the spiking process, the u variable
remains approximately constant. Only when the trajectory is in the vicinity of the
ū nullcline the velocity v̇ becomes small and the two time scales are comparable.
Let us consider the case of a time dependent input current I(t) generated by a
presynaptic spike train. As an example, we analyze the behavior of a RS neuron
embedded in a network of modularity level H = 0 where 20% of all excitatory
neurons are of CH type and the inhibitory neurons are of LTS type. The synaptic
strengths (gex, gin) are (0.15, 1) and the stimulation procedure corresponds to SSA
with lifetime above 2000ms. We concentrate on a time interval about one of the
periods of high network activity lasting from t ≈ 890 to t ≈ 990. We are considering
the behavior of a highly active RS neuron which receives only excitatory input during
the active period. This is not the generic case, however, it underlines an important
dynamical feature of the network behind the large scale oscillations, as we will see
in section 11.
Figure 49 represents the solely excitatory presynaptic spike train and the change
of the variables v(t), u(t) and G(t) of the RS neuron. The green dots in the plot
indicate the incoming presynaptic spike train and the blue dots correspond to the
spike times of the RS neuron. Figure 50 shows the corresponding snapshots of the
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Figure 49: Change of the variable v(t), u(t) and G(t) of a RS neuron with respect
to an excitatory presynaptic spike train indicated by the green dots. The blue dots
indicate the spikes of the RS neuron of interest.
phase space, at different times, for the same RS neuron. The left and right insets
above each snapshot in figure 50 display, respectively, the presynaptic input current
I(t) (its instantaneous value indicated by red dot) and the synaptic conductance
G(t) (its instantaneous value indicated by the vertical line). In the phase space
plots the instantaneous position is indicated by a red dot and the blue line shows
the tail of the recent trajectory. As in figure 48 the green lines show the position
of the nullclines. The u∗ nullcline is time independent but the ū nullcline is shifted.
From equation (105) we see that in phase space the position of the whole ū nullcline
depends on I(t). However, I(t) itself depends on the one side on the voltage variable
v(t) and on the other side on the synaptic conductance G(t); see section 8.1








δ(t− t fj ) . (108)
Therefore, the important quantity is given by
ū(t) = f(v(t)) + I(t) (109)
which is denoted by green dot on the parabola in figure 50. Observe that the
vertical distance between the green and red dots corresponds to v̇(t):
v̇(t) = ū(t)− u(t) . (110)
The first two plots in figure 50 represent, respectively, the state of the RS neuron
before (figure 50 t = 880) and at the beginning of the active period (figure 50 t =
916). During the silent period (t ∈ [870, 900]) the synaptic input of the RS neuron
is approximately zero and the trajectory slides slowly along the ū nullcline towards
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Figure 50: Snapshots of the phase space of a RS neuron embedded in the network
during the simulation. For description of the plots see text.
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the stable state; during this slow transition both v̇(t) and u̇(t) are very small with
comparable time scales. At the beginning of the active period (figure 50 t = 916)
the excitatory synaptic input shifts the ū nullcline upwards and the neuron is free
to spike. Observe in the next two plots (figure 50 t = 930 and t = 931) that while
Gex(t) is fluctuating weakly, I(t) performs great rapid shifts caused by the fast v-
variable and its reset after each spike (see equation 107). During this active phase
the I(t) oscillations result in large oscillations of the ū nullcline (see equation 109).
Along with this, the synaptic input increases, mirroring the increasing activity of the
network, causing an ongoing additional positive shift of the ū nullcline. Contrary
to the constant input case (I = const) of figure 48 this additional shift in the ū
nullcline sets the increased u variable u 7→ u + d below the parabola allowing for
another spike. This explains why the RS neurons tend to behave like CH neurons
during the active periods (see figure 50 t = 930 to t = 942). This bursting behavior
is observed for all highly active neurons independent of their electrophysiological
class. It is important to observe that while the network activity is increasing the
spiking frequency of the neuron of interest is approximately constant during the
whole process (see figure 49): the distance ∆v = vcrit−c is constant and the velocity
v̇ seen as in equation (110) does not change radically after each spike since both u
and ū are growing. This bursting-like process endures either until the trajectory
is instantaneously reset above the ū nullcline after a spike or until the trajectory
(v(t), u(t)) is trapped by the ū nullcline (see figure 50 t = 944). The neuron enters a
slow time scale dynamics ū(t) ≈ u(t) (see equation 110) with very small v̇ leading to
long lasting transient towards the stable state (see figure 50 t = 948 and t = 970).
In the following lines we show that the higher u(t) becomes after each spike
(u 7→ u + d ), the higher the presynaptic excitatory input Gex(t) should be in
order to ensure the next spike. Considering the time scale separation between the
u and v variable during the spiking process we can assume that during a spike, i.e.
for v(t) ∈ [c, vcrit], u remains approximately constant: uspike ≈ const; see figure 49.
Making this assumption, we should also consider that during a spike G(t) is decaying
according to (108) with a time scale determined by τ which is of the same order
of magnitude as the time scale of v. Assume that the trajectory (v(t), uspike) gets
trapped by the ū nullcline for some uspike:
v̇ = 0 = αv2 + βv + γ − uspike + (Eex − v)Gex + (Ein − v)Gin .
Solving for v renders
v± =






(β −Gin)2 − 2(β +Gin)Gex +G2ex − 4α (γ − uspike − |Ein|Gin + EexGex) .
The fixed points exist if the term under the square root is positive or
(β−Gin)2−2(β+Gin)Gex+G2ex−4α (γ − uspike − |Ein|Gin + EexGex) = 4δ (112)
with δ > 0. Solving for Gex renders
G±ex = (β + 2αEex −Gin)± (113)
2
√
α(β −Gin)Eex + α2E2ex + α(γ − uspike − |Ein|Gin) + δ .
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Figure 51: The lower and upper boundaries of the Gex interval from equation (114)
as function of uspike for different Gin values.
Assuming that Eex = 0, as in the simulations, the last expression simplifies and we
derive the following condition for Gex
β −Gin(t)− 2
√
α (γ − uspike − |Ein|Gin(t)) <
Gex(t) (114)
< β −Gin(t) + 2
√
α (γ − uspike − |Ein|Gin(t)) .
If Gex(t) is within this interval the ū nullcline does not intersect the constant uspike





the two boundaries of the interval coincide and for Gin(t) greater than this value,
the fixed points always exist.
The interval (114) depends not only on Gin(t) but also on the value of uspike
during the spike: the higher the value of uspike,the narrower the interval. Figure 51







means that if we choose Gex,0 at the beginning of the spike to lie within the interval
(114) (i.e. assuring v̇(c, t = 0;G0) > 0), does not automatically assure that the
neuron will perform a spike, i.e. that at a latter time (T > 0) G(T ) would not escape
from the interval causing the ū nullcline to intersect the constant uspike leading to
the appearance of the two fixed points. In figure 48 this happens both for the times
(t = 930 7→ t = 931) and for (t = 941 7→ t = 944). In the first case the neuron
does perform a spike, while in the second case it does not. Although the interval
condition (114) itself is not sufficient to ensure that a neuron will perform a spike
for given initial Gex,0 and Gin,0 at v = c, it shows a clear tendency: the higher uspike
is, the higher the excitation should be. Furthermore, we can also see that even in
the case of zero inhibition the bursting-like behavior can not endure for high uspike
if Gex(t) does not grow sufficiently.
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Figure 52: Distribution U(u, δu;T ), with δu = 1, as given by equation 116, at differ-
ent times T . The times corresponding to the red lines in the raster plot are chosen
to lie between two active periods. The blue, yellow and green lines correspond,
respectively, to times at the beginning, in the middle and at end of an active period.
11 Global Phase Space Analysis of the Network
Above we discussed the dynamics of a single neuron and considered the role of the u
variable. In the first part of this section, we implement the previous considerations
on the whole network and determine different dynamical states during the SSA
process. In the second part of the section we discuss features of the transient chaotic
dynamics associated with the SSA in section 9.2.
11.1 Different Stages of the SSA Process
Let U(u, δu; t) be the distribution of the u variables of the neurons comprising the
network at time t:






δ(ui(t)− x)dx . (116)
Figure 52 represents the U(u, δu; t) distribution at different times T for the same
network and the same simulation as in figure 49 and figure 50. The times are chosen
to lay, respectively, between two active periods or at the beginning, in the middle
and at end of an active period.
Consider first, in figure 52, the times (T = 940, T = 1053) in the middle and (T =
965, T = 10800) at the end of an active period, respectively, indicated by the yellow
and green lines in the raster plot. As expected, from the corresponding distributions
we can see that during an active period the number of neurons occupying high u
values increases. Let us consider such highly active neuron, like the RS neuron from
figure 49 and figure 50. Suppose that at the peak of an active period all neurons
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presynaptic to the neuron of interest (in this case all of them being excitatory) are
highly active and spike similarly to the neuron of interest. Since all of them spike
with an approximately constant frequency the total synaptic input into the neuron
of interest reaches a constant (maximal) level. This means that while u is growing
(u 7→ u+ d ) the ū nullcline of the neuron of interest does not receive the additional
shift any more (Gex(t) is not growing any more) leading to an end of the bursting-like
regime. As a consequence, the neuron of interest can not instantaneously produce
another spike causing a drop in its spiking frequency which subsequently leads to a
drop in the ū nullclines of all its postsynaptic neighbors. Its presynaptic neighbors
experience eventually the same and the ū nullcline of the neuron of interest starts
dropping. A potential new presynaptic excitatory input may shift the ū nullcline
once again above u(t) leading to a positive but very small v̇ which may or may not
result in a new spike. Overall, this process leads to a definite drop in the spiking
frequency of the whole network leading to a drop of the nullclines of most neurons,
slowing their spiking frequency further. Eventually all highly active neurons are
trapped by their ū nullclines and enter a slow transient dynamics towards their
resting states. This marks the end of the active period. Nevertheless, in figure 52,
from the distributions (T = 965, T = 10800) at the end of the active periods, we see
that there are still neurons occupying low u values. We call them moderately active
neurons. The peak of the distributions is located near the corresponding u values
of the resting states. Most of those moderately active neurons are postsynaptic to
previously active inhibitory neurons, the latter being at the end of the active period
in a long lasting transient state. At the end of the active period the moderately
active neurons receive less presynaptic inhibition and being near their resting state
do not need much excitation in order to spike. Remark that in this state a large
number of neurons postsynaptic to the moderately active neurons are in a transient
state and, therefore, most of the newly produced spikes will not lead to spikes
in the postsynaptic neurons. This is a crucial state for the SSA since most of
the newly produced network activity gets absorbed by the transient neurons. The
activity of the network is sustained only within the “pool” of moderately active
neurons. Observe that if the inhibition during the highly active periods is insufficient
there will be less moderately active neurons at the end of the active periods which
leads to a lower probability of sustaining the activity. From the distributions in
figure 52 at times (T = 885, T = 995) between the active periods, indicated by the
red lines in the raster plot, we see that the tail of the distribution is shifted from high
towards low u values. This shift corresponds to the transition of previously active
neurons towards their resting states. As result, the number of neurons which are
able to contribute to the network activity is growing. At the beginning of the active
periods (T = 915, T = 1025), the blue lines in the raster plot, the distributions are
concentrated at low u values towards the resting states which marks the end of
the transient process. At this stage the network becomes highly excitable. Here,
most neurons occupy low u values and, therefore, newly produced spikes lead with
a higher probability of subsequent spikes in the postsynaptic neurons.
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11.2 Global Phase Space and the Resulting Transient SSA
In section 9 we have seen that in the region of low synaptic strengths the observed
SSA states are always “oscillatory” corresponding to large-scale network activity os-
cillations. Those states emphasized transient chaotic-like dynamics indicated by the
high sensitivity with respect to initial conditions and the corresponding exponential
distributions of the lifetimes; see section 9.2. In this section we investigate features
of this transient dynamics and the corresponding phase space region. A rigorous
mathematical investigation of such a region in this highly dimensional phase space,
taking also into account the discontinuity (104) and (108) of the differential equa-
tions (103) and (107), is beyond the scope of this work. The following analysis
intends to give insights into the possible structure of the region. In the following
we refer to this region as a chaotic set, which is the topological structure underlying
transient chaotic dynamics. Such chaotic sets are also called chaotic saddles. We
remark that although both high sensitivity with respect to initial conditions and
the corresponding exponential distributions of the lifetimes characterize transient
chaos, they are not sufficient to prove its existence [71] and distinguish it from other
transient dynamical states, for example, such due to heteroclinic connections be-
tween saddle states in the phase space. The following observations are valid for
both a chaotic set and a heteroclinic network. Remark that in section 2 we have
seen examples where chaos originates from heteroclinic networks.
In the previous section we analyzed different states of the global network activity
referring to the phase space analysis of single neurons discussed in section 10. Here,
we consider the dynamics of the system in the highly-dimensional global phase space.
The previous considerations remain valid since the phase space of a single neuron
corresponds to a subspace of this global phase space. Accordingly, the trajectory
from figure 50 discussed in section 10 is a projection of the trajectory of the whole
system on the 2- dimensional subspace describing the state of the RS neuron of
interest embedded in the network. Remark that the transients, discussed in the
previous section, from highly active states of single neurons towards their resting
states, should not be confused with the transient chaotic regime in the global phase
space.
In the observed oscillatory SSA states, the system exhibits chaotic-like behavior
over a certain time period, whose duration strongly depends on the initial condition,
and abruptly switches into a non-chaotic state corresponding to a stable fixed point
where all neurons are at their resting potential. During the oscillatory chaotic
regime, in the global phase space, the trajectory of the system remains in the vicinity
of a chaotic set, which is not an attractor. Strictly speaking, the chaotic set itself is
invariant and a trajectory lying in the set can not escape. In the case of heteroclinic
networks this set corresponds to heteroclinic cycles between saddles. The trajectories
we are referring to visit and remain for certain time T within a phase space region
Γ which contains the chaotic set. Since the set is not an attractor, once a trajectory
leaves the region Γ it can not return to it. Consider a large number of initial
conditions N0 taken with a given distribution ρ0 within a phase space region R. By
an appropriate choice of R many of the initial conditions would lead to trajectories
visiting the region Γ which contains the chaotic set. The number of trajectories
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which remain in the region Γ after some period of time T is given by
N(T ) ∼ e−κT (117)
where κ is called the escape rate. The escape rate is independent of the distribution
ρ0 or of the choice R and Γ and, therefore, characterizes the chaotic set itself [71].
However, the constant of proportionality in (117) does depend on ρ0, R and Γ. This
is not surprising since trajectories originating from initial conditions distributed in
the region R comprise the transients towards the region Γ and hence alter the lifetime
T . The escape rate is the same exponent characterizing the lifetime distributions of
the SSA from section 9.2. Recall that there, for all network architectures, the initial
conditions were not chosen as random distributions ρ0 within the highly dimensional
phase space but as the result of a stimulation procedure of the network by chang-
ing the amplitude of the external input current Istim, the proportion of stimulated
neurons Pstim and the duration of stimulation Tstim. We argued that this stimula-
tion procedure ensures that the initial conditions lie close to typical pathways in a
“physiologically reasonable” part of the phase space, i.e. presumably close to long
living SSA trajectories. Since the position of the initial conditions defines the region
R, we intended to choose R as broad as possible, by leading the system to distinct
regions of the phase space (governed by the number of stimulated neurons and the
amplitude of the external current) but simultaneously assuring that many of the
initial conditions would lead to typical pathways visiting the region Γ containing
the chaotic set. Remark that the escape rate gives only global information about
the chaotic set. It is a global measure of its instability: the higher the escape rate,
the more unstable the chaotic set is, resulting in a higher probability that a random
trajectory would escape its comprising region Γ within a given time.
In the remaining part of this section we investigate the local structure of the
chaotic set– or, to be more precise– the local structure of its comprising region Γ.
To facilitate the comparison of the following results with those from the previous
section, we take the same example network of modularity level H = 0 where 20%
of all excitatory neurons are of CH type and the inhibitory neurons are of LTS
type. The synaptic strengths (gex, gin) are (0.15, 1) and the stimulation procedure
corresponds to the same initial condition with lifetime of SSA above 2000ms. This
high lifetime ensures that the corresponding trajectory remains within the phase
space region Γ for sufficiently long time period. In what follows we refer to this
trajectory as the initial trajectory and denote it symbolically by I(t). After the
stimulation the system was left to evolve freely along the initial trajectory for a
time τ = 370ms, corresponding to more than three oscillatory periods of high global
network activity, ensuring that the trajectory has reached the region Γ. Once in
the Γ region the system was systematically perturbed at fifty different perturbation
positions Pk, k = 1, .., 50. The perturbation positions Pk were chosen to lie at
equidistant time intervals along the initial trajectory such that
Pk = I(τ + k∆t) (118)
with ∆t = 7ms. Starting from each perturbation position the system was perturbed,
respectively, six hundred times, by stimulating each time a proportion P = 1/8 of
different randomly chosen neurons with an external input current Iext = 10 for a time
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period tstim = 3ms. After each perturbation the system was left to evolve once again
freely and the corresponding new lifetime was recorded. This local perturbation
procedure provided sets of “secondary” initial conditions, each containing six hundred
points densely placed about the corresponding perturbation position Pk. Remark
that each of those sets of “secondary” initial conditions lies at a different place
along the initial trajectory, i.e. it provides a local distribution of “secondary” initial
conditions at distinct local regions within the region Γ. Therefore, each of the
sets alone is not sufficient to provide a global information about the whole region.
However, taken together, these sets cover the tubular neighborhood of the initial
trajectory. As mentioned above, the escape rate provides information about the
global instability of the region Γ. Here, our intention is to test the local instability
of the region Γ. In particular we are interested to see whether the whole region Γ
is unstable or there is a smaller local unstable subregion within Γ, something like a
“hole”, from where the trajectories tend to escape. If the former case the lifetimes
of trajectories originating from different local sets would be comparable, since they
would be able to escape from anywhere, regardless the position of the corresponding
local set within the Γ region. In the latter case, however, trajectories originating
from local sets situated near the “hole” would tend to have shorter lifetimes than
trajectories originating from local sets situated far away from the “hole”. Remark
that there might be more than one “hole”, especially for a heteroclinic network, with
“holes” eventually situated in the vicinity of the corresponding saddle points.
Figure 53 represents graphically the results from the “local” investigation. The
raster plot on the left of figure 53 shows the spiking activity of the network along
the initial trajectory. It can be considered as a representation of the initial trajec-
tory I(t). The green lines within the raster plot correspond to times (τ + k∆t)
from equation (118) defining the positions of perturbation. On the right side of
figure 53 are given examples of the lifetime distributions of different (local) sets of
“secondary” initial conditions at different perturbation positions Pk. Observe that
the distributions are not smooth like those discussed in section 9.2 but exhibit in-
stead local maxima (peaks). The diagram in the middle of figure 53 represents the
lifetimes for the first and second local peak (respectively in blue and red) at the dif-
ferent perturbation positions. The perturbation positions in the middle diagram are
aligned with the corresponding times in the raster plot, according to equation (118).
Consider first the raster plot in figure 53. Observe that the time between two
periods of high network activity can be roughly estimated to be about 100ms. As
we have seen in section 9.4, for a given network architecture and fixed conductivity
strengths, this time does not depend strongly on the initial conditions leading to
the corresponding SSA states. Therefore, we can assume that it is a feature roughly
characterizing a “typical” time period within the set Γ. In the case of heteroclinic
network this “typical” time period may be associated with the period between two
saddle points and in the case of a chaotic set it can be associated with the “typical”
time period a trajectory needs in order to perform one oscillation within the set
Γ. We should remark that, in either case, this is an oversimplified point of view
since the topology of the Γ region within the highly dimensional phase space is
unknown. Furthermore, for a chaotic set in such system it would be difficult to
strictly define a period of oscillation by means of techniques such as the Poincare
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Figure 53: Results from the investigation of the local structure of the phase space
region Γ comprising the chaotic set. On the left: Raster plot of the spiking activity
of the network along an initial trajectory I(t). Green lines represent the time of the
perturbation positions along the initial trajectory (see text). In the middle: Change
of the lifetimes at the first and second peak of the distributions resulting from the
local perturbations at the perturbation positions along the trajectory (see text). On
the right: Examples of the distributions at different perturbation positions.
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Section for example (see part I, section 2). Nevertheless, this viewpoint seems to
be compatible with the observations. In the diagram in the middle of figure 53, the
distance between the lifetimes of the first and second peaks corresponds to the same
“typical” time period of about 100ms. The same is true for the distance between
the lifetimes of any subsequent peaks in the distributions on the right side of the
figure. The peaks in the distributions show that certain lifetimes are favored and
therefore indicate that trajectories do not escape the region Γ anywhere. Observe,
in the diagram in the middle of figure 53, the change of lifetimes with respect
to the perturbation positions. Despite the fluctuations between subsequent initial
conditions there is a clear tendency which indicates decrease in the lifetime followed
by large jumps. Those jumps and the peaks in the distributions indicate that there
is/are subregion/s in Γ from where trajectories tend to escape, i.e. “hole(s)”. Because
of the oscillation of the initial trajectory within the Γ region I(t) repeatedly passes
in the vicinity of a “hole“. Each of the perturbed trajectories originating from a
“secondary” initial condition performs similar dynamics along the phase space flow
within the Γ region and also passes in the vicinity of a “hole“. Consider a position
along the initial trajectory after it has passed near a “hole”, i.e. such that I(t)
has to perform a whole oscillation until it reaches again a “hole”. Accordingly, all
perturbed trajectories originating from this perturbation position have to perform a
whole oscillation themselves until they reach a “hole”. At each passage near a “hole”
a proportion of all trajectories originating from a local set of “secondary” initial
conditions escapes the Γ region trough the “hole”. The closer the perturbation
position is to the “hole”, the shorter becomes the lifetime of the trajectories that
escape the region Γ at the first passage, i.e. the lifetime at the first peak. The
lifetime of the subsequent peaks is accordingly shifted by the “typical” time period,
since the remaining trajectories have to perform another oscillation until they reach a
“hole” again. When the perturbation position passes the “hole” there is a jump in the
lifetimes which corresponds to the “typical” time period (see perturbation positions
P12, P27 and P43). The amplitudes of the different peaks within the distributions
indicate the topological complexity of the region Γ. For example, in the distribution
corresponding to perturbation position P40, the amplitude of third peak is distinctly
higher than of the second peak. This might be due to the fact that there are,
respectively, two different “holes” with two different local escape rates corresponding,
for example, to two saddles with different instabilities or due to a complex folding and
stretching of the topology of the chaotic set within Γ. Nevertheless, the escape rate,
as global characteristics of the whole region, is still well defined, when considering
the lifetime distribution of all fifty local set of “secondary” initial conditions together,
as represented in figure 54.
It is important that this local perturbation procedure allows us to determine the
position of a “hole” along an initial trajectory I(t): it is always situated at the end of
high global network activity period. A comparison with the results from section 11.1
shows that a “hole” corresponds to a state of the network with a high proportion
of neurons occupying high u values (compare figure 52 and figure 53). This is the
crucial dynamical state since the activity of the network is sustained only within
the “pool” of moderately active neurons and most of the newly produced network
activity gets absorbed by the “transient neurons”, i.e. many of the newly produced
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Figure 54: Global lifetime distribution of all fifty local set each comprising six hun-
dred “secondary” initial conditions considered together. Inset: The corresponding
histogram in linear - logarithmic plot.
spikes do not lead to spikes in the postsynaptic neurons.
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12 Discussion
Our main finding is that the neuronal composition of the network, i.e. the types and
combinations of excitatory and inhibitory cells that comprise the network, has an
effect on the properties of SSA in the network, which acts in conjunction with the
effect of network topology. Previous theoretical studies have emphasized the role
of the structural organization (topology) of the cortical network on its sustained
activity [66, 110, 44, 74, 85]. Here we have shown that the electrophysiological
classes of the cortical neurons and the percentages of these neurons in the network
composition also affect the dynamics of the sustained network activity. Specifically,
we found that networks comprising excitatory neurons of the RS and CH types
have higher probability of supporting long-lived SSA than networks with excitatory
neurons only of the RS type. In addition, the type of the inhibitory neurons in the
network also has a significant effect. In particular, LTS inhibitory neurons stronger
favor long-lived SSA states than FS inhibitory neurons.
A possible mechanism that would render networks made of RS and CH excitatory
cells more prone to long-lived SSA is due to the pattern of spikes exhibited by the
CH cells, which consists of spike bursts followed by strong afterhyperpolarizations.
During a phase of high network activity neurons with high spiking frequency exhibit
bursting-like behavior independent of their electrophysiological class; see section 10.
At the end of the high-activity period such neurons enter slow transient depolar-
ization leading to global decrease of the network activity. In this state, none of the
transient neurons is able to perform a spike and the network activity is sustained
by moderately active neurons postsynaptic to previously active inhibitory neurons.
The presence of CH neurons in the network would then enhance and coordinate the
postsynaptic responses of other network cells, which would contribute to prolonga-
tion of network activity. As a consequence, the low-activity periods would become
shorter and the global network activity would become more oscillatory and better
synchronized with corresponding increases in the global network frequency and the
mean firing frequency of the individual neurons, effects reported in Sect.9. This
mechanism is more effective in networks with inhibitory neurons of the LTS class
rather than of the FS class because of the higher temporal and spatial uniformity
of the inhibition provided by LTS neurons, as discussed in Section 9.4. During a
high activity phase the LTS neurons ensure a higher number of moderately inhibited
neurons, while the FS neurons lead to a lower number of strongly inhibited neurons.
We are aware of just one theoretical study in the literature which has addressed
the impact of the specific neuronal composition of the network on its SSA regimes
[32]. There, it was shown that a two-layered cortical network in which the layers
were composed of excitatory RS and inhibitory FS cells with a small proportion
of excitatory LTS cells in the second layer, could produce SSA. Here we have ex-
tended the analysis by including neurons of five electrophysiological classes and, in
particular, by considering LTS cells that are exclusively inhibitory.
Our study also has shown that modularity favors SSA. In general, independently
of neuronal composition, the increase in the hierarchical level of the network (and
hence in the number of modules) increases the lifetime expectancy of SSA in the
network. This effect can be understood if we imagine that distinct modules are
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activated intermittently and non-simultaneously. Each module is a random network
which, depending on its specific neuronal composition, can generate SSA with a
certain lifetime. Because of the sparse coupling among modules, they activate each
other in an alternate way so that there is a probability of each one of them activating
a neighbor before decaying to rest. And the larger the number of modules, the
greater is this probability. In other words, using the paradigm of a “hole” in the
phase space, introduced in section 11, if we consider each module as a random
network by itself, it has its own “hole” leading from sustained dynamical activity
towards the resting state. Increasing the number of modules it is less probable that
all modules would enter a “hole” simultaneously.
The region of the parameter space of excitatory and inhibitory synaptic strengths
for which the network SSA states display properties similar to physiological mea-
surements [95, 59, 77, 55] is the lower right corner of what we called the diagram of
low synaptic strengths. The spiking properties of the SSA states in this region are
remarkably independent of the network architecture and initial conditions. These
properties are irregular neuronal firing and low frequency population oscillation with
leading frequency often in the range of ∼5 to ∼8 Hz. In this particular region of
the (gex, gin) plane the ratio gex/gin has a value between about 4 and 12. This is
consistent with the theoretical prediction that irregular activity in a spiking corti-
cal network can be sustained in a balanced excitation-inhibition state, whereby the
strength of inhibitory synapses is higher than the strength of excitatory synapses:
to compensate for the smaller number of inhibitory neurons and keep the average
total synaptic input into a neuron near zero, so that the neuron spikes are caused
by the fluctuations around this average [106, 3, 107, 21]. These theoretical studies
relied on random networks of sparsely-connected leaky integrate-and-fire neurons.
Our study, although more focused on hierarchical and modular networks, also has
shown that irregular SSA can occur in random networks (H=0). Since our networks
are based on neuron models with richer properties than the leaky integrate-and-fire
model, our finding points to a complementary, though secondary in comparison with
the excitation-inhibition balance, mechanism for irregular SSA in a random network
of spiking neurons, which depends on the mixture and proportions of the different
types of excitatory and inhibitory neurons in the network.
Our results strongly suggest that the sustained and irregular firing regimes in
our simulations are transiently chaotic. This is consistent with conjectures that the
default state of the brain is chaotic [93, 106, 107, 14, 65, 75]. It is important to note
that in the biologically relevant range of low synaptic strengths the SSA does not last
indefinitely: its lifetime remains finite and abruptly ends with relaxation towards the
state of rest. The probability to observe a SSA of a given duration is an exponential
function of duration. From this point of view, SSA is a transient phenomenon. In
a way, this was already expected because every brain dynamical regime is transient
[86]. Duration of the transient depends on the network architecture (hierarchical
level, mixture of excitatory-inhibitory neurons) and the synaptic parameters. A
direct possibility to prolong the lifetime of the SSA without increasing the synaptic
strengths is to increase the number of neurons, since the escape time of transient
chaotic trajectories grows exponentially with the growth of the dimension of the
system [27, 69, 71, 39]. We observed this effect when proceeding from 29 to 210
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A complex dynamical network is characterized, on the one hand, by the internal
dynamics of the single nodes comprising the network and, on the other hand, by
the network topology describing the interaction structure between the nodes. In
this work we have investigated global dynamical phenomena emerging from the
interplay between network topology and single-node dynamics in systems of excitable
elements.
Using the paradigm of phase oscillators, in the first part of this work, we focused
on the collective behavior of the nodes in terms of synchronization. The network
topology alone puts strong constraints on the dynamical flow in the phase space of
the system and in particular on the admissible synchronized states which live on
flow-invariant submanifolds (polydiagonals) [97, 50, 51, 35]. Identification of flow-
invariant polydiagonals corresponding to synchronized states allows a reduction of
the initial network to a smaller, reduced network: oscillators belonging to the same
cluster in the initial network correspond to a single node in the reduced network and
edges between the nodes in the reduced network are weighted according to corre-
sponding cluster sizes. The collective behavior of the nodes from the initial system
is emphasized by the reduced network. Moreover, depending on the clustered state,
the reduced network may correspond to a globally coupled system and in those cases,
for a certain class of coupling functions and single-node dynamics, the dynamics of
the network is naturally reduced further and becomes 3- dimensional according to
the Watanabe-Strogatz reduction [111, 112, 78]. For the single nodes dynamics we
have chosen the Kuramoto and Shinomoto model of sinusoidally coupled “active
rotators” [91], which is widely used in studies of collective effects and is compatible
with the class of “sinusoidally coupled systems” required by the Watanabe-Strogatz
reduction [78]. In the case of identical phase oscillators interacting via the same
coupling function, the polydiagonals corresponding to synchronized states remain
flow-invariant for all non-vanishing coupling strengths; yet their stability alters, lead-
ing to non-generic bifurcation scenarios reflecting the symmetry of the underlying
graph. Accordingly, depending on the parameter region, different clustered states
gain or lose stability. We have focused our investigation on the parameter region of
repulsive coupling, since the traditionally considered opposite, attractive coupling,
commonly favors the onset of global synchronization [8], while repulsive coupling is
known to result in less trivial effects like clustering and hysteresis [104]. In general,
dynamical phenomena, such as transition from globally synchronous state to chaos
or cluster synchronization, depend on the eigenvalues of the underlying adjacency
matrix whose degeneracy determines the dimension of the center manifold at the
bifurcation points. Plane hexagonal lattices with periodic boundary conditions pro-
vide a suitable theoretical framework for such investigations, since the degeneracy
of the eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix strongly depends on the size of the lattice
while keeping the local, hexagonal, symmetries of the system fixed. Investigating
different small hexagonal lattices with periodic boundary conditions, we have shown
that the dynamical states of the system are not governed solely by the local symme-
tries of the network but also by its global characteristics. For instance, depending
on the network size and the parameter region the dynamically relevant stable states
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of the system diversify from various periodic synchronous states, quasi-periodicity
and chaos to weak-chimera states [12]. Each of these dynamical states emphases dif-
ferent symmetries induced by the network topology and transitions between those
states correspond to breaking of symmetries, whereby different bifurcation scenarios
strongly depend on the network size. The observed range of these bifurcation sce-
narios is remarkable. We have found period doubling bifurcations, Neimark-Sacker
bifurcation, saddle-node bifurcations, pitchfork bifurcations, transcritical bifurca-
tions, homoclinic bifurcations and also the not so common transcritical/homoclinic
(THB) bifurcations [11]. Periods of limit cycles born at THB bifurcations display
neither the logarithmic law, typical for a homoclinic bifurcation of hyperbolic sad-
dle points, nor the inverse square law, typical for homoclinics to saddle-nodes [46].
Here, the observed period is inversely proportional to the distance from the critical
parameter value. We discussed the normal form of the THB bifurcation and investi-
gated the asymptotics of the period. Stable synchronized periodic solutions born at
THB bifurcations were observed only for certain sizes of the investigated hexagonal
lattices: the 3×3 and 4×4 hexagonal lattices. In the case of the 4×4 hexagonal lat-
tice the periodic solutions comprised four identical clusters with a reduced network
corresponding to 4- dimensional globally coupled system of four identical nodes.
This reduced system is subject to the Watanabe-Strogatz reduction, resulting in
3- dimensional dynamics with the periodic solutions belonging to continua of limit
cycles. We studied generic conditions posed on the network topology enabling the
Watanabe-Strogatz reduction and investigated systems with such nontrivial topolo-
gies. In many of these investigated systems we have found not only symmetric but
also non-symmetric THB bifurcations. Finally, we presented a generic analysis of
bifurcations taking place on submanifolds associated with the Watanabe-Strogatz
reduced system.
While the network models in the first part of this work were of prevailing theoret-
ical interest, in the second part, we investigated more realistic, cortical-like neuronal
networks. The focus remained on the question about the interplay between network
topology and single-node dynamics. We studied their effects on a global dynamical
phenomenon, known as self-sustained activity (SSA). We constructed a spiking net-
work model that captures elements of the architectonic organization of the cortex
and of its composition in terms of cells of different electrophysiological classes. The
architecture of the network is hierarchical and modular, which arguably [110, 90]
represents the generic topological organization of the cortex across many spatial
scales, and the excitatory and inhibitory cells of our model belong to five distinct
electrophysiological classes that can coexist in the same network [82, 25]. For the
dynamics of single neurons we used the Izhikevich neuron model [62]. Our goal
was to study the combined effect of these architectonic and physiological elements
on the SSA of the network. To do so we performed an extensive computational
study of our model by considering network architectures characterized by different
combinations of hierarchical and modularity levels, mixture of excitatory-inhibitory
neurons, strength of excitatory-inhibitory synapses and network size submitted to
distinct initial conditions. In the investigated model we found that SSA states
with spiking characteristics, similar to the ones observed experimentally, can ex-
ist for regions of the parameter space of excitatory-inhibitory synaptic strengths in
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which the inhibitory strength exceeds the excitatory one. In this regions of synap-
tic strengths the SSA states were transient with finite lifetimes and corresponded
to large-scale network activity oscillations characterized by subsequent high and
low global-activity phases flowed by abrupt unpredictable decay towards the resting
state. Furthermore, we saw that regardless of the network architecture, in the ab-
sence or at very low inhibition as well as at very low excitatory synaptic strength,
SSA states are not possible. By analyzing the dynamics of single neurons, as well as
the phase space of the whole system, we could explain the importance of inhibition
for sustaining the global oscillatory activity of the network. Our results strongly sug-
gest that the sustained and irregular firing regimes in our simulations are transiently
chaotic. The duration of the transients depends not only on the synaptic parameters
but also on the network architecture. It was strongly influenced, separately, by the
type of excitatory neurons, the type of inhibitory neurons, the modularity level and
also by combinations of those characteristics. We found that networks comprising
excitatory neurons of the regular spiking and chattering types have higher proba-
bility of supporting long-lived SSA than networks with excitatory neurons only of
the regular spiking type. Fast spiking inhibitory neurons did not favor long-living
SSA in comparison to low threshold spiking inhibitory neurons. Our study has also
shown that modularity favors SSA. In general, independently of neuronal composi-
tion, the increase in the hierarchical level of the network (and hence in the number
of modules) increases the lifetime expectancy of SSA in the network.
Summarizing, we can state not only that our initial expectations were justified,
in the sense that in all investigated cases the interplay between topology and single-
node dynamics took place, but also that we were able to detect in our systems new,
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